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P R E FACE

This Volume It of the Advanced Forward Area Air Defense System

(AFAADS) Phase III final report presents an overall description of the

conceptual design and sizing for a digital AFAADS gun fire control computer,

including the operator display and control. panel. It is submitted in ful-

fillment of Tasks ID and 1E of the Statement of Work under Modification

POOOll of Contract DAAA25-73-C0373 (formerly Contract DAAGO3-7,D-C0328).

(See Appendix A)

The material of this volume is divided into three parts:

Part I, Summary, is a brief oky-rview of the conceptual design for

the digital AFAADS gun fire control computer.

Part Hl, Overall System Description, presents an expanded descrip-

tion of the conceptual design. Estimates for the develop-

ment and production of this computer are also given.

Recommendations for immediate follow-on activities to th.i- :

study are included.

Part II1, Analysis of the Fire Control System, provides the basis

for the conceptual design. The algorithms used in the

conceptual design are detailed. The necessary tactical

and computational paramzter• are listo.G. The software

concepts are developed, and the hardware conceptual design

is presented.

Thus, the volume provides a complete and stand-alone description of the

requirements and conceptual design for a digital AFAADS gun fire computer.

The logic and algorithms of the fire control solution are based upon the

analyses presented in Volume I of this report and in the final reports to

Phases I and II of AFAADS (Reference-, I and 2).

Best Available Copy
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FOREWORD

This report describes the research effort of the Data Systems Division of Litton

Systems, Inc., under Modification P00011 to Contract DAAA25-73-C0373, (formerly

DAAG05-70-C0328). The objective of this work was to provide additional analytic and simu-

lation effort in support of the parametric analysis of predicted fire air defense systems.

The report is presented in two volumes. Volume I, Analysis, by Herbert K. Weiss

reports the analytical effort and the simulation verification procedures. Section 9 on

simulation verification was made possible by simulation flowgraphs of the Ginsberg simu-

lation developed by Mr. Barry Seia. Simulation runs were made by Mr. Jacky Onishi.

Mr. F. V. Wilson provided analytical support for Section 7.0 on Countermeasures.

Volume II, Data Processing Requirements Analysis, is based on an analyses by

Dr. Richard D. Young, Dr. Alfred J. Ess, Mr. Caesar F. Chavez and

Mr. Herman A. Fischer.

Earlier effort under this contract at Litton is reported in a previously published

series of five volumes,
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PART I SUMMARY

The Data Systems Division of Litton Systems, Inc., submits this con-

ceptual design and sizing analysis of a digital computer for an Advanced

ForwardAreaAir Defense System (AFAADS). The analysis indicates that a

small state-of-the-art modular stored program computer will perform all of V
the rpquired tasks.

The specific air defense situation used in this Sizing task is the

defense of a forward area point target by a 35-mm rapid fire closed loop

gun on a completely self-contained mount (tracked vehicle or towed). Vari-

ants on the chosen system will not significantly effect the computer design.

Each AFAADS mount would contain its own sensor system (FLIk/laser con-

sidered in this analysis but a millimeter radar could be sub.-tituted)

mounted on a rate gyro stabilized head, twin barrel gun, magazine, servos,

digital fire control computer, and prime power source. Control would be

exercised by a single gunner/operator. The chosen 10,000 meter range sensor

system would provide adequate warning for maximum range of fire of 4,300

meters agdinst near sonic close support jet aircraft.

This AFAADS system, used in the concepts analysis, has a closed 1oop)

fire control capability in which sensed projectile misses are converted

into gun pointing bias error corrections in azimuth, elevation, and muzzle

velocity. Target prediction, as a part of the ballistic computations,

includes energy conservation during a diving attack (transfer of potential

energy to kinetic energy) and constant turn angle prediction. These, plus

the more standard algorithms required for target tracking, ballistic compu-

tations, ballistic corrections, vehicle pitch and cant corrections, and

sensor regeneration, are all used in determining the computer size.

The resultant AFAADS digital fire control computer weighs about 50 lbs.

and has a volume of about 0.8 cubic feet including the operator's display

and control panel. This 16-bit word machine has a programmable read-only

memory (PROM) of 16,364 words, a random access core memory of 2,048 ukords,

and a micro-control memory of 1,m24 48-bit words. The real time ccmi-

autonatic fire control requires a 5 microsecond average instruction cycle

time (slow due to the core memory) and apptoximately 7,600 instructions.
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PARI I SUNvAtRY

(continued)

Capabilities are also included for a manual fire mode, operator self-testing

in the field including an overalI AF.AADS system fire test, and operator

inputs for ballistic corrections due to a.inLfunitfon type, air temperature

and density, wind speed and direction, and muzzle velocity; and a degraded

mode capability.

Immediate follow-on work should include a refinement on the chosen

processing algorithms, comprehensive flow charting of the software programs,

and design detailing of the computer. This could then lead to development

of a demonstration system.

i
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PART II OVERALL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This volume, the Data Processing Requirements Analyses, of the

Advanced Forward Area Air Defense Syster. (AFAADS) Phase III final report,

presents the software and hardware design concepts for a digital AFAADS

gun fire control computer.

AFAADS is a generic analysis of a mobile (self-propelled or towed

mount), self-contained, predicted fire,closed loop, anti-aircraft gun

systems for use in low altitude forward area air defense against high

speed close support aircraft, fixed wing and helicopter gun ships, and

surface-to-surface battlefield cruise missiles. AFAADS will utilize a

rapid fire gun of 20 mm to 40 mm caliber in semi-automatic fire.

For the digital computer c;oncept studies it is assumed that:

a) The vehicle is motionless when the gun is firing.

b) Target acquisition system is provided.

c) Automatic tracking and ballistic computation follow target

detection and lock-on.

d) FLIR/laser system makf:s up the tracking sensor.

e) Actual firing of the gun remains an operator function.

Within the fire control system, AFAADS features closed loop predicted fire

based upon projectile tracking. Emphasis is on point defense of forward

area targets Types of predicted fire include energy conservation divino

attacks and constant angle turns, as well as simple linear prediction. Bal-

Jistic correctiorjs include gravity drop; meteorological corrections for wind,

air temperalure, and air pressure; different types of proiectiles; and muzzle

velocity measurements.

Thus, a rather specific AFAADS gun system is postulated in order to

develop a specific computer hardware and software conceptual design. It is

bel ieved that the parameters chosen are representative of any AFAADS type

AA jun fire system. They are based Up)On the analyses of Volume T of this

r(,lort and upon the results of the two earlier phases of this program

1-1



(Ref I and 2). In choosing this specific system, care has been exercised

in the conceptual design to meet other similar AFAADS gunfire system

requirements.

1.1 VOLUME OUTLINE

The volume is divided into 13 sections. The next four in Part 11

complete the overall system description as follows:

2. Conclusions and Recommendations, including follow-on task

recommendations.

3. Operational Description, a brief summary of the envisioned

÷actical employment of AFAADS and of the overall weapon system.

4. Fire Control Computer Concepts, an overview of the fire

control logic, algorithms, software, and hardware that make

up the computer concepts.

5. Example of AFAADS Operation, a brief summary of the various

operating modes, the displays and controls for the operator,

and. finally a time sequential description of a typical fire

mission.

These sections are followed by Part II, Analysis of the Fire

Control System. Here, in eight sections, the fire control requirements

are analyzed in detail and the hardware and software concepts developed.

The specific topics covered, by Section number, are:

6. System Analysis and Operational Requirements, covering the

various operating modes, logic structure, and system parameters.

7. Operator Controls and Scenarios, detailing the functions

available for control and monitoring and their operation in

several scenarios.

8. Data Processing Peripherals, covering the interfaces with the

FLIR/laser sensors, the gun mount, and other equipments.

9. Software, a discussion of the software concepts for implement-

ing an AFAADS fire control solution.

lo. Hardware-AFAADS Computer, the hardware concepts for the digital

computer, design paraneters, and physical and electronic char-

acter i stics.

I I Semi-automatic Fire Control Algorithms , a detaLled presenta-

tion of the selected set of fire control algorithms for use

in semi-automatic fire.

I-2
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12. Degraded Modes; system capabilities u der various levels and

types of system degradation.

13. Test Modes, concepts for operational tests in the forward area.

,Several supporting appendices follow. ,

1-3J
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SECTION 2

CONCLUSIONS AND PECOMMENDATIONS

The conceptual analysis and equipment sizing task shows that a

moduilar, stored program, mini-computer can satisfactorily meet the opera-

tional requirements for AFAADS gunfire control against close support fighter

zircraft and other forward area offensive air weapon systems. This computer

utilizes current medium scale integration (MSI) state-of-the-art technology

and can be readily expanded (or contracted)in size to meet additional (or

lesser) fire control roles.

The conceptual design and computer requirements that have been

developed are summarized in Subsection 2.1, Conclusions. This is followed

in Subsection 2.2 with recommendations on the next phase in the development

of an AF.AADS digital fire control system.

2.1 CONCLUSIONS

A digital fire control computer which meets the operational fire

control requirements of an AFAADS gun system weighs about 50 lbs. and

measures about 19 x 10 x 7 inches (0.77 cu. ft.). This computer is in a

single unit with an integral operator's control panel as the front surface.

A hinged cover provides protection during transit and can also act as a

sun shield. Only two external connectors are required, one for prime power

and one for ':he signal interfaces (input/output) with the tracking sensors,

gun mount servos, and vehicle attitude sensors Suth a colmputer should be

available for less than $35,000; a very small fraction of the cost of a

total AFAADS gunfire unit.

The real time fire control algorithms performed b:y this machine

during semi-automatic gunfire cover the following functions:

a. Target tracking to 10,000 meter range and 8,000 meter altitude.

b. Target prediction to the impact point using one or more of the

techniques for linear prediction, energy conservation inma

diving attack, and acceleration prediction in a constant turn

attack.

c. Ralli stic computation to 0.005 second accu-vacv out to the 4,500

meter maximum pro-jecti Ic range.

2-[



d. Ballistic corrections for gravity drop, air temperature,

air pressure, wind speed and direction, and muzzle velocity

changes due to barrel wear. The ballistic effects of five

different projectile types, including high velocity sub-

caliber rounds, are also considered.

e. Projectile miss distance measurement and processing with due

consideration for target maneuvers during the projectile

flight time.

f. Gun pointing bias corrections in azimuth, elevation, and muzzle

velocity based upon the measured miss distance.

g. Sensor regeneration drive signals to keep the sensors on target

if it should pass behind an obstacle or tracking is otherwise

momentarily interrupted.

In addition, the computer can handle the various initialization computations,

stand by during the manual fire mode, and perform various self-tests, both

on itself and as a part of the overall gun weapon system.

The performance of these functions will be with a 16-bit word size

machine of 5 microsecond average instruction cycle time. Real time opera-

tions are on a 100 millisecond maximum cycle time. Memory requirements are

16K for the program memory (programmable read only memory - PROM), 2K for

the operand memory (core) for variable constants and working space, and 1K

of micro control memory of 48-bit word length. Approximately 7,600 instruc-

tions are required with 600 in the executive, 6,000 in the operating programs,

and the balance for the test programs.

Differing capacities in processing can be achieved through changes

in the number of PROM program memory cards (two required for the basic

system), data or processing cards (one card for each eight bits in word pro-

cessing), operand memory cards (one required), and micro control PROM cards

(one required).

2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

To provide the Army with a highly versatile forward area air

defense weapon system, it is recommended that the following tasks be

performed.

2-2



A. Prototype Development

It is recommended t'hat a prototype demonstration AFAADS gunfire

system be developed as soon as possible, preferably concurrent

with the fulfillment of the specific tasks listed below.

Specific answers to certain of the listed tasks are dependent

upon the specific sensor,, gur., and system configuration used

in AFAADS. Satisfactory, unequivocal results can thus be

obtained sooner and at less system cost.

The additional specific tasks are in the categories of analysis,

software, and hardware.

B. Analysis

1. Target Tracking. Select the optimum technique based upon

simulation and testing against real flight data (see FACT

test data discussed in Vol. I, Sec. 4). Candidates include

fixed length polynomials, recursive polynomials, and adaptive

Kalman filters.

2. Ballistic Computation. Optimize the analytic approximations

to the ballistic tables for the selected gun. Approxima-

tions include polynomials, exponentials, integration of the

ballistic equations, etc.

3. Projectile Detection Techniques. Investigate specific tech-

niques for measuring the projectile miss distance at the

target for various sensors - radar, FLIR, and laser.

4. Target Acquisition. Optimum techniques for target acquisi-

t.. .r-by-the-AFAADS fire unit. Included in this are target

designation by other elements and identification procedures

and techniques.

5. Data Sampling Frequencies. Analytic determination of the

optimum data saripling frequencies between the computer and

its peripheral devices, i. e., input/output frequencies.

6. Trigger Control.. Anaiytic determination of the probability

of hit as a function of target range, crossing angular

rates, cross-section, etc., and hence a determination of

the optimum firing rates. Inhibit fire signals could also

2- 3



be generated if the computer senses that the gun servos

can not follow the target accurately enough.

C. Software

1. Flow Chart. Develop detailed flow charts for each of the

several computer functions.

2. Timing. The semi-automatic fire control mode is a real

time mode. Accurate timing estimates are required for

firming up the computer's cycle time.

3. Memory Size. Each of the p-ograms should be carefully

sized as to program, operand, and microcontrol memory

requirements.

4. Microcoding. Decision on extent to which microcoding

should be used rather than minicoding.

D. Hardware

1. Mechanical. Considerations should be given to mounting

the computer on the weapon system such that the front

surface can be used as the operator's panel.

2. Operator's Panel. Careful layout design with due consider-

ation to human factor requirements. Also 'ie problem of

integrating non-computer functions such as the fire switch

on the panel should be investigaged.

3. Electrical. Selection of circuits, card connectors, wiring,

etc.
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SECTION 3

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION

To provide a tactical and operational basis for developing the

computer concepts for AFAADS, this section presents brief summaries of:

a. The operation missions of an AFAADS system

b. An AFAADS weapon system.

These summaries are primarily restatements of the same topics

discussed in greater detail in Volume I of this report and in the two

previous AFAADS reports (Refs. I and 2).

3.1 TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF AFAADS

It is assumed that the AFAADS gun system will fit into the complete

Field Army air defense system in a manner that will replace the Vulcan gun

and complement the Chaparral missile system. Similar TO and E is also

envisioned.

The overall air defense mission relative to a Field Army is to

destroy host41, aircraft and missiles, or at least to reduce greatly their

effectiveness thereby permitting ease of movement by the ground maneuver

elements. Th verall -,ir defense is composed of a mix of manned intercept-

ors, gunships, and ground based Air Defense Artillery (ADA) weapons. The

ground based ADA weapons complement the interceptors by providing more

concentrated defense at key points with a U1-orter response time.

Within the typical Field Army Air Defense Artillery organization,

numerous different weapon types are employed. Each has its own area of

specialty. High altitude point defense is currently provided by Nike

Hercules. At medium and low altitude, the Hawk missile system provides the

most effective defense. The SAN-D missile system will probably replace

these missiles in the AFAADS time period. Finall,', at very low altitudes,

and in particular in the very forward areas, the highly mobile short range

weapons are the most effective.

AFAADS is one such weapon. It will replace the air defense now

provided by Vulcan and complement that now provided by Chaparral and self-

propelled Hawk. It will combine high mobility and self-contained operation

with accurate fire (through closed loop or projectilc tracking) and reasonable
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cost Set-up time is negligible with fire-on-the-move a design objective.

Minimal radiation will make it difficult to detect. (The particular system

described herein is completely passive except for a laser ranging system,

which operates only during actual fire. The use of a millimeter radar sensor

will essentially introduce no computer changes.)

More specifically, the AFAADS is being designed to provide the

Field Army, with particular emphasis on the forward maneuver elements of a

Division, with defense against low altitude strafing and bombing attacks,

against helicopter and fixed wing gunships, and against tactical surface-to-

surface cruise missiles. Typical target elements to be defended by AFAADS

include forward command posts, marching columns, assembly areas, critical

base areas, and similar selected units and areas.

The exact deployment of AFAADS would be influenced by the coverage

provided by the longer range ADA weapons, the interceptors, and the expected

enemy capabilities. Currently, automatic weapons, such as AFAADS, are

deployed in increments of two fire units with four weapons constituting a

minimum defense.

To be compatible with current Army organizations, the AFAADS gun

units will probably be organized into Air Defense Battalions. Such a

battalion would be attached to Field Army, Corps or Division. A possible

organization having 32 fire units is shown in Figure 3-1.

3.2 THE AFAADS WEAPON SYSTEM

The chosen AFAADS gun system for the digital computer concepts task

of this volume is based upon the 35-mm Oerlikon gun mounted on a self-

propelled tracked vehicle. Any other high fire rate, 20-mm to 40-mm gun

requires approximately the same fire control processing. An alternate mount

is towed. In all cases, each unit is completely self-contained. The

assumed gun has a maximum range of about 4,500 meters.

The Oerlikon gun is chosen for the analysis for several reasons:

Ballistics and other gun data are available. The gun has adequate range

and caliber for the defined very low altitude forward area air defense

problem.
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This gun is assumed to be completely self-contained with the

sensor, computer, power supply, operator and his controls, and magazine

mounted with the gun turret on the same vehicle. (See system block diagram,,

Figure 3-2.) Ertire operation of the gun rests with a single Gunner/

Operator. The chosen sensor system consists of an acquisition sensor for

target acquisition and of a FLIR/laser rate gyro stabilized tracking head

for actual fire control. Passivity of this sensing system reduces the

the probability of detection and of jamming or spoofing. An alternate

sensor is radar, probably in the millimeter band.

For the current analysis, it is assumed that the tracking head is

mounted relative to the vehicle, thereby providing it with full 360 degree

coverage in azimuth and good elevation coverage (-5 deg. to +85 deg.).

The gun turret is mounted relative to the tracking sensor head mount, so

its motions in both azimuth and elevation are relative to the sensor head.

(Hence the gun is supplied with lead angles relative to the sensor rather

than directional angles.) These and other basic AFAADS parameters are

summarized in Table 3-I.

In normal semi-automatic fire:

a) The vehicle is stationary; i. e., no firing-on-the-move,

although it is a growth objective.

b) Target designation (if provided is by voice radio to the

operator. Data link reception is another growth capability.

c) Initial target detection is by the operator using the acquisi-

tion system, for instance a helmet mounted sight.

d) During target search, the FLIR/laser tracking head is slaved

to the acquisition system with the laser in standby.

e) Upon FLIR target detection, automatic angle tracking commences.

f) Angle tracking activates the laser, followed by target detec-

tion and tracking.

g) The computer develops the fire control solution and delivers

lead angle orders to the gun.

h) Gun opening fire remains an operator function.

i) Projectile tracking provides a means for bias error corrections.
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TABLE 3-1 Principle AFAAD System Parameters (Sheet I of 2)

UNIT PARAMETER VALUE

Gun: Caliber 35 mm

Rate of Fire 1,100 rounds/min

Range 4,500 m

Ammunition Armour piercing high
explosive

Tracer

Subcaliber high velocity

Fuze Contact

Accuracy, Aim 0.25 milu

Magazine 700 rounds

Sensor: Search: Type To be determined
(Possibilities: helmet

mounted optical sight,
standard optical sight
and radar).

Track: Type FLIR/laser

(alternate: radar)

Target Detection Automatic with automatic
lock-on

Field of View FLIR: Search 20 x 40 deg
Track 2 x 4 deg

Laser: 6 mr

Stabilization Rate gyros

Scan Rate 30 times/sec.

Accuracy FLIR: 0.25 mil

Laser: 0.25 m
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TABLE 3-I Principle AFAAD System Parameters (Sheet 2 of 2)

UNIT PARAMETER VALUE

Fire Control' Type Digital Computer

Gunner/Operator 1 (one)

Operating Modes Semi-automatic Fire

Manual Fire

Standby

Initialization

Test

Degraded

Capabilities Predicted Fire

Closed Loop with
Projectile Tracking

Muzzle Velocity Correction

Meteorological Corrections

Vehicle: Type Self-propelled Tracked
(Aiternate: Towed)

Capability Self-contained
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In performing the fire control solution, the AFAADS digital

computer makes use of several advances in the fire control state of the

art. Target position is predicted ahead based upon current tactics

(diving, turning, etc.) Ballistic corrections are entered and made

relative to changes in muzzle velocity, meteorological conditions, and

projectile type. Vehicle tilt is also considered. During fire, projectile

miss distance is measured, thereby providing a measurement of azimuth,

elevation, and muzzle velocity biases. These are then corrected out in

gun lead angle corrections.
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SECTION 4

FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER CONCEPTS

The operational capabilities of the just described AFAADS weapon

system leads to requirements and concepts for the digital fire control

computer. These are summarized in this section under three topics:

a. Fire Control System Logic (Section 4.1)

b. Software Design Concepts (Section 4.2)

c. Hardware Design Concepts (Section 4.3)

Further amplification of these topics can be found in Part III, Analysis

of the Fire Control System, which starts with Section 6.

4.1 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM LOGIC

To perform the AFAADS operational requirements against close support

attack aircraft and other weapon systems, five operational modes are

defined (Figure 4-1).

A. Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode

The Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode is the principal operating

mode for the system. It is used to direct the guns automatically

against any target being tracked. The principal operator-performed

or assisted tasks in this mode are target detection, acquisition

and identification. Actual gun fire also remains an operator func-

tion. Otherwise, all tasks are performed automatically. These

include target tracking, ballistic solution, gun lead angle deter-

mination and ordering, projectile miss detection and bias error

correction.

Operator monitoring and override are provided via the operator's

panel, integral with the computer face.

B. Manual Mode

As a back-up to the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode, a Manual

Fire Mode is provided. In this mode, the operator takes full

responsibility for the fire control solution, gun pointing, and

actual firing. The computer is off-line in Standby.
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Details on this mode have not been pursued since it does not

involve the digital computer, the subject of this volume of the

final report.

C. Initialization Mode

Prior to combat operations, certain parameters must be fed into

'the computer. For this process, the computer is said to be in

the Initialization Mode. Actually, this mode consists of two sub-

modes, Initialization I and II. They differ by the types of para-

meters inputted.

Initialization I deals with slowly varying parameters; not

parameters that are apt to change from one mission to the next.

These include the meteorological conditions of air temperature

and pressure and wind speed and direction. Also, two prediction

thresholds must be entered. The predictive fire algorithms in the

Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode include energy conservation during

a diving attack and constant turn (acceleration) maneuvering.

Others may also be added in the future. Recognition of either of

the included ones is by threshold, the values of which must be

entered.

Then, Initialization II consisting of the more frequently

changing parameters of ammunition type, projectile velocity, and

vehicle orientation (i. e., vehicle tilt) is carried out.

D. Standby Mode

The computer is in the Standby Mode between fire missions and

when not in the Initialization Mode. It is the waiting mode. Like

the Initialization Mode, Standby is also in two parts. Standby I

is used when the system is first turned on, before Initialization

data has been entered. The other part, Standby II, is the normal

version. It denotes the computer is waiting for a fire mission.

All initialization parameters have been entered.

E. Test Mode

In addition to the above four operational modes, a field Test

Mode is postulated. This mode provides the Gunner/Operator with
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means to test the system in the field. The tests consist of

computer confidence tests and an overall dynamic AFAADS weapon

system test including live firings and closed loop projectile

tracking.

This mode i's normally entered from the Standby II Mode.

The operational capabilities being provided by the digital
computer are best shown by examining the logic and algorithms of

the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode. This is a real time mode.

Processing must be performed sufficiently rapidly to insure good A

target tracking and accurate ballistic computation even under

extreme enemy attack situations. L.A

For real time operations, the compliter performs the following

functions every 0.1 second, the period between sensor data inputs:

a. Target tracking, an eleven point polynomial solution.

b. Impact Point Prediction, using linear constant

energy or dive, and/or constant turn prediction of the

impact point. A

c. Ballistic Solution, a fifth power polynomial in range.
d. Ballistic Corrections, corrections "to the coneffici- I

ents in the ballistic equation and/or to the result- A

ing gun lead angles.

e. Projectile Miss Distance Processing, determination of

the projectile miss distance due to bias errors,

rather than target maneuvers.

f.' Bias Error Corrections, development of the appropriate

bias error correction factors due to muzzle velocity,
azimuth and elevation gun bias errors.

g. Sensor Head Regeneration, signals to the sensors to

maintain tracking during target fades.

4.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN CONCEPTS

This logic forms the basis for the computer software design concepts.

To carry out the AFAADS logic requirements, the software is divided into

three categories:
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a) Executive, which controls the operation of the computer.

b) Applications, which perform the fire control computations and

also generate a simulated target during dynamic system test.

c) Test, which provides for computer self-testing.

Within the Executive, system operation is controlled by two types

of interrupts: timer and fault indication. The timer interrupts are the

prime controlling function in that they poll the various input devices

(tracking sensors, operator's panel, etc.) for data every 100 milliseconds

(0.1 second). Receipt of new data initiates the appropriate Applications

programs. Outputs to the gun and sensor servos are keyed to completion

of the applicable Applications programs, rather than to the timer. However,

the computer cycle time is sufficiently short that the Application program

processing for fire control is completed prior to the next timer interrupt.

Self-testing can lead to a fault indication interrupt. -Operator

warning is generated and the computer goes into a degraded mode program.

Within this general operational fraework, current estimates on the

size of the software indicate 7,600 instructions are required. This is

divided into 600 for the Executive Programs, 6000 for the Fire Control por-

tion of the Application Programs, and 500 for each of the Simulation and

Test Programs.

To perform the indicated real time fire control functions between

the 100 millisecond timer interrupts requires an average instructxon cycle
'time of 5 microseconds due to the core memory.

Memory requirements for the programs and the various parameters have

been estimated. The above instructions require 14,640 16-bit words of

storage including a 201 safety factor. This, together with the requiremcnt

for 377 words of fixed parameter storage, indicates a program memory require-

ment of 15,017 words (or 16K). This must be in (programmable) read only

memory. Variable parameters and work space storage account for 1714 addi-

tional 16-bit words Thus, a 2K random access memory (RAM) is required.

Non-volatile techniques must be employed for the parameter portion of this

- storage. (Note: Substitution of other processing algorithms such as Kalman

"ri eniltering and exponential ballistic processing may change the memory

requiremen ts.)
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4.-3 Hardware Design Concepts

Based upon the operational requirements, the fire control logic,

and the software, it is concluded that a single unit, stored program mini-

computer satisfies the AFAADS air defense requirements. This machine of

about 50 lbs. and 0.77 cu. ft. utilizes state-of-the-art medium scale

integration (MSI) logic chips in a modular construction. Eight logic cards

plus the operator's panel and the power conditioner make up the basic

system. The 16-bit word can be changed in 8-bit increments by varying the

number of d~ata logic (arithmetic) cards. Two are used in the basic machine.

Similarly, the amount of memory can be changed through the addition (or

deletion) of other cards.

Memory storage in the basic machine consists of:

a. Progran. Memory - 16,834 words of 16 bits each plus two parity

bits This is a programmable read only memory (PROM) during

development. For production, a read only memory (ROM) may be

substituted Two logic cards are required.

b. Operand Memor~y - 2,048 words of 16 bits each plus two parity

bits. This is a non-volatile core memory for variable Con-

stants and working storage. A single logic card is used in the

basic machine. More can be added.

c. Micro-Control Memory - 1,024 words of 48 bits of either PROM

or ROM. A single card is in the basic machine.

In addition to these five cards and the two arithmetic ones, there

is an input/output logic card which includes an interval timer and a mini-

control card.

The computer contains two external connectors, one for power and one

for data signals with the peripheral devices. There is also an internal test

connector for depot maintenance testing of both the hardware and the software.

The data signals with the peripheral sensors and servos (gun and sensor .

mounts) are all 16-bit parallel with digital buffers in the sensors and

servos.

The operator's panel is laid out from a functional flow viewpoint.

Lines and arrows on the panel surface provide cues to the operator on the

desired sequence of operations from initial turn-on through the end of a

fire mission or system test. 4-6



All operations on the panel are under computer control, rather

than hardware control. This provides a high level of flexibility to

meet changing requirements during the development phase and reduces the

dependence on mechanical components with their normally associated high

failure rates. Software interlocks are provided to reduce the likelihood

of inadvertent button pushing during critical gun fire operations - such

as during semi-automatic fire. Such interlocks also are used -to eliminate

erroneous code entries, such as would occur with the simultaneous activa-

tion of two pushbuttons.
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SECTION 5

EXAMPLE OF AFAADS OPERATION

This section of the ;eport discusses three different aspects' in

the operatioa and employment of the AFAADS gun system used in the digital

computer concept studies. These are:

a) Operating Modes: A summary of the various operating modes

being designed into AFiVADS computer.

b) Typical Fir, Mission: Trace of the operation of the AFAADS

in defense against a high speed air attack on a close-by

target.

c) Operator Controls and Displays: A summary of current con-

cepts on the necessary operator controls and displays for

AFAADS.

Each of these three subjects is covered in the following sub-

sections.

5.1 OPERATING MXODES

A tactically useful AFAADS system must be provided with several.

different operating modes. These are required to cover the various opera-

tional and tactical situations in which AFAADS must operate. They are also

required in order to provide some capability in the face of partial battle

damage and/or partial equipment failure. Other situations that must be

covered include testing and training. Each of presently defined operating

modes are now discussed, starting with the principal air defense mode.

a) Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode: The Semi-Automatic Fire Controla Mode

is the primary air defense mode used in the AFAADS computer design con-

cepts effort. Initial target detection is the operator's responsibility.

Lock-on is automatic by the FLIP/laser tracking head. This action

initiates computer tracking of the target, targct pith prediction, and

gun ballistic solution. After making appropriate ballistic corrections

due to meteorological and other corrective factors, gun lead (i. e.,

pointing) angles are developed. The gun automatically slews to the
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designated direction. The gun position is continually updated based

upon up.iated target position data. Actual gunfire, however, •emains

with the operator.

With the initial firing, projectile miss distance measurements are

made, thereby providing data for gun bias corrections in azimuth,

elevation, and muzzle velocity.

Under the design concepts, rapid and accurate computations optimize

the response of AFAADS to target maneuvers. Specific target prediction

techniques incorporated into the system are linear diving, constant turn,

and, as a growth feature, defense of a known point. (Analyses of these

techniques can be found in Volume I and the two previous reports - Refs.

I and 2).

b) Manual Mode: The Manual Mode provides a degraded mode fire capability

in the event the computer and/or one of its peripherals become inopera-

* tive. It also provides a capability in the face of countermeasure

activity against the FLIR/laser tracking head.

In the Manual Mode, essentially all of the AF.A.ADS equipments are used

except for the computer. The operator now has the responsibility for

developing the appropriate lead angles for the gun, probably based on

data from a conventional optical tracking sight.

Since this mode does not use the digital computer, and the concepts on

the latter are the subject of this volume, specific design and operational

details have not been worked out.

c) Initialization Modes: Prior to semi-automatic fire, certain variables

must be entered into the computer. These are entered during the Initial-

ization Mode. Actually two such modes are envisioned. Initialization

I is used to erter slowly changing variables, ones which may change only

two or three times a day. Specific entries are meteorological data of

air temperature and density, wind veJocity and direction. Other entries

are the thresholds to be used in connection with the various prediction

techniques. If such data are unavailable, standard or preset values,

stored in the computer, are used.
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Then there are those parameters which may vary with the particular fire

mission. They make up the Initialization II Mode. Ammunition type,

vehicle orientation, and expected muzzle velocity lie in this catagory.

d) Standby Modes: The present design concepts are for two Standby Modes.

Standby I is the mode assumed by the computer after turn-on. At this

time no Initialization I data has been entered. After Initialization

I datahas been entered, the computer goes to Standby II. This latter

is also the ordered mode entered at the end of a fire mission (unless

the system is shut down). In Standby II, the computer and other AFAADS

elements are ready for mission assignment.

When the Semi-Automatic Fire Mode is entered, the system first goes to

Initialization II to read in the appropriate parameters. Then, it

immediately goes into the designated fire mode.

e) Test Mode: The AFAADS computer concepts consider field system tests.

The simplest provides a logic check that the computer is operating

correctly.

The most complex is an overall AFAADS dynamic system test. Actual ammuni-

tion is fired for calibration purposes against a simulated target. Miss

distance measurements relative to the simulited target position provide

bias correction data. Such a system test might be employed daily or

following movement to each new defensive position.

f) Degraded Modes: Failure of certain elements in the AFAADS system need

not abort the mission. One example of a degraded mode is the Manual.

Mode described above. This covers loss of the digital equipment. Other

degraded modes include loss of the FLIR or of the laser. Alternate

operations could include employment of a standard optical sight with

range estimation by the operator. rhis area needs further exploration.

g) Ground Fire Mode: Although not considered in the current concept studies,

due consideration should be given to fire against surface targets.
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5.2 TYPICAL FIRE MISSION

To illustrate the operation of the AFAADS gun, particularly the

digital fire control computer, we now consider the principal events during

the defense against a high speed low altitude aircraft attack. To be

specific we consider the AFAADS gun definding a point target (command post,

bridge, etc.) located 200m due north of the gun. The gun mount is also

assumed to be facing north. The terrain is flat.

A near sonic (300m/sec) jet aircraft makes a straight and level

attack run from the East aginst this target, passing over at 200m altitude.

(Figure 5-1 shows the defense geometry.)

The resulting air defense operations performed by the AFAADS gun

are illustrated in Figure 5-2 in a time event plot. In the figure, time

is measured in terms of time-to-go before the point of closest approach.

Hence, time becomes negative as the aircraft departs. The range between

the aircraft and AFAADS is also plotted. At the point of closest approach,

this becomes 283m (200m ground range and 200m altitude). The principal

events are annotated below the time and range lines.

Prior to target approach, the AFAADS gun has been initialized

through the input of slowly varying parameters, primarily meteorological

data. Initial target warning is obtained by voice radio to the operator.

He then activates the system into the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode.

This causes the gun mount and the tracking sensor to be slaved to the

acquisition system. Upon target detection and lock-on by the assumed FLIR/

laser tracking sensor, computer tracking commences and the fire control

solution is obtained. Appropriate lead angles are generated and fed to the

gun mount.

When the target comes in range, firing commences. This is approx-

imately 22 seconds before the time of closest approach, and at 8300m range.

This initial fire is open loop, since seven seconds are required for the

first projectiles to reach the target (at 4500m range). At this time, 15

seconds from closest approach, the first projectile miss measurements are

made. Bias corrections are immediately made and corrective rounds fired.

This process continues for the next few second• when the sensor slewing

rates become too great for accurate miss distance measurements (see Appendix

D).
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.3 19.1 10.3 -8.6 5.7 -5.0 -4.8 .1.0

Figure 5-2a. Typical AFAADS Fire Mission Time Event Plot.
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The most interesting and also the most critical part of the firing

run occurs 1.8 seconds on either side of the point-of-closest approach. It J

is in this region where the sensor slewing rates become very large, peaking

at 85,5 deg per sec in azimuth. The greatest required lead angles of the

aun relative to the FLIR/laser tracking head are also present. Thus servo

limitations in slewing rates for either or both the sensors and the guns

can cause appreciable angular misses - just at the time where the range is

"a minimum and hence the probability of kill the greatest. Should -the gun

"get behind" where it ought to be, a period of ineffective fire will occur

until the weapon catches up. Computer generated leading signals can reduce

this effect appreciably. By then the target is departing. Cease fire will

occur approximately seven seconds after this point of closest approach.

To see the exact variation of these parameters with time, reference

is made to Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. These deal with the three polar

coordinates of range to target, target azimuth or bearing measured from the

point of closest approach, and target elevation. The position, rate, and

acceleration values are all plotted as a function of time from the point

of closest approach.

5.3 OPERATOR CONTROL AND DISPLAYS

An important part of the AFAADS computer design concepts is the

man-machine interface through the Operator's Panel for the computer. This

panel, illustrated in Figure 5-6, will be mounted directly on the front of

the computer, thereby eliminating additional cabling and connectors.

The functions performed by the Operator's Panel are three-fold: 1

a) Fire Control - providing a means for positive control over

the operation of AFAADS during an air defense mission.

b) Status - providing the operator with indications on the

operation of the digital computer and the fire control system.

c) Data Entry - providing means for the operator to enter data

into the computer. These data include both fire control and

initialization.

Details on individual button operations and indicator functions

are presented in Section 7.
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The Operator's Panel as shown in Figure 5-6 contains all three

functions. Additional controls and displays will be reqiuired to cover

functions related to other AFAADS elements besides the digital computer,

for instance the firing switch. (This is one arL. zecommended for analysis

in a follow-on program.)
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PART III. ANALYSIS OF THE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

The remainder of this volume, consisting of Sections 6 through

13, presents the detailed analyses performed on the AFAADS fire control

system in developing the digital computer concepts and sizing. The work

begins with an overall system synthesis for meeting the operational require-

ments (Section 6). Also included in this section are the basic parameters

of the assumed weapon and sensors. This is followed in Section 7 by a

discussion of the Operator's functions, his displays and controls. Typical

attack scenarios is the presentation medium used. With this discussion,

the computer-Operator interface is well-defined from an operational view-

point. Section 8 carries this one step further with an analysis of all

the signal interfaces with the computer; the Operator's panel, the sensors,

and the gun and sensor servos.

With this analytic basis, the required AFAADS software or computer

programs form the basis of Section 9. This is followed in Section 10 with

a presentation of the computer hardware concepts. The critical require-

ments met by these concepts are largely those resulting from the real time

requirements of semi-automatic fire control. For this reason, a complete

set of processing algorithms and logic are developed in Section 11 for the

real time operations. Other operating modes are necessary. Two are more

fully developed. Section 12 deals with certain degraded modes and Section

13 with test modes employed by the Operator in a forward area.
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SECTION 6

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The AFAADS gun defense system is required to operate in forward

areas in defense of point targets. High mobility and self-contained

operations with rapid set-up and knockdown times are clearly required.

These operational requirements develop into overall system

requirements, the topic of Subsection 6.1. These system requirements

result in the definition of specific operating modes. From the modes,

top level computer logic and flow charts evolve (Subsection 6.2). This

section then concludes with a listing of the assumed basic AFAADS para-

meters used in the computer concepts analysis (Subsection 6.3).

As previously noted, a set of parameters is assumed, in order to

have a tractable problem for computer sizing. Other similar parameters

would, it is believed, lead to essentially the same size and concepts for

the processor.

6.1 BASIC FIRE CONTROL SITUATIONS

Let us consider the employment of an AFAADS gun system in a

typical forward area environment. A typical point target being defended

might be a command rost, say brigade or division headquarters, or a field

artillery fire direction center. Other targets include an artillery

battery, an advancing column, supply columns, or a bridge (captured or

pontoon) or crossroads.

In each case, the target to be defended occupies a relatively

small geographic area. It is often a temporary installation. The column

moves on, the headquarters is echeloned forward, the area is made more

secure.

Thus, an AFAADS gun system must be able to move in rapidly, set-

up and provide significant air defense in a short period. Redeployment

to another target point must also be rapid. AFAADS cannot rely upon an

elaborate air defense network. It must be fully self-contained.
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A basic AFAADS design requirement evolves from this. All elements

of the gun weapon system must be contained on the same vehicle. This

includes the sensors, fire control computer, gun, ammunition magazine,

Operator's control station, and the prime power source. A tracked

vehicle is an ideal mount. An alternate is a towed mount.

Thus, when AFAADS reaches an assigned target area, the vehicle is

stopped. Dust covers are removed. Prime power is applied and the system

should be ready to operate. Omitted in this concept are such time-consuming

tasks as deploying and sighting of sensors, laying and hooking-up cables.

To further speed the set-up time, all initialization parameters

are, when once entered, permanently stored in the computer until changed

by the Operator. Thus, meteorological data can be entered every six or

twelve hours and remain available independent of how often the AFAADS

vehicle is moved to another defensive position.

These two AFAADS concepts also provide the basis for later

expansionto a fire-on-the-move capability.

Let us now look at the actual defense situation itself. A

close air support jet aircraft can approach the defended point from anyý

* direction and use numerous different attack profiles. As the aircraft

passes over the target area, the angular tracking rates and accelerations

required of AFAADS can become very high (see Ref. 1). Closed loop fast

response servo tracking is the only possibility of keeping on target.

This means automatic tracking, fire control computation and gun slewing.

These are basic to the AFAADS concepts. Tests (see FACT data in Volume I,

Section 4) show certain characteristics in attack aircraft trajectories.

Certain of these are incorporated into the AFAADS concepts; particularly

total energy conservation experienced in a diving attack and the acceler-

ation in a constant turn attack. These are a part of the target predic-

tion function used in connection with the ballistic computations.
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Now a tracked vehicle going over rough terrain is subjected to

all types of stresses and bending moments. Precise alignments between

gun and sensor will be difficult to achieve, let alone maintain. For

this and other reasons, the AFAADS incorporates closed loop or projectile

miss measurements. These are converted into ballistic bias corrections

in azimuth and elevation. A rapid fire high velocity weapon will also

experience considerable tube wear; thereby affecting the muzzle velocity.

Both operator-entered and bias error corrections to this problem are

provided.

The air defense provided by AFAADS will not always be against

high speed jet aircraft. Helicopter and fixed-wing gunships and cruise

missiles may also be involved. Occasionally, the operational situation

may require fire against ground targets. Thus, different types of

ammunition should be available, along with the appropriate ballistic

solutions. This means a requirement for operator selection of ammunition

type.

We have now defined two basic operating modes; an Initialization

Mode, when the several variable parameters are entered, and a Semi-Auto-

matic Fire Control Mode, when the target is tracked and fired upon. The

required response time does not permit the entry of initialization data

after a target is detected. This defines the need for an intermediate

mode, Standby. In Standby, the system is up and ready. Target engage-

ment can proceed immediately.

Unfortunately, equipment failures can always exist. Also,

target signatures may not be as clear as desired; i.e., noisy sensor data.

Countermeasures may be employed. Thus, a back-up Manual Mode capability

is required, a capability for the Operator to personally direct the gun

in fire.

/Any Gunner will want to be sure that his equipment is operating.

Thus, a Test Mode is required. Ideally, this should cover both the indiv-

idual elements in the systems and the entire system. Both of these have

been levied as requirements on AFAADS.
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In summary, we have defined five operating modes and certain char-

acteristics for each. They are: t
1. Initialization Mode: Variable parameters can be entered.

In addition, provision is made to retain the last used values

during shut down to speed up equipment set-up time. Also, since

all elements of the AFAADS are on one vehicle, no siting para-

meters are required. Actually, it is found convenient to divide

this into Initialization I for the slowly varying parameters and
.Initialization II for those parameters that are changed more

often.

2. Standby Mode: This is the waiting mode. It has also been

subdivided into Standby I, before the entry of initialization data,

and Standby II after this data has been entered.

3. Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode: This is the principal fire

control mode. It includes automatic fire solution, target predic-

tion based upon expected target trajectories, and closed loop(pro-

jectile miss) tracking. Actual gun fire is reserved as an Oper-

ator function.

4. Manual Mode. A manual back-up mode.

5. Test Mode. Forward area battlefield tests of the AFAADS

'elements and the complete system.

6.2 COMPUTER LOGIC STRUCTURE

Once the above five operating modes have been defined, a logic

structure evolves between them. In a normal operation, when the AFAADS

gun system reaches its assigned defensive position, the equipment is

turned on (Figure 6-1). It automatically goes (defaults) into the Standby

I Mode. The Gunner/Operator will often wish to review and/or enter new

initialization data. For this purpose, he places the system in the Initial-

ization I Mode. Upon completion of data entry, the system is placed in

Standby II Mode awaiting an attack. Normally, the weapon fire would be

conducted in the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode. Under degraded condit-

ions, the Manual Mode could be used. If time is available, system check-

out would be carried out in the Test Mode. Completion of a fire mission

would normally see the AFAADS returned to Standby II.
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II
be followed. The system is designed so it can go from any one mode to

essentially any other mode. For instance, new initialization data can be

entered after a fire mission, or the Test Mode can go directly to Semi-

Automatic Fire if an enemy target suddenly appears. Any other combination

is also possible.

The operating mode logic structure of Figure 6-1 has been expanded

in Figure 6-2 to depict the more detailed sequence of events in the normal

operating situation. That is, the order in which the various modes are V

passed through is the same on the two figures. On Figure 6-2, any phrase

or word contained in quotes designates an indicator on the Operator's

Display which is lit for some period of time. Thus, "Scanning"' signifies

SCAN on the Operator's Display is lit steadily for some period of time. I'
The Operating Sit-iations Flowchart, Figure 6-2, begins with an

initialization of parameters (Initialization I Mode) such as air tempera-

ture, wind direction, etc., that are infrequently changed by the Operator

(see Figure 5-6, Operator's Display). A second initialization (Initializ-

ation II Mode), done automatically and immediately preceding going to

Standby II Mode, results in a scanning of the Operator's panel for manually'

entered initial muzzle velocity and type of round, and of the vehicle

orientation. These variables may change engagement-to-engagement, or test-

to-test. During manual use of the system (Manual Mode) where all operations

are done by the Gunner-Operator, neither initialization is used, but the

data remains in the computer, should a quick change of modes be initiated.

During this "Manual" use of the system, the tracking sensors would

supply data directly to the operator. The gun would be slaved to an oper-

ator control outside the computer. While in the Manual Mode, the computer

is bypassed. The computer waits in Standby II Mode, a standby-with-data
mode, indicating readiness for immediate use if desired.
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During an engagement, using the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode,

both initializations are necessary. Prior to target detection during the

Scanning Phase, the sensors and gun are both slaved to the acquisition

sensor and, hence, follow this sensor as the Gunner searches for the

target. Servo outputs from acquisition sensor go directly to the tracking

sensor head so the sensors can follow the search; these signals also go to

the gun servos which similarly follow the acquisition system as it moves.

Following initial target detection by the FLIR, the target

Acquisition Phase is entered. It is assumed that the laser does not

radiate until after a target is detected in order to keep each AFAADS

unit passive as long as possible. Enemy detection of the unit is thus

reduced. As the FLIR obtains a good signal response, it automatically

reduces its field-of-view (FOV) to the narrow value used in tracking,

compared to the wide-open search value. The FLIR angle tracking circuits

take over, releasing the sensor head from its slave to the acquisition

system. Angular tracking errors are rapidly reduced. Target detection

by the FLIR also signals activation of the laser. As the angular errors

are reduced, the target comes with the field-of-view (FOV) of the laser

and is detected. (The FOV of the laser is almost an order of magnitude

less than the FLIR, even when the latter is in the narrow tracking mode.)

Following detection, the laser range gate "opening" narrows to the

tracking width about the target. Three-dimensional tracking data is now

available for the computer. Under the present processing concepts, one

second of data is required to fill the tracking and smoothing filter.

The end of this time the system enters, the Tracking Phase.

Ballistic solutions are figured and gun lead angles ordered. If necessary,

sensor regeneration can begin. Once the maximum effective present range

of the chosen projectile type is reached, FIRE BEGIN is indicated by the

computer. This condition states to the Operator that if firing is

commenced, the first projectiles will reach the target at their maximum

range. This assumes the target will continue to fly the predicted course

during projectile flight time. The Operator then fires at will until

"CEASE FIRE" lights, indicating the target is then out of range. The

actual firing remains at the Operator's command; the computer merely shows

the first and last time such fire would be effective (or ineffective).
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During the period that computer/automatic operations are being

used by the system, projectile sensing is done, assuming the projectiles

"are in the FOVs of the laser and FLIR, and "bias errors" are eliminated

by use of special algorithms. These algorithms "close the firing loop",

insuring very accurate fire.

At any time, the Operator may interrupt the computer. One reason

might be that a "hit" was made; another is that a new, more threatening

target is approaching (Operator presses BEGIN NEW TARGET); and, finally a

"Cease-Fire" might have been indicated, signalling to the Operator his

fire will no longer be effective. Operator interruption from the Semi-

Automatic Fire Control Mode generally cauzos the system to return to the

Standby II Mode. However, if "Begin New Target" action is taken, the

AFAADS will re-enter the Scanning Phase of the Semi-Automatic Fire Control

Mode in order to detect and engage the new target.

The Test Mode of the system is comprised of two separate phases.

First, the computer does a self-test of itn own hardware. It indicates

these results and waits for initialization of the second phase, or Dynamic

System Test. After the Gunner has completed test initialization, the

actual test begins, whereby a "canned" program is used to simulate a

target. The Operator shoots live ammunition and monitors the projectile

fire to see how the system is working. Generally, there should be few

misses; and, after observing for a time, he may interrupt the computer and

wait for test results to display themselves. He will then order the system

to return to Standby II Mode. If he desires a longer period of testing, an'

entire test. may be run (time limited), and eventually the computer and

system will stop itself automatically and display results of the complete

test.
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6.3 BASIC PARAMETERS FOR THE AFAADS GUN. SYSTEM

To provide a definitive and tractable basis for the digital

computer sizing task, specific AFAADS system parameters were selected.

These are listed below. They may not represent an optimum set: but it

is believed that modificaions to the listed values will not change the

conclusions reached with respect to the digital computer in any major

way. Different processing algorithms might change the memory require-

ments somewhat; but the chosen computer design uses a highly modular

system, easily capable of expansion or contraction.

The AFAADS parameters listed below cover each of the basic

equipment elements with which the computer interfaces.

6.3.1 Gun and Gun Mount

The chosen gun and gun mount is based upon the 35 mm Oerlikon

gun, primarily because data was available and its general characteristics

fit the AFA-DS anti-aircraft mission requirements.

A. Gun: I) Type: Oerlikon 35mm

2) Caliber: 35mm

3) No. of Barrels: 2

B. Ammunition: 1) Armor-piercing high explosive

2) Armor-piercing tracer

3) High explosive anti-tank

4) Test

5) Subcaliber, high velocity

C. Fuze: Contact

D. Projectile Velocity: 1) Initial

i. Standard caliber: 1175 m/sec

ii. Subcaliber: 1500 m/sec

2) Final (at maximum effective range):

330 m/sec

E. Range and Flight Time (Standard caliber)

I) Effective (defined when remaining velocity is 1101 of

speed of sound): 4.5 km in 7.35 sec (Note 10 sec maximum

is used in computer sizing).

2) Maximum: Governed by self-destruct at 11±2 sec(Pef. 5)
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F. Dispersion: 1) Angular: Assumed to be 3 mr, circular,

normally distributed with no appreciable

change with range. May want to add

artificial dispersion later. This disper-

sion is used in the Kalman filter algorithms

for projectile miss bias correction.

2) Velocity: 0.5% of muzzle velocity based on

analysis in Volume I and Reference 3. For

AFAADS gun with:

a. Standard Round: 6 m/sec

b. Subcaliber Round: 7.5 m/sec

G. Gun Mount Vibration: Assumeu small; no data. Rate gyro

stabilization of the sensor provides

isolation for target data. Computer

will not be isolated.

H. Alignment Accuracy: Assumed good, no data.

I. Maximum Slew Rates: (Parenthetic values are for a tank with

two guns and a doppler radar)

1) During target acquisitionphase:

i. Azimuth: 1600 mils/sec (1600 mils/sec)

ii. Elevation: 750 mils/sec (750 mils/sec)

2) During fire control:
i. Azimuth: 1600 mils/sec equals 90 deg/sec

(1000 mils/sec equals 56 deg/sec)

ii. Elevation: 440 mils/sec equals 25 deg/sec

(750 mils/sec equals 42 deg/sec)

J. Aiming Accuracy (relative to sensors):

1) Azimuth: 0.25 mil

2) Elevation: 0.25 mil
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K. Ballistic Equation:

Assume an equation of the form:
23 4 5

t(p) = aD(p) + bD(p) + cD(p) + dD(p) + eD(p)

is adequate to specify accuracies in time of flight to 0.005

second where:

t(p) is projectile predicted time of flight

D(p) is predicted target slant range for time of flight

t(p)

a, b, c, d, e are constants dependent on type of projectile,

initial meteorological conditions, and initial muzzle velocity

setting. This equation is based upon the ballistic tables for

the 35mm Oerlikon gun. Additional analysis is required in

this area.

L. Servo Drive Signals (Output from computer to gun servos):

1) Type: i. Azimuth: Lead angle relative to sensor.

ii. Elevation: Lead angle relative to sensor.

2) Magnitude: i. Azimuth: -90 deg to + 90 deg or 13 bits

plus sign.

ii.Elevation; -30 deg to +70 deg or 13 bits

plus sign.

3) Input Frequency: 10 times per second (additional analysis

required).

4) Signal Type: Digital.

M. Servo Characteristics:

1) Lag: Small. Assume rapid response with no overshoot and

not exceeding gun velocity and acceleration limits. Crucial

parameter for closed loop fire control.

2) Feedback: No servo error signals into computer.

3) Limit Switches: Mechanical mount travel limit switches in

addition to computer software limits.
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N. Mount Travel Limits (Motion is relative to the tracking

sensor head in botý azimuth and elevation).

I) Azimuth: -90 deg to + 90 deg

2) Elevation: -30 deg to +70 deg

0. Rate of Fire: (Two guns are used in the Oerlikon system

to reach the optimal rate of fire for anti-aircraft use

(Ref. 5). System varies rate of fire according to range

and/or motion of target.)

1) Maximum: 1100 rounds/minute

2) Length of Burst: None given. Controlled by Gunner.

Details require analysis.

3) Burst Size: Not specified, needs analysis.

P. Control Modes

1) Target Search and Acquisition: Slaved to tracking

sensor, which,lin turn, is slaved to the acquisition

sensor.

2) Semi-Automatic Fire Control: Lead angles relative to

sensor as orde~ed by digital computer.

3) Dynamic System'Test: Lead angles relative to sensor

as ordered by digital computer. Sensor is directed

toward simulated target.

4) Manual Mode: Gun slaved to an operator-controlled position.
I

Details not determined.

6.3.2 Angle Tracking Sensor

The azimuth and elevation angle position data on the target will

be obtained from a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor. This

same sensor will also provide projectile miss data in azimuth'arid

elevation. 7
/

A. Sensor: 1) Type: Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) /

2) Processing: Imaging device

3) Radiation: None, passive sensor
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B. Output Signals (to computer)

1) Target: i. Azimuth: 0 deg to 360 deg, measured clock-

wise from front of vehicle.

ii. Elevation: -5 deg to +85 deg, positive up.

2) Projectile Miss (relative to target)

i. Interpretation: Average position of all

projectiles in field of view.

ii. Transverse (plane through line-of-sight to

target and perpendicular to the elevation

angle): -4 deg to +4 deg, clockwise miss

is positive.

iii.Elevation: -2 deg to +2 deg, up miss is

positive.

iv. Activation: Automatic detection and pro-

cessing of miss data.

3) Signal: Digital

4) Units: BAM's

5) Frequency: Sampled 10 times per second.

C.LResponse: I) Target: Focuses on "hot spots"

2) Wander: Assumed small

3) Scan Rate: 30 Hz

4) Signal Processing:

i. Smoothing: None. All smoothing is a

characteristic of the servo, not the

sensor itself.

ii. Conversion: Analog to digital output

buffer.

D. Field of View (FOV)

1) Search Phase: 20 deg x 40 deg (elevation x azimuth)

2) Tracking Phase: 2 deg x 4 deg

3) Acquisition Phase: Automatic zoom lens narrows field I
after initial detection. j
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4) Probability of Detection:

i. Inside FOV: Unity if within range. (Probably unreal-

istic.)

ii. Outside FOV: Zero, i.e., assume sharp cut-off to FOV.

E. Range: 1) Minimum: 100 m (maximum acceptable)

2) Maximum: 10,000 m (minimum acceptable)

F. Accuracy of Output Data (both target and projectile miss)

1) Azimuth or Transverse: 0.25 mil, 15 bit word required.

2) Elevation: 0.25 mil, 13 bits plus sign in data word.

3) Resolution of Projectile: No data within 0.14 mil of V
target.

G. Boresighting: Laser boresighted with FLIR line-of-sight to

3 mil accuracy.

H. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Large (assumed), even for projectile.

Needs further investigation, see also Volume I.

I. Control Modes:

1) Target Search and Initial Detection: Slaved to target

acquisition sensor.

2) Acquisition: With adequate target signal, FLIR generates

error signals for servos, thereby disengaging lock with

acquisition sensor. Laser activation signal generated.
3) Tracking: Provides computer with target position signals

and projectile miss data. Generates error signals for

servos, which may be augmented by computer-produced

regenerative signals.
4) Manual Mode: Slaved to Operator control. Details not

worked out.

5) Dynamic System Test: Provides projectile position data

to the computer. Servos driven by computer regenerative

signals only.
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6.3.3 Range Tracking Sensor

A laser will be used to obtain target range information and also

projectile miss data in range. This sensor will remain on standby until

the FLIR acquires the target in order to reduce the probability of AFAADS being
detected. Also, the very narrow field-of-view of this sensor almost

precludes target detection prior to active angle tracking.

A. Sensor: 1) Type: Laser

2) Activation: By FLIR when target is detected and

angle tracking is functioning.

3) Radiation: Yes, active sensor.

B. Output Signals (to computer)

1) Target Slant Range:
i. Minimum: 100 m (maximum acceptable)

ii. Maximum: 10,000 (minimum acceptable)

2) Projectile Miss:

i. Magnitude: -600 m to +600 m relative to target

ii. Activation: Automatic detection and processing

of miss data.

iii.Interpretation: Average miss distance of all

projectiles within range gate.

3) Type: Digital

4) Frequency: Sampled 10 times per second, read

70 usec after FLIR data.

C. Response:

I) Wander: Assumed small

2) Scan Rate: 30 Hz

3) Signal Conversion:

i. Smoothing: None (Some lasers have internal
one second smoothing in slant range and range
rate. It is assumed these features are not

needed for AFAADS.)
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D. Tracking Gate:

1) Target Search: Wide open over full 100 m to 10,000 m

range, i.e., 66 usec range. First return detected is

assumed to be target.

2) Tracking: 2 usec or 600 m centered on the assumed target

position. Laser tracking servo centers the gate.

3) Acquisition: Laser servo narzows gate from 66 usec to

2 usec about target.

E. Probability of Tracking:

1) Field of View (FOV): 6 mr

2) Detection Probability (both target and projectiles): Unity

if in field of view and tracking gate, zero if outside of

either (sharp cut-offs).

3) Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Assumed large for both target and

projectiles. Needs further investigation.

F. Accuracy:

1) Target: 0.25 m, 16 bit word required at maximum range.

2) Projectile Miss: 0.25 m, 12 bit plus sign bit word.

G. Control Modes:

I) Target Search: In standby until FLIR detects target..

When activated, first return in wide open gate is assumed

to be target.

2) Acquisition: Laser range servo narrows target gate around

return.

3) Tracking: Provides both target range and the average

projectile range miss to the computer. Generates error

signals for its own range servo.

4) Manual Mode: Provides Operator with target data. Details

not worked out.

5) Dynamic System Test: Provides projectile range data to the

computer. Tracking range gate driven by the computer

about the simulated target's range.
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6.3 4 Sensor Mount Servos

The FLIR and laser sensors are mounted on a single rate gyro

stabilized mount. The mount contains a closed loop servo system operating

off the FLIR angular error signals. It can also accept computer developed

regenerated angular target rates. The mount travels with respect to the

AFAADS vehicle. The FLIR and laser are carefully boresighted with0 respect

to one another.

A. Stabilization:

1) Type: Transverse and elevation rates.

2) Drive Signals: Transverse and elevation rates.

3) Sensing Equipment: Two rate gyros.

4) Purpose: To isolate tracking sensor from gun vibrations

B. Output Signals (to computer):

1) Magnitude:

i. Transverse: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/sec,positive clock-

wise.

ii, Elevation: -25 deg/sec to + 25 deg/sec.

2) Signal: DigiLal

3) Frequency: Sampled 10 times per second.

0 C. Servo:

1) Lag: Small, assume that no regeneration is required,

except for missed data points and that the slew limits

are not exceeded. 0

2) Backlash: Assumed negligible. 0

3) Maximum Slew Rates:

i. Transverse: 90 deg/sec .

ii. Elevation: 25 deg/sec *I !

4) Maximum Acceleration Rates:

i. Transverse: 90 deg/sec 2

ii. Elevation: 70 deg/sec

/
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D. Control Modes:

1) Target Search and Initial Detection: Drive signals from

target acquisition sensor.

2) Acquisition: Automatic switch to FLIR angular error

signals when available. ,/

3) Tracking: Drive by FLIR angular error signals augmented

by computer regenerated rate signals when target is behind

an obstacle or fades. Rate gyros send tracking rates to

the computer.

4) Manual Mode: Sensor servos slaved to Operator control.r

Details not worked out.

5) Dynamic System Test: Sensor head driven by computer to

follow simulated target track.

6.3.5 Vehicle Orientation Sensors

Simple sensors are required to determine the pitch and cant of the

vehicle relative to a horizontal surface. These angles are used in making

the various ballistic corrections due to gravity and wind.

A. Output Signals to Computer:

1) Magnitude: ,

i. Pitch: -35 deg to + 35 deg, positive for front up.

ii. Cant: -35 deg to +35 deg, positive for right side down.

2) Interpretation: Vehicle first pitches, then cants.

3) Type: Digital

4) Frequency: 10 times per second.'

B. Accuracy:

i. Pitch: 0.6 deg, 6 bits plus sign bit

ii. Cant: 0.6 deg, 6 bits plus sign bit.

C. Control Modes: Only used during fire control computations

portion of the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode and Dynamic

System Test.
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6.3.6 Digital Computer

The basic parameters that are asswued for the AFAADS digital

computer deal with processing requirements rather than hardware. It is

these processing requirements that dictate the hardware concepts and

overall size.

A. Fire Control Processing

I) Target Tracking

2) Track Prediction:

i. Linear

ii. Constant energy in a diving attack.

iii.Constant turn (acceleration) attack.

3) Ballistic Solution

4) Ballistic Corrections:

i. Gravity

ii. Air temperature

iii.Air pressure

iv. Wind speed and direction

v. Muzzle velocity as a function of projectile type and

tube wear.

5) Sensor Regenerative'Tracking

6) Closed Loop Tracking:

i. Projectile miss detection and processing

ii. Bias corrections in azimuth, elevation and muzzle

velocity.

B. Operator-Entered Parameters:

1) Projectile Type: One of five, see Section 6.3.1.

2) Muzzle Velocity:

i. Preset, Standard Projectile: 1175 m/sec

ii. Preset, Subcaliber: 1500 m/sec

iii.User-Entered Range: 930 m/sec to 1570 m/sec

3) Air Temperature:

i. Preset: 70 deg F.

ii. User Range: -20 deg to + 120 deg F.
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4) Air Pressure:

i. Preset: 1013 mb

ii. User Range: 500 to 1040 mb

5) Wind Speed:

i. Preset: 0 m/sec

ii. User Range: 0 m/sec to 30 m/sec (66 mph)

6) Wind Direction:

i. Preset: 0 deg (or indeterminate)

ii. User Range: 0 to 360 deg.

7) Dive Angle Threshold:

i. Preset: 10 deg., absolute value

ii. User Range: 2 to 15 deg. , absolute value

8) Turn Acceleration Threshold:

i. Preset: 0.3 g , absolute value

ii. User: 0.2 g to 1.0 g , absolute value

C. Operating Modes: See end of Section 6.1.

D. Peripheral Devices:

1) Sensor Head:

i. FLIR

ii. Laser

iii.2 Rate Gyros

iv. Servos

2) Operator's Display and Controls

3) Gun Mount

4) Vehicle Orientation Sensors
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SECTION 7

OPERATOR CONTROLS AND SCENARIOS

Any weapon system requires human control. A good man-machine interface

design greatly enhances a weapon's effectiveness, particularly under the

stress of battle. Realizing this, considerable attention was directed to-

ward providing a realistic and useful interface between the Gunner/Operator

and the AFAADS digital computer. Additional effort is still required, par-

ticularly to add other displays and controls such as the fire trigger and

manual fire controls.

The results of the man-machine Ljncepts analysis are presented in two.'

parts:

a. The Operator's Panel from a hardware and functional viewpoint.

b. The employment of the panel, as demonstrated by typical scenar-

ios.

7.1 THE OPERATOR'S DISPLAY PANEL

The computer display panel for the AFAADS Gunner/Operator is illustrated

in Figure 7-1. As will be discussed in Section 10 on the computer hardware,

this panel will form the front surface of the digital computer; thereby re-

ducing cabling and connector requirements. The layout of the displays and

controls is directed toward simplifying its use, its maintenance, and spare

parts.

With respect to maintenance and spares, only four different components

axe used:

1. Pushbuttons

2. Indicators

3. Numeric light emitting diode (LED) displays

4. Rotary potentiometer (one only).

The same pushbutton would be used, whether an indicator is required or not.

In the latter case, the indicator would remain disconnected.
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Employment of the Operator's Panel is facilitated by several techniques:

1. Displays and controls are grouped into functional areas.

2. Operator use is enhanced by lines and arrows from one operation

to the next.

3. The flow is generally from top to bottom, right to left, with

certain critical displays in the top center.

4. There is minimum interference between operator activation of con-

trols and operator observation of the keyboard.

The six functional areas on the keyboard are separated by dotted lines

on Figure 7-1 and keyed by numbers in small circles. These areas correspond

more or less to the various operational modes of AFAADS. The general func-

tions associated with each area, by number, are:

1. Initialization. The displays and controls required to enter the

Initialization I and II Mode data.

2. Alarms and Fire Control Status. A group of nine displays closely

associated with the status of the Semi-Automatic Fire Control

Mode during gun fire. The computer inoperative alarm is also in

the group.

3. Manual Fire Control. The single pushbutton/indicator that places

the AFAADS into manual fire control. Since the computer is

placed outside the fire control loop, no other displays are re-

quired on the computer panel. Other controls and displays are

required, however.

4. Test. The displays and controls associated with the Test Mode,

both the operator-initiated confidence self-test of the computer

and the overall dynamic system test.

5. Semi-Automatic Fire Control. The displays and controls required

for the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode operation, as opposed

to the status displays of Area 2 abo'e. This also includes the

Standby II Mode control and indicator. Most AFAADS operational

missions will utilize this area.

6. Keyboard. The group of keys and readouts required for entry and

display of numeric data. These are associated with the initial-

ization and test functions of the two areas on either side (Areas

1 and 4).
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Overall, when AFAADS is first activated at a new defense site, the oper-

ator deals with the controls on the left portion of the panel to initialize

the system. He then places the gun system in Standby (top right). Most fire

missions then involve the right-most area on the panel. Status of equipment

operation during the fire mission is provided by the indicators, top center

(Area 2).

Use of this panel is now illustrated in a typical scenario, starting

with system initialization (Subsection 7.2) and passing through standby to

actual gunfire (Subsection 7.3). Scenarios covering the other modes of

manual and test are then briefly discussed (Subsection 7.4).

7.2 INITIALIZATION SCENARIO

Initialization uses the indicators and pushbuttons in Area 1 of the

Operator's Pavel (Figure 7-1). There are two types of initializations which

take place.

7.2.1 Beginning Initialization

The AFAADS System is to be mcbile and to be usually used near a point

to be defended. The apparatus could be towed or mounted on a tracked vehi-

cle. Once the system is in place, the computer and gun system must be warm-

ed up for use. Although radar systems may take a period of time before they

are ready for use, a long warm-up time may not be necessary for the FLIR/

laser sensors proposed hcre. The computer is ready for use immediately after

it is turned on. Assuming it has been turned on, we proceed to the begin-

ning of initialization.

Once turned on, "STBY I" or standby-without-data will be indicated.

The Operator would press "LAMP TEST" to light all indicators, showing all

lights to be in order. He could also adjust "BRIGHTNESS" dial if he desired,

but would probably not do so until he has finished with Initialization (I

/and II).

After the Lamp Test and replacement of defective bulbs (or Light Emit- "

ting Diodes - LED's), he would proceed to Initialization I.
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7.2.2 Initialization I and II

The Operator would now press "BEGIN INIT I", readying the computer

for input data. This will release from software interlock the various

initialization parameter pushbuttons. It will also show the Operator

how these parameters were designated during the last fire mission by lighting

the appropriate Preset or User indicators and the previously selected pro-

jectile type switch. (see Figure 7-1, Area 1).

If the system is needed to be used immediately, the Operator could

press STBY II, followed by SCAN, and begin to use gun. Hopefully, he will

have enough time to set some values fitting the situation more closely.

Specifically, the time is probably in the morning; the previously set

values are probably not quite accurate. Taking into account a minimum

warm-up time of fifteen minutes and these conditions, he would probably

change some of the values above.

For the following discussion, we shall assume that the previous

values were all preset ones. Then, following the arruws on Figure 7-1:

1) The air temperature is assumed to be closer to 50 F. than the

70 0 F. preset value. To change the air temperature in the computer, he

would press AIR TEMP. "70" would light on the keyboard display to his

right. Also, OUT DISPL would light, indicating output data was indicated

on the display.

To enter a new value, he would first press CLEAR. The LED dis-

play would go blank and OUT DISPL indicator off. Then, he would press "5",

the first digit of the temperature he desired. The LED display would show

"a "5" in the right-most position. Next, he would press "0". Satisfied

that 50 degrees was the new AIR TEMP, he'd press ENTER. The INPT DISPL

indicator and the USER light left of AIR TEMP would light, indicating the

value has been entered.

2) To verify the preset air pressure is the desired value, he

would depress AIR PRESS. After pushing AIR PRESS, the AIR TEMP, 50, and

INPT DISPL indicators would all go out. "1013" would light on the display

as well as OUT DISPL. Satisfied that "1013" was the correct air pressure

in milibars, he would proceed to the next entry.

3) The next value to be altered in this hypothetical initializa-

tion would be the dive threshold. It is not known how the sensor system
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would degrade. However, let us assume such a degradation. The resultant

noisier data from the sensors will probably cause more irregularities in

target prediction than is desirable. Therefore, the Gunner should have

the capability to reduce the effect of this noise on target prediction.

He does this by changing the dive and turn prediction thresholds, making

the computer reject the noise before prediction is made. The case here is

to modify this threshold from a 10 degree angle to a 12 degree angle,

decreasing the probability of "jumping" and inaccurate firing.

This threshold could be misinterpreted. Without getting too deep

into the logic of the computer, the use of a "threshold" ought to be ex-

plained. Basically, the computer will monitor whether or not to use a
"constant energy" term for prediction during a aive. If the dive angle

of the target track goes over 12 degrees, the computer would switch to the

dive prediction n .thod. If the plane is in a slow (non-accelerating) dive,

the computer will predict a straight line path; if the rates show the

target is diving, however, a term reflecting a "dive" will be inserted into

the "predicted-position equation".

Poll g a procedure similar to that applied to changing air

temperature, the Operator would:

a) Press DIVE THRESH (Dive Threshold).

DIVE THRESH, PRESET, and "10" would be indicated. AlS.o,

OUT DISPL would be indicated.

b) Press CLEAR.

OUT DISPL and 10 would be extinguished.

c) Press "1".

"I" would light in the LED display.

d) Press "2".

The "l" would shift left once; "12" would then be displayed.

e) Satisfied 12 degrees was new dive angle threshold, he'd press

ENTER.

PRESET would go out. USER, INPT DISPL and "12" would light,

showing a nonstandard user entry of 12 was entered.
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4) Turn threshold would probably be changed for the same reason

as dive angle was. The standard value of 0.3 g's would be changed to 0.4

g's.

5) We'll assume no wind; therefore, wind direction would remain

0 degrees.

6) Wind velocity would be zero. Thus, the effects of wind will

be ignored in the ballistics solution.

7) The projectile type would probably be the armor-piercing high

explosive (A HE) round (unless the gunner ordered a test).

8) Because the barrel of this weapon is assumed to be worn, we

expect the muzzle velocity to be lower than usual. The four digits under

the MUZZLE VEL indicator read "1180" for 1180 m/sec. muzzle velocity. The

PRESET indicator to the left of the MUZZLE VEL pushbutton is lit, signify-

ing 1180 m/sec. muzzle velocity is normal for the armor-piercing, high

explosive round. The Gunner will reduce this by 20 m/sec., to cause com-

puter to account for barrel wear. He would then enter 1160 using the

method previously described, save for one difference. The Gunner will

make an error in entering the new value, to illustrate the system reaction

to an erroneous entry.

a) He presses MUZZLE VEL.

MUZZLE VEL, PRESET, 1180, and OUT DISPL are all indicated.

(1180 has been duplicated from four digit display onto

eight digit display.)

b) He presses CLEAR.

The OUT DISPL and 1180 go out on the keyboard. The number

remains on the four digit display.

c) He presses 2 (by accident).

The eight digit display shows "2". (The "1180" on the

four digit display does not change.) j
d) He presses "Y', "6", and "0", one-by-one, each time the

digits automatically shift left.

e) "2160" is now displayed. He presses JENTER. /

f) Nothing changes.

g) The error is obvious. "2160" is not an acceptable value

for this projectile type; the number will not "go in".
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8) (continued)

h) He presses CLEAR.

Display goes blank.

i) He preses "I".
"1" is shown on eight digit display.

j) He presses "1", "6". and "0" in that order; each time, the

digits shift. "1160" is now shown on the eight digit

disolay, while "1180" is shown on the four digit display.

k) He presses ENTER. INPT DISPL and USER light.

PRESET goes dark. Both the four and eight digit disolays

show "1160". This signifies that the new, lower muzzle

velocity will be used in solving the ballistics problem.

He now may adjust the brightness of the display if he wishes to do

so. The arrows on the display indicate the next stage is Standby II,

standby-with-data. He presses STBY II, and system goes to a standby status,

ready for a target. It is now fully initialized for an engagement.

At the press of STBY II, BEGIN INIT I has gone out. As initialized,

these conditions and indications are present:

"1) Air temperature is nonstandard. USER to the left of AIR

TEMP is lit.

2) Air pressure is standard. PRESET to the left of AIR PRESS

is lit.

3) Dive threshold is nonstandard. USER to the left of DIVE

THRESH is lit.

4) Turn threshold is nonstandard. USER to the left of TURN

THRESH is lit.

5) Relative wind direction is standard (Because the wind velocity

is zero, the standard value makes no difference). PRESET to

the left of REL WIND DIR is lit.

6) Wind velocity is standard of zero meters per second. PRESET

to left of WIND VEL is lit.

7) Projectile type is armor-piercing, high explosive. A HE is lit.

8) Muzzle velocity is nonstandard. USER to left of MUZZLE VEL

is lit.
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9) Four digit display below MUZZLE VEL is lit, indicating user-

entered value of "11160".

10) Eight digit display and keyboard are not lit, and software

locked-out.

11) Standby-with-data is indicated. STBY II is lit.

12) No other indicators are lit.

7.3 FIRE MISSION SCENARIO

The main mission of AFAADS is to provide anti-aircraft fire when

needed for forward areas, especially to give a point-defense capability.

This system, during a fire mission, will give the Gunner the ability to

engage different types of targets and to alter the AFAADS system to match

the engagement by the right orders to the computer.

Two examples are built into ,the current computer concepts. In the

first, the gunner/operator can modify the' target prediction algorithm to

suit the observed target track. Linear, constant dive, and constant turn

predictions are available. These are detailed later in this scenario. The

second is a computer capability which, hopefully, can also be realized in

the gun itself, namely to change ammunition type during a fi're mission. At

long range a high velocity sub-caliber round is more appronriate that at,

say 3000m range, full caliber ammunition would be employed, with its

greater lethality.

As presently planned, AFAADS provides defense against three different

aircraft missions. The basic defensive mission is to fire on a single air-

craft making a direct attack on a target, say, about 200 meters from the

gun. In the second attack situation, one may expect two or more aircraft

attacking at once, one strafing the defended ooint carrying no external

weapons, and a second aircraft following up to 15 km away (or about a

minute "behind" the first) carrying iron bombs for release upon the defend-

ed point. Lastly, some hostile aircraft may inadvertently pass through the

-range envelope of the AFAADS gun by flying below ordinary radar coverage,

and hence in gun range. -r

Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3 describe the system scenario for

a single attacking aircraft. Section 7.3.4 details system use during a
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multiple aircraft attack. The last section, Section 7.3.5, describes use

of APAADS for a passing targe-,.

The reader is referred to Figure 5-2, "Typical AFAADS Fire Mission

Time Event Plot". The events on that figure are used to develop the first

three sections of the Fire Mission Scenario.

7.3.1 Acquisition and Lock-On

Section 7.2 developed the initialization of the AFAADS System. At

the end of that phase, the gun system was in Standby II, a standby with

proper initialization data. Referring to the time scheme on Figure 5-2,

the system is still in standby. At t=40 seconds, the Gunner receives a

radio report: Single hostile aircraft, orobably going to attack the point

target defended by the AFAADS gun, is flying due west and at very low alti-

tude. (Time, t, is measured from the point of closest approach.) At this

time, the aircraft is 12,000 m east of the defended point and approaching.

Then, at t=0, the aircraft is 283 m from the gun and is as close to gun as

it will be; at t=15, the aircraft is leaving the area and is 4500 m away.

The aircraft in this fire mission is traveling at 300 m per second (520

knots and near Mach 1) and at 200 m constant altitude.

Because the computer is already initialized, the Gunner would check

the parameters, but probably would not change any setting. The Initializa-

tion I settings, as set in the Initialization Scenario of Subsection 7.2,

show non-standard AIR TEMPERATURE ("USER" to left of "AIR TEMPERATURE"is

lit), standard or preset AIR PRESSURE, non-standard DIVE THRESHOLD, non-

standard TURN THRESHOLD, and preset wind direction and velocity; i.e., no 0

wind. These Initialization I settings are differentiated from Initializa-

tion II settings by their slow variation. The projectile tyve and muzzle

velocity may be changed during and as a Dart of a firing mode.

The Gunner, since he has not used the gun or changed ammunition, is

assumed not to change the presently indicated Initialization II conditions:

projectile type has been set at "A HE", armor-piercing, high explosive; and

muzzle velocity as 1160 m/sec, which is a "USER" entry. Thus, he only

checks the indicated projectile type and muzzle velocity. Satisfied the
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computer is ready to use, he presses "SCAN" and begins to search for the

aircraft.

Using his acquisition system, the Gunner searches the eastern horizon,

realizing the aircraft is no more than two or three degrees above the hori-

zon. The gun and PLIR sensor follow the acquisition system. The laser is

inactive and in standby. The FLIR, being a passive sensor, decreases like-

lihood of detection and of countermeasures being taken until the target has

been acquired, particularly if a passive acquisition system is also employed.

The Gunner detects the target; the FLIR detects the target as well.

Angle tracking commences. The ACQUISITION indicator lights, thereby show-

ing the target is being followed. The FLIR hardware is as'sumed to recog-
0

nize and signal this condition. The PLIR zooms from a 20 x 40 FOV to a

20 x 40 FOV. The laser is activated, and the target is detected by this

sensor as well.

In this scenario, when the aircraft is 8500 m away,ior at t=28

seconds, the system goes automatic, laser and FLIR have successfully locked

on target. The gun remains slaved to the sensors until a fire control

solution is generated.

Once the laser has locked onto the target, the computer begins to

accept data from the sensors. Prior to this, it has "refused" to do so,

since the data was not complete; i.e., no range was available until the

laser successfully found the target. After 11 complete data points (one

second of data) are received, the computer starts to develop the proper gun

lead angles. The gun mount now will start to follow tihese orders rather

than be slaved to the sensor head. The Operator's Panel TRACK indicator

lights, indicating target tracking and a fire control solution.

Once "TRACK" lights, all the indicators associated with an engage-

ment may light. These will be discussed in the remaining sections. The

prediction mode indicators and pushbuttons would be used first. Prediction

refers to digital machine computing and firing on a predicted position of

the aircraft. Given the aircraft's position and rates,

the computer predicts where the aircraft will fly next. Then, using these
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values, it solves the ballistics-prediction and aircraft-prediction problem

iteratively, and eventually places the gun at the proper angles to have the

projectiles hit this predicted position. If both predictions are good, the

projectile will hit the aircraft. Prediction in the discussion refers to

aircraft-position prediction.

As stated in the Initialization Scenario, Section 7.2.2, the sensors

are assumed to be noisy. Knowing this, the Gunner may order his own pre-

diction method. Therefore, the Gunner may override the automatic prediction

modes. He does this by pressing "USE DIVE" and "USE TURN". Depending on

the sort of data the sensors received during the 1.0 second period of pre-

liminary sensing, "AUTO LINEAR", or "AUTO DIVE" and/or "AUTO TURN" will have

been indicated. These may be overriden. If so, a new fire control solution,

using the target coordinates and rates and the orders of the Gunner, will

be computed. Once computed, the gun will be ordered to the new direction.

From t=27 to t=22 (see Figure 5-2 again), the gun will maintain a small lead

angle (less than a degree), and the computer will compute prediction and

lead angle orders. When the aircraft is about 22 seconds from the point

of closest approach (t=22), the system enters its Firing Phase.

7.3.2 Firing on Target

The initial tracking phase includes a 5 second "dead" time while the

target is coming into maximum effective range of the gun. This time is

used to press the two prediction mode buttons, and to perform identification -A.

and verification procedures that verify that the aircraft is indeed hostile.

7.3.2.1 Indications During an Engagement

Referring to the Operator's Panel, Figure 5-6, one notes numbered

areas. Area 2 contains the Fire Control Status Indicators. They will be

referred to occasionally during the remainder or the fire mission scenario.

Examining this area from top to bottom, one finds:

1) FIRE BEGIN and CEASE FIRE indicators. Placed here, these
indicators command the most obvious position of the Operator's

Panel. They indicate "target in range" or "out of range",

respectively; the most crucial indications given by an auto-

matic system such as this. Both will be discussed further in

this section.
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2) ALARM indicator. This indicator is strategically placed for

the same reason as the indicators above it. If the computer

should find it is not operating correctly, "ALARM" will light,

indicating some major failure in the system. The malfunctions

detectable by the computer include:

a) Some peripheral device does not "answer". The com-

puter "speaks to each piece of hardware it is linked

to. If one, say the rate gyro, will not "answer"

the periodic "questioning" by the computer, the

ALARM indicator lights, signifying a peripheral

device (gyro'sensor) will not "answer".

b) Critical failure in the computer. A-self-test pro-

cedure, continuously executed, has the computer check

itself. If some failure is evident to it, an "ALARM"

will be indicated.

3) ERROR: LOST TARGET and REGENERATING POSITION indicators.

If both FLIR and laser target data are lost simultancously,

once the target has been acquired, "REGENERATING POSITION"

will light*; the computer assumes the simultaneous loss of
both data means-the target is behind an obstacle. Ideally,

there will be no hills, trees, etc. between the sensors and

the target. One cannot hope for perfect firing areas;

therefore, this indicator is necessary. The ERROR: LOST

TARGET indication nay have several meanings:

a) If the romputer regenerates position for two seconds,

and no target is in view, it is assumed lost. The

computer should indicate the system may be losing

the target. If the target cannot be seen by the

*Regenerating position. The computer, with sufficient data, may predict

future target position for some period of time, probably longer than two
seconds. It does this by using angular and range rates and position to
predict where the target will fly in the next tenth of a second. This is
meant to be used only for a short time because it is an artificial, short
term "fix". This kind of prediction is on a tenth-of-a-second basis,
versus prediction for firing of gun in which the computer predicts target
position up to seven seconds into the future.
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3) a) (continued)

Gunner using an optical sight or by the FLIR/laser

sensor, it is probably still behind some obstacle. The

Gunner has a choice: if he thinks the target is depart-

ing, he may press STANDBY II, and wait for a new target;

or if the target is behind a minor obstruction, he may

allow the gun and sensors to continue to slew, hoping

the target will appear in their FOV very shortly*.

b) The aircraft disappears, then reappears optically; but

not in the FLIR FOV, it has either made a drastic

maneuver, or the sensors have some poor data, made worse

,by the regeneration algorithm in the computer. (In. the

two seconds delay before the warning light comes on, the

computer has used all of its previous data twice and is

doing the best with it that it can. Because it has

generated position this long, any major maneuver by the

aircraft while behind the obstacle, or bad information

received just prior to the disappearance will cause the

sensors to lose the target. This is especially true at

short range.) The Gunner must reacquire the target.

This is rather drastic unless he is well-trained, since

the target is probably by now flying at close range

with a very high angular speed.

*A little calculation shows that if there is a hill 400 m east of the gun
and the aircraft flies a straight-line path, as in our example, the
targel could be lost. If the hill were 60 feet high and a tree was only
10 feet wide at its base, the target would not be visible for three
seconds! The Gunner must use his own judgment here.
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4) ANGLE DATA LOST and RANGE DATA LOST indicators. The laser

and FLIR data may be lost occasionally. These indicators

convey this information to the Gunner. If they are con-

tinuously lit, the FLIR (angle) sensor or laser (range)

sensor is malfunctioning or some of their interfaces are not

working properly.

5) PROJECTILES SENSED and ANGLE RATE TOO HIGH indicators. Both

deal with the "closing of the loop" with this AFAADS System.

Since projectiles will be sensed when they pass close to the

target, this ought to be indicated, as a check on the com-

puter as well as the sensors. of course, the main reason

for "closing the loop" is to insure a tight shot pattern

about the aircraft, very accurate firing, and an eventual

hit. As the aircraft gets close to the gun, the more

data becomes inaccurate, due to the high sle., rate of the

sensors. These indicators and reasons for use are

discussed in more detail later.

7.3.2.2 Prediction During an Engagement

Returning to our scenario, the Gunner has entered threshold

values for predicting target position during the initialization activity.

Intuitively, this operation has the effect of causing the computer to ignore

the bad data it might be receiving and instead use more conservative predic-

tion methods. In our example, the target will fly a straight line, hence,

only linear prediction need be used; but the Gunner does not know this a

priori. He, therefore, presses the USE DIVE and USE TURN pushbuttons.

These enable the computer to use a dive or turn as a predicting equation for

estimating target position. When these indicators are lit, the computer will

apply the DIVE THRESHOLD and TURN THRESHOLD values entered earlier by the

Operator. If the Gunner had pressed only one or the other, or none at all,

the computer would react as follows:

a) If he'd pressed only "USE DIVE" or "USE TURN", the comouter

will apply only dive or turn thresholds to predict the

target's future position and not the other one.

b) If he'd pressed only "USE LINEAR", only straight line pre-

diction would be used. That is fine for our example, but
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b) (continued)

usually not true. See Section 7.3.5 for details of when

the "USE LINEAR" prediction could reasonably be used.

c) If he pressed none of the prediction buttons, all automatic

logic would be used by the computer to predict future

target position. In this case the logi6' would be identical

to that used with both USE DIVE and USE TURN pressed. We

have an over eager operator who wants to assert himself.

7.3.2.3 Firing on Target

The immediately preceding discussions were to explore possible

indications. The remaining discussion deals with this scenario only.

At t=22 (see Figure 5-2 again), the first indication to fire

is given. "FIRE BEGIN" informs Gunner he may fire. The aircraft is over

6500 m away, but by the time the projectiles reach it, the projectiles and

aircraft should be at the same range of 4500 m and, hopefully, the same

position.

Figure 5-2 calls this initial lag time, "Pre-Bias Correction

Fire".. No projectiles can be sensed at this time, since none have reached

the target. -

Once the aircraft is 450-, m from the gun, "PROJ SENS" should

first light, informing Gunner that the sensors and fire control system are

now measuring and correcting for uncompensated muzzle velocity error or bias

azimuth error or bias and elevation error or bias in the gun. Approximately

130 projectiles can be observed, and their average corrections applieu to

increase the aiming accuracy. When t=ll, projectile sensing is no longer

possible. At that time, "ANGI.E RATE HIGH" will indicate. Projectile miss

corrections will not be applied again during this engagement due mainly to

the high angular velocity and --lose approach of the aircraft.

By now, however, the statistics on 130 shells have been taken,

and the next 19 seconds of fire should be highly accurate.

In the meantime, "FIRE BEGIN", "USE DIVE", USE TURN", "'PROJ

SENS", and "ANGLE RATE HIGH" have all been indicated. Eventually, as tar-

get leaves and reaches about 2300 m from gun, fire becomes ineffective.
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7.3.3 Cease-Firing and Disengagement

Once the target is past the point of closest approach, "t" becomes

negative in this scenario, indicating the target is leaving the area of the

AFAADS gun. At t=-8, range of about 2300 m, CEASE FIRE will indicate, show.

ing tnat target is now out of effective range of t e weapon. At t=-15, the

last projectile reaches target at maximum effective range of 4500 m.

Once CEASE FIRE is lit, the Gunner would stop firing and release the

system. If no other targets are in the area, he would press "STBY II," and

return to a standby mode. At the conclusion of the fire mission, "USE DIVE",

"USE TURN", "ANGLE RATE HIGH", and "CFASE FIRE" would all go off. Only

"STBY II" and the several Initialization I and II indicators would remain

lit, indicating standby data. If there were other targets to fire upon, the

Gunner would press "BEGIN NEW TARGET" and ?roceed as in the next subsection.

7.3.4 New Target Sighting

The Gunner would press BEGIN NEW TARGET in eithe7: of the two cases

below:

1) A new target, probably a bombing aircraft (versus the strafing

aircraft in the previous three sections) is reported to him. in that case,

he would press BEGIN NEW TARGET, and search the horizon again. "SCAN" would

light automatically and the acquisition/lock-on phase just described would

be reentered.

2) In the case of a multiple aircraft attack, a bombing aircraft

might follow a few seconds after the strafing aircraft. He would lock-on

and fire on the first aircraft up to about the point of closest approach.

Then he would break-off this attack by pressing BEGIN NEW TARGET. lie would

then acquire and fire on this second target, since it is now more of a

threat to the defended point than the first.

In either case, the system would act as it had previously. The bias

correctior data that it had processed on the previous firing would be saved,

thereby insuring more accurate fire at longer range.

7.3.5 Passing Targets

Occasionally, an aircraft will accidentally enter the AFAADS air

space. The plane is probably going to attatJ, nore deeply into friendly

territory, or perhaps it has already attacked and is returning to its home
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base. For whatever reason, a hostile aircraft may fly over, up to 8000 m

altitude. These aircraft are within AFAADS range but must be dealt with

specially.

The aircraft acting as "passing targets" will normally fly a straight

line path across the AFAADS defended area, not attacking, and not being

evasive until fired on. In such case, the Gunner could acquire and lock-on

such aircraft. Then he would press USE LINEAR, causing the computer always

to predict along a straight line. Data seems to indicate that since only

minor evasive maneuvers are expected, the best counter is "a lot of lead

directly in his path." Therefore, the Gunner would fire in front of him as

he flew away. Of course, if the target started to return to attack, the

Gunner would now have an "ordinary" target. He would press USE DIVE and USE

TURN to signal that fact, or go to the fully automatic prediction method by

deactivating USE LINEAR.

Except in special situations such as just described, the USE LINEAR

pushbutton would not be pressed.

7.4 OTHER MISSION SCENARIOS

To complete the description cf the operational capabilities of the

Operator's Panel on the computer (Fig. 7-1), two other special situation

scenarios are required.

7.4.1 Manual Mode

The manual mode scenario would be used under special conditions such

as computer failure (including any or the input/output buffers) or weak

noisy target data. In the manual mode, the Gunner/Operator is given complete

control of the sensors, gun mount, and gun. He performs the fire control

solution.

Since the digital computer is out of the fire control loop, the oper-

ational scenario relative to the Operator's Panel on the computer is very

simple. The Operitor simply pushes MANUAL (Area 3 on the panel layout of

Fig. 7-1). This action will:

a) Place the digital computer in the Standby II Mode, in case the

operator wishes to qwH+-h to the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode,

or another mode.
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b) Release the FLIR/laser and gun from computer control and place

them in manual control of the operator.

c) Light the MANUAL pushbutton, and extinguish the other mode buttons

on the panel.

d) Activate the manual displays and controls. What these manual dis-

plays and controls are remains to be determined. They are con-

sidered to lie outside the present effort to develop the AFAADS

digital computer concepts and iLzing.

7.4.2 Test Mode

There remains the Test Mode Scenario. The AFAADS computer panel pro-,

vides in Area 4 all the displays and controls required to operate the system

in the confidence self-test ard dynamic system test operations. The scenario

describing the operation of these several puzhbuLtous and indicators is

included in the test description in Section 13 of this volume.
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SECTION 8

DATA PROCESSING PERIPHERALS

The fire control computations performed by the AFAADS digital

computer in each of its modes are based upon data received from the

various sensors and upon instructions from the operator. Gun orders,

sensor servo drive signals, and status information are outputted as

a result of the computations. Overall, these input and output signals

are sent by or received by the computer peripheral devices.

This section discusses the AFAADS computer peripherals from

the computer processing viewpoint. Two topics are covered:

a. Peripheral Devices, a general description of each

computer peripheral device (Subsection 8.1).

b. Specific Interface Signals, a detailed listing of the

signals involved in each interface and the computer

interface word (Subsection 8.2).

The maximum word size involved in this input/output processing

is one primary determinate in the choice of a 16-bit word for the

computer. -

8.'. PERIPHERAL DEVICES

The AFAADS digital computer interfaces with four different

equipments. These have, in turn, eight different computer interface

peripheral devices (Table 8-I). The eight devices are used by the

computer (a) to report to the operator and receive orders and data

from him, (b) to receive projectile and target data, (c) to aid the

sensors, and finally, but not least, (d) to order the proper position

to the gun.

Each of the eight peripheral devices is now described from

a functional viewpoint. The type of transfer is also indicated;

whether it be just input, just output, or both and whether the transfer

involves numeric data (words) or pushbutton status (bit) data. The

numbering system used here is the same throughout the remainder
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TABLE 8-I. AFAADS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

INTERFACING EQUIPMENTS DIGITAL PERIPHERAL DEVICES

* Operator's Panel Dl. Initialization Data, Operator's Panel

D2. Control and Status, Operator's Panel I
D8. Test Mode, Operator's Panel

Tracking Head D3. Sensors

D4. Rate Gyro

D6. Sensor Servos

Gun Mount D5. Gun Servos

Vehicle Orientation Sensors D7. Vehicle Orientation Sensors
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of this volume.

Dl Initialization DaTa, Operator's Panel: (Input and output,

word and status (bit) data) ,\

Dl.a Inputs. Operator entered initialization parameters

and their values. The initialization parwneters

are air temperature, Uir pressure, relative wind

direction, wind velocity, muzzle velocity, dive

angle threshold, and constant turn (acceleration)

threshold.

Dl.b Ou- puts. (1) The previously stored values for

these parameters and (2) the redisplay of rewly

entered values as a check that they have been

correctly entered.

D2 Control and Status, Operator's Panel: (Input and output,

status (bit) data)

D2.a Inputs. Operator designated operational modes and

status data relative to an engagement. The AFAADS

operating nodes are Initialization, Standby, Semi-

Automatic Fire Control, Manual Fire Control, and

Test. Fire control status data are the projectile

type (one of five) and the desired types of target

track prediction.

D2.b Outputs. Operating mode of the AFAADS gun fire

system, projectile type being used in the ballistic

computations, types of target track prediction being

used, any losses in tracking sensor data, begin

fire/cease fire indication, and computer not operating

alarm.

D3 Sensors: (Input, word data)

D3.a Target Data. Laser output slant range D(j) and

FLIR output of angular position of target in

_ zimuth A(j) and elevation E(j) at sampling time t(j).

8-
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D3.b Projk*ctile Miss Data. Laser output of projectile-

to-target range difference, _ID(j), and FLIR output of

projectile angular miss in transverse angle, AT(j),

and elevation angle, AE(j), at time interval t(j).

D4 Rate Gyros: (Input, word data) Angular rates of the

gyro stabilized, FLIR/laser sensor head in transverse,

T(j), and elevation, E(j), coordinates at time interval t(j).

D5 0hin Servos: (Output, word data) Gun lead angle data relative

to sensor head in azimuth, h(j), and elevation, o(j),

at end of processing interval t(j). These are the key

outputs of the fire control computer program and represent

the proper azimuth correction and elevation correction

for the given target, prediction mode, and projectile character-

istics.

D6 Sensor Servos: (Output, word data) Sensor regenerative

drive angular rates in transverse, T(j), and elevation, I
E(j), coordinates and range value, D(j), for time period

t(j). These values override sensor internally generated

values when the target is behind an obstacle or during

momentary target fades. This function could be expanded

to include sensor drive signals under high angular accele-

ration conditions in order to minimize the sensor from

"getting behind".

D7 Vehicle Orientation Sensors: (Input, word data) Vehicle

pitch and cant from the vehicle orientation sensors.

D8 Test Mode, Operator's Panel: (Input and output, word

and status data)

D8.a Input. Operator commanded phase of system test,

test initialization data, and request for test

results. !

DR.b Output. Computer feedback to '.-rify commands, automatic
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presentation of certain test results, and test

status.

The interface of each of these peripheral devices with the

digital computer is illustrated in Figure 8-1.

8.2 SPECIFIC INTERFACE SIGNALS

With reference to Figure 8-1 and the above discussion, the

specific signals between each of the eight peripheral devices and

the computer are listed. For the three peripheral devices that

are a part of the Operator's Panel, reference should also be made

to Figure 7-1.

D1 Initialization Data, Operator's Panel

Dl.a Inputs.

1) Initialization Parameter. Status bit for one of:

AIR TEMP (Air Temperature)

AIR PRESS (Air Pressure)

REL WIND DIR (Relative Wind Direction)

WIND VEL (Wind Velocity)

MUZZLE VEL (Muzzle Vel.ocity)

DIVE THRESH (Div-- Threshold)

TURN THRESH (Turn Acceleration Threshold)

Activation of one of these buttons nmust be

preceded by the BEGIN INIT I mode button of

peripheral device D2.

2) Value. Status bit if preset value is entered or

word data (lip to seven digits plus algebraic sign)

if numeric entry from keyboard. Preset value is

entered by pushing PRESET for the activated Initial-

ization Parameter. Word data is entered by first

entering value on the keyboard and then pressing

ENTER. (Sec. 7.2 for detailed procedures).
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D1.b Outputs. - A

1) Stored Values. Upon activation of an Initial-

ization Parameter switch, the computer will send

to the Operator's Pane;:

a) Status Bit: To light designated

Initialization Parameter switch indicator.

b) Status Bit: To light OUT DISPL (Output

Display) indicator on the keyboard.

c) Data WorJ (up to seven digits plus algebraic

sign):

Value of the Initialization Parameter for

display on the LED readout.

Note, either RESET or USER has already

been lighted.

2) Redisplayed Values. In response to the entering

of a value for the Initialization Parameter, i.e.,

pressing PRESET or ENTER, the computer will send:

a) Status Bit: To light PRESET if this key

"was pressed or USER if a value was enteied

on the keyboard.

b) Ltatuq Sitt To light INPT'DISPL (Input

Display) indicator on the keyboard.

c)' Data Wcrd (up to seven digits plus algebaic

sign):
Value of the Initialization Parameter for

display on LED readout. This is either

the Preset value or the just entered value.
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D2 Control and Status, Operator's Panel

D2.a Inputs.

1) Operational Mode. Status bit in response to

operator selection of a desired mode:

BEGIN INIT I (Initialization I Mode)

STBY II (Standby II Mode)

MANUAL (Manual Fire Control Mode)

SCAN (Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode)

BEGIN TEST (Test Mode)

BEGIN NEW TARGET (Semi-Automatic Fire Control

Mode for a new target).

2) Projectile Type. Status bit indicating

selection of one of five:

"A HE (Armor Piercing High Explosive)

"A T (Armor Piercing Tracer)

HE AT (High Explosive Anti-tank)

TEST (Test Round)

SUBCAL (Subcaliber High Velocity, High Explosive

Round).

3) Prediction Modes. Status bits indication

activation or deactivation of each of:

USE LINEAR (Use linear prediction only)

USE DIVE (Use energy conservation prediction

for a diving attack)

USE TUJRN (Use constant turn rate prediction)

D2.b Outputs.

1) Operating Mode. Status bits to light the

indicator to show the operating mode the computer

is in, a feedback to operator button action,

except as noted.
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STBY I (lights when pow-er is first turned on)

BEGIN INIT I

STBY II

MANUAL

SCAN (lights in response to either SCAN or

BEGIN NEW TARGET button action)

BEGIN TEST

2) Projectile Type. (a) Feedback status bit to

light the selected projectile type and (b) data

word (four digits) to indicate the associat d

muzzle velocity on the LED display.

3) Prediction Mode Feedback. Feedback status bits

to light or extinguish the appropriate indicators

as a result of operator action in prediction mode

selection.

4) Engagement Status. Status bits to indicate

the progress of A Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode

attack. As the attack progresses, the following

indicators will be successively lit: (See scenario

of Section 7.2)

SCAN (In response to operator action as

indicated above.)

ACQ (Angle tracking servo activated, laser

activated and detects target. Target data

is being acquired by the computer and the

tracking filter is starting to fill. One

second of data is required by the computer)

TRACK (Tracking filter has at least one second

of data and the fire control solution is

being generated)

In addition, if all three Prediction Mode switches

are deactivated (see Peripheral Device D2.a.3 above),

the target prediction algorithm in the fire control
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solution will activate one or more of the following

indicators:

AUTO LINEAR (Always on)

AUTO DIVE (Dive zngle exceeds threshold)'

AUTO TURN (Turn acceleration exceeds threshold)

5) Weapon Firing Indication. Status bits generated

by the fire control computations to light:

FIRE BEGIN (Signifies target is in rangel and

a fire control solution exists, firing can begin.)

CEASE FIRE (Signifies target is going out of range)

6) Tracking Status. Status bits generated by the

target tracking and projectile miss sensing •lgorithms:

ERROR LOST TARGET (No target tracking data has

been received for two seconds)

REGEN POSITION (Computer is regenerating'the

target position to drive the sensor head, resultsI

from target behind an obstacle or fading)

ANGLE DATA LOST (FLIR is not providing angle data)

RANGE DATA LOST (Laser is not providing range data)

PROJ SENS (Projectile miss distances are lbeing

sensed by the FLIR and lascer)

ANGLE PATE HIGH (The slew rates on the sensor

are too high for gathering useful projectile

miss data)

7) Com2 uter Inoperative Alarm. Status bit to

activate ALARM indicator that the computer or one

of the peripherals is not operating correctly.

Designed to function even if the computer is in-

operative. (See Sec.lO)

D3 Sensors

Total of six data word inputs to the computer as given

below. The computer word length assumes rounding to the

LSB rather than truncating.
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D3.a.1 Target Angle Data: Two word data input, azimuth

and elevation to target from FLIR, 15 accurate

unsigned bits in azimuth and 13 accurate bits

and sign bit in elevation out of sixteen bit

data words.

D3.a.2 Target Range Data: One word data input, slant

range to target; accuracy of 16 bits in sixteen

bit word. No sign bit needed.

D3.b.1 Projectile Miss Angle Data: Two word data input,

transverse (line-of-sight) angle and elevation

angle between mean position of all observed

projectiles in the field of view (FOV) of the

FLIR and the target. Being a difference, 1E

is accurate to 8 bits plus one of sign, IT is

accurate to 9 bits plus sign. 1r Lit words.

D3.b.2 Projectile Miss Range Data: One word data input;

difference is slant range between the mean range

of all observed projectiles and target, as

measured by the laser. Accurate to 12 bits plus

sign. 16 bit word.

D4 Rate Gyros

Input slew rates of gyro in transverse and elevation

angular coordinates. T and E are measured. Theso figures

will match state of the art unclassified devices yielding

accuracies of 0.6%. Iransverse rate should have eight

bits plus sign bit. Elevation rate should be eight bits

plus sign bit. Standard 16 bit data words are assumed.

D5 Gun Servos

Gun aim lead angles generated by the com,)uter and sent to

the gun servos. The ideal case would have the gun aimed

with accuracies approaching the FLIR and laser input data.

Geometry and ballistic solution accuracies yield these

approximate values:
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13 bits plus sign for elevation; 13 bits plus sign for

azimuth. 16 bit words.

"D6 Sensor Servos

Sensor servos fed computed angular rates and range position

if FLIR and/or laser target data are not available. Rates

are in transverse and elevation rate coordinates. Rate

accuracies at best will match D4, i.e., transverse rate

to eight bits plus sign; elevation rate to eight bits plus

sign. Range accuiacy may match original range data,

namely 16 bits without sign. Use sixteen bit words.

D7 Vehicle Orientation Sensors

-Data on the vehicle pitch and cant are read automatically

st the beginning of a Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode

mission. Each iZ accurate to six bits (six-tenths of

a degree) plus sign bit in a sixteen bit word.

D8 Test Mode, Operator's Panel

D8.a Inputs.

1) Phase of System Test. Operator action resulting

in status bits to indicate the desired phase of a

system test.

INIT SYSTEM TEST (Button action to enter the

initialization phase of system test, i.e.,

to enter system test initialization data)

BEGIN SYSTEM TEST (Action to initiate the simu-

lated target track and the AFAADS dynamic

system test)

END TEST (Action to stop the dynamic system

test short of the standard 16-second test period)

2) Test Initialization Parameters. Status bits

indicating which dynamic system test initialization

parameter is being entered.

TARGET FROM LEFT or

TARGET FROM RIGHT (Indicates direction simulated

target will pass the gun)
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ENTER E (Preparatory to entering the initial target

elevation angle on the keyboard)

ENTER A (Preparatory to entering the initial targev

azimuth angle on the keyboard).

3) Test Initialization Value. Numeric entry from the

keyboard on the initial elevation or azimuth angle for

the simulated target. This action must be preceded by

either ENTER E or ENTER A button actions. Input will

be data words representing up to three digits or up to

two digits plus algebraic sign.

4) Test Results. Status bits indicating request for

numeric readout of (only one of):

NO OF PROJECT (Number of projectiles on which

miss data was recorded)

ELEV BIAS (Mean elevation miss angle for all

observed projectiles) -

AZM BIAS (Mean azimuth miss angle for all observed

projectiles)

D8.b Outputs.

I) Phase of System Test. Actual status of system test,

either as a response to operator action or on a time

basis. Appropriate indicator will light.

INIT SYSTEM TEST (In response to operator action)

BEGIN SYSTEM TEST (In response to operator action)

GOOD, FAIR, or POOR (Overall evaluation of system

test, activated either 16 seconds after BEGIN

SYSTEM TEST button action or after END TEST

button action).

2) Test Initialization Parameter Feedback. Feedback

status bits to liq.ix the appropriate Test Initializa-

tion Parameter indicators.

8-13
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3) Test Initialization Data Feedback. Feedback for

display of initialization data entry on the LED display.

Also status bit to light INPT DISPL (Input Display).

4) Test Results'. Numeric value of requested data

results for presentation on LED display plus status

bit to light appropriate indicator.

BI 1

/f
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SECTION 9

SOFTWARE

9.1 INTRODUICTION

This section describes the software required for the AFAADS com-

puter (Subsection 9.2), its requirements on the computer (Subsection 9.3),

and how the software may be produced (Subsection 9.4). The software, as

covered in Subsection 9.2, is treated in three categories: Software

which controls the operation of the AFAADS computer (executive), software

which performs the AFAADS functions (applications software), and software

which assures that the computer and its parts are still working (test

software).

An analysis is presented of the applications software to show the
real time processing requirements of the computer and to form a basis for

estimating the cycle time and memory requirements for the processor.

Finally, a discussion of software production results in recommended

languages, implementation techniques, and supporting equipment required
to build the software system.

"9.2 SOFTWARE PARTITIONING

As stated above, the software can be divided into three categories.

Each is now discussed.

9.2.1 Control Software

The control software performs the executive functions for the

AFAADS gun system. The primary objective of this set of programs is to

monitor and control the interaction of operational and test software with

the various hardware devices of the system, as shown in Figure 9-1.

System operation is controlled by two types of interrupts: timer

interrupts and fault-indication interrupts. Timer interrupts are the

major controlling function of the system; they poll all input devices

including the Operator's Panel at specified periodic intervals. When

the Gunner/Operator makes an entry, it is received by software at the
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next polling interval. An entry from any peripheral device initiates

specified software programs or may provide the necessary data for a

suspended program to continue. Data values entered are passed on to

operational or test programs, according to the type of action requested

by the user. If software initiation is required in response to a user

button selection, currently operating functions are first completed and

then a control function initiates the proper program.

Fault-indication interrupts cause the initiation of a fault de-

tection program. This program determines the problem (e.g., power fail-

ure, program failure, etc.) and may either return control to the inter-

rupted program, initiate test action, or shut down the computer.

Failures are also indicated tj the Operator through the Alarm indicator

as discussed in Section 8.2.

An Input-Output Control Program (IOCP) performs the interfacing

functions required to poll and receive input data and to format and send

output data as requested. The IOCP consists of device handlers for the

Operator's Panel, the servo devices, and the sensors.

Input handlers are to be provided for the Operator's Panel, laser,

FLIR, rate gyros, and vehicle orientation sensors. These are all polled

for input at specified periodic intervals (e.g., 0.1 seconds). Output

handlers will be provided for the Operator's Panel (indicator lights

and numeric readouts), and to the gun and sensor servos. Output activity

is performed upon demand by some other program, rather than being timer

driven. The input handlers accept data in ASCII or binary notation and

convert it to properly-scaled binary values for applications processing.

The output .handlers scale and convert output binary data to the proper

device coders.

9.2.2 Applications Software

The applications software suit consists of two sets; real engage-

ment software and simulated engagement software. The interrelationships

of applications software modules are shown in Figure 9-2.
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9.2.2.1 Engagement Control Program

The engagement control program sets up the data base for

real time operations and controls the semi-automatic fire control program

(FCP) in real time. Whenever a new engagement is begun,. the Engagement

Data Setup Function is called. Then the FCP is entered, with parameters

to show that an actual, rather than a simulated, engagement is desired.

9.2.2.2 Simulation Control Program

Whenever a system test is requested, i.e., the Oerator

places the AFAADS in the Test Mode, the program first performs extensive

diagnostic test programs to check the computer (the Confidence Self

Tests described in Section 13.2). This is normally followed by the

Dynamic System Test, initiated when the Operator presses INIT SYSTEM

TEST (Initiate System Test). The simulation control program then sets

up the data base for the Dynamic System Test of the combination of fire

control system and the entire weapon system (described in Section 13).

The FCP is now entered under control of the simulation control program

and with parameters to show that a simulated, rather than an actual,

engagement is in progress.

The simulation control program manages the data describing

the simulated flights engaged. It also maintains system test indicators,

a measurement of effectiveness of the test based on projectile miss data.

At the conclusion of the Dynamic System Test (typically -

after 16 seconds of simulated engagement), the measures of effectiveness

are statistically reduced and presented to the operator along with a

Good/Fair/Poor indicator of results. The Operator can also request

numeric readouts on the results.

9.2.2.3 Initial Data Base Setup

The initial data base setup function allows theuser to

provide data base entries of slowly varying or constant items. The

function receives control from the executive piogram initiator when the

operator depresses BEGIN INIT I (Begin Initialization I). The data base will

contain the last preset or user-entered values. The program then allows
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the user to select and examine/change all specified data items. The

selected data items will be automatically scaled or converted between

user and binary notations by the executive IOOP.

The data base items accessible to the user, in this mode,

include:

o Air temperature

o Air pressure

o Dive angle threshold

o Turn (accelerator) threshold

o Relative wind direction

o Wind velocity

o Muzzle velocity

9.2.2.4 Engagement Data Setup

The initial data base setup program is then entered for

each test and each engagement, to compute coefficients for the real-time

ballistics computation equation.

Input to this program is provided by the Operator's Panel

handler, and the vehicle orientation sensors handler. The Operator's

Panel handler determines user selections of projectile type and muzzle

velocity; the vehicle orientation sensors provide cant and pitch. The

program then computes parameters for the time of flight equation and

vvhicle orientation data.

9.2.2.5 Fire Control Program (Real time and simulated operations)

The Fire Control Program (FCP) operates under either the

real engagement control pt:ogram or the simulation control program.

Figure 9-3 shows the overall processing performed by the FCP.

The FCP program is entered cyclically at pre-specified

time points (every 0.1 seconds), until the end of the simulated or real

engagement is indicated. Each cyclic execution of the pi.gram ends with

a wait for the next specified timer interrupt point to occur. At that
time, a timer interrupt via the executive will begin the next cycle. The

FCP program, in determining target and projectile data, either generates
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it when under simulation control. or reads sensors under real engagement

control.

In the following discussion, detailed program description

cross references are provided by Roman numerals in parenthesis. These

reference the blocks of Figure 9-3 and Section 11.3, block descriptions.

9.2.2.6 Program Cycle Overview

These activities are reinitiated cyclically at pre-

specified time points (every 0.1 sec). First, target position data is

inputted from the sensors (VI), converted to Cartesian coordinates (I)

and smoothed (II). If regeneration of target data is required (target

range D and/or transverse and elevation angular velocities T, E), it is

computed (VIII and XI) and outputed to the tracking sensor (sensor I/O
handler).

Impact point prediction (III) and ballistics computations

(time of flight) (IV) are performed to give projectile time of flight and

predicted impact point. Gun lead angles are generated by the following

operation: Coordinate conversion (vehicle to earth) (XL ), ballistics

corrections (V), coordinate conversion back again (earth to vehicle)

(XXXV), and gun lead angle generation (XXXVI).

The miss data is received (X) and is validated (XXIV); miss

data computations are initiated (XXVII). The ballistic correction (XII)

computes the time of flight to reach the current target position. The .

time of projectile fire (XXIX) is matched against stored trajectories

(XIV) to compute the predicted target azimuth and elevation (XV). This

provides the basis for a target maneuver correction. It is calculated

(XXVIII) and converted to a line-of-sight transverse correction angle

(XXIII). (Detailed analytic basis for these processes and those described

in the next two paragraphs can be found in Volume I, Section 3 and in

Reference I and 2.)

The reordered miss angles are determined (XXXVIII) as the

difference between measured closed loop miss distance and that caused by

target maneuvers and track prediction errors.
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The bias correction algorithm (XVI) then allocates the

residual bias errors into bias corrections on muzzle velocity, gun

azimuth and gun elevation. The bias muzzle velocity correction factor

is then applied (XXII) to the gun's azimuth and elevation lead angles.

The lead angles are then corrected for azimuth and elevation biases

(XXVII) and outputted to the gun mount (gun I/O handler). The FCP then

waits for the next 0.1 second timer notification from the executive

before cycling to the beginning of the FCP program, as described above.

9.2.3 Software Test Program

Three types of self-test programs are provided. These test

programs are static tests of the data processing hardware items, as

opposed to the dynamic system test afforded by the simulation control

program. The self-tests are tests of (i) the processor, (2) the memory,

and (3) the I/O portions of the computer. The breakdown of the self-

test functions is shown in Figure 9-4. Each is now described.

The processor test program performs a test of arithmetic capa-

bilities, logic capabilities, control/interrupt capabilities, and fault

detection features. The test program is arranged bo that a limited

subset of it can be exercised in real time (automatic self-test) or the

entire program can be executed repeatedly for a few seconds when

"requested by the operator (confidence self-test).

The memory test program tests the readable portions of PROM

(programmed read only memory) storage by computing their checksums at

least two different ways, and checks core (dynamically changeable)

storage by computing an initial checksum of existing data, and performing

worst pattern complementary and address checks on small portions of core.

While a portion of core is being tested, its contents are moved elsewhere

,for the duration of the test. At the completion of the co:e test, a

final checksum of the data is compared to the initial checksum to insure

that the data has not been altered by the test itself.

The I/O test program checks the input/output functions of the

computer to assure their operatiou. Both internal data and control paths,

and also external (cabled) paths will be tested by this function.
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19.3 ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

The above described proposed applications software design is now

analyzed for two purposes:

a. To determine processing capacity requirements of the

computer and hence the required machine speed.

b. To deteruine storae capacity requirements for code and

data.

Only operational real-time software is considered in the process-

ing capacity requirements study; however, the full suit of software is

considered in the storage capacity requirements analysis.

9.3.1 Processing Requirements

'Processing capacity requirements are analyzed to determine the

required speed of the computer for a given set of instruction mixes. The

required speed serves as a dual indication of: (1) the class of computing

equipment required for the job and (2) the reasonableness of algorithms

used for this job.

The types of instruction sets available on computers have a

significant effect on a computer's processing speed for a given applica-

tion. Th.ey also affect the amount of storage used by program code.

This application is designed to be suitable for a militarized

equivalent of today's mini-computers. Such equipment, as the processor

capacity results show, is adequate but n6t excessive for the AFAADS

requirements.

Engineering experience in the use of such mini-computer equipment

has led to reliable means of judging processing loads for well-defined

computer functions. The fire control program, for real time operations,

is sufficiently well defined in this concepts analysis for the develop-

ment of dL-tailed estimates of code. These estimates were then used to

determine the number of typical machine operations. This is a deter-

ministic load, where iteration factors and algorithmic processing load

are specified by design; and thus an accurate determnination of process-

ing load can be made.
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In estimating code for the real time program operations, three

types of program code units are considered. They are:

(a) Memory to register (simple Arithmetic/Logic Unit - ALU)

operations, typically add, subtract, compare, load and

store. These operations have the same difficulty level in

all mini-computers of recent design (older design computers

can also be accommodated in this scheme, as will be shown

later).

(b) Multi-step ALU/micro-code operations, such as multiply and

divide. These operations are sufficiently prevelant in the

AFAADS real time processing to require their separate

tallying, especially since most processors perform Type (a)

instructions with relatively equal speed, but multiply/

divide instructions typically take somewhat to much longer

and vary more from machine to machine. Furthermore,

multiply/divide instructions may be either microprogrammed

or simulated by subroutine, further requiring their

separate tally.

(c) Complex trigonometric functional operations. Trigono-

metric functions used in the programs were tallied in terms

.f equivalent sine or cosine function references. These
functions may all be performed by software or may, in cases

of user microprogrammable mini-computers, be performed by

firmware. These functions occur sufficiently often to

warrant there being separately'tallied.

Operations which are not of Types (a), (b), or (c) above are

analyzed as being some mixture of (a), (b), and (c) -type operations,

following standard programming practices and standard (published)

algorithms, when available.

Each operation's operands aze analyzed to determine whether 16 bits

of precision are adequate. When greater precision is required, as for
intermediate unscaled results, doubleword operations are employed (on

trial coding). These are counted as 1.5 regular Type (a) instructions for
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speed determination (three memory cycles where two are normally adequate).

It is assumed that double basic arithmetic and shift instructions will be

microcoded.

For nearly all final data results, after scaling, 16 bits of

storage are adequate. (Details on storage needs are indicated in Section

11.3 where relevant.)

Based on the type of instruction set utilized, as described above,

and using mini-computer microcoding experience, a PROM microcode memory

of 1000 36- to 48- bit microcode words appears adequate for the desired

instruction set (excluding trigonometric microroutines).

Processing capacity and speed are analyzed by examining the pro-

cessing to be performed by each system block (reference Section 11.3),

summing the results and multiplying by the expected rate of invocation

of the block. Table 9-I summarizes the results. The columns of the

figure represent:

o Block number is the operational block cross referenced to

Section 11.3.

o Description covers the task performed by that block.,

o Extended load is the estimated processing load per unit

frequency in terms of:

a. Estimated quantity of memory-reference-type instruc-

tions normalized to load/add/store type units.

b. Estimated quantity of multiply or divide instructions

which may be performed by hardware (three load/add/

store units) or by software simulation.

C. Estimated quantity of trigonometric functions,

normalized to sine/cosine difficulty, which may be

performed by hardware microcode or by software

subroutines.

o Composite load is a summarized load based upon an equivalent

rate per second for each of the three load units. Specific-

ally, the composite load is summarized for a hypothetical
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computer which performs multiplication/division operations

in three load/add/store units and uses standard software

algorithms for computing trigonometric functions, each in

load/add/store units. The load is expressed in both

equivalent load/add/store units and as a percent of the

full load.

From the table we see that 108,950 composite load/add/store units

must be executed each second, or 9 microseconds is the maximum allowable

time per unit. Thus the average instruction cycle time for the computer

must be less than 9 microseconds in order to insure complete real time

processing each cycle. To provide an adequate safety margin, it is

recommended that a 5 microsecond average instruction machine be used.

This slow time is necessitated by the requirement for non-volitale core

memory for the Operand Memory.

It should also be mentioned that if the trigonometric functions

are performed by firmware rather than software, the instruction speed can

be reduced. On the other hand, additional analysis is required on the

input sampling frequency, currently set at 10 times per second. An

increase in this rate will have a direct impact on the computer cycle

time.

9.3.2 Memory Requirements

Memory requirements for program code were estimated in the estimat-

ing process for coding the blocks of the real time operations program

(Fire Control Program), and by engineering judgment for the remaining

real time and auxilliary functions. Memory requirements for program code

were estimated in terms of the quantity of Type (a), (b), and (c) instruc-

tions combined, and an average size, in bits, for a "statistical" instruc-

tion.

Each Type (a) instruction typically represents 32 bits of code in

most mini-computers when expressed as an instruction with full memory

reference operand and a registez operand for an arithmetic operation.

However, experience has shown that, quite frequentlyr with good coding

habits, about 30% of these instructions can be coded with both operands
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in registers, which only takes 16 bits of storage. Thus, a Type (a)

instruction was weighted as (0.30 x 16 + 0.70 x 32) bits = 27.2 bits

(say 27 bits).

Each Type (b) instruction typically represents 32 bits of code in

most mini-computers when expressed as an instruction where the multiplier

and product are in registers and the multiplicand is a full memory refer-

ence operand. These instructions were counted as 32 bits of storage.

This figure (32 bits) is also suitable for most machines which do not

implement Type (c) instructions in hardware, for which a special "op-

code" would generate a unimplemented hardware interrupt. The operating

system fault control routine would then transfer to a subroutine which

would perform the operation.

Type (c) instructions were treated as Type (b) instructions for

purposes of program memory sizing.

With this as a basis typical blocks of the real time algorithms

were analyzed with respect to the mixture of Type (a), (b), and (c)

instructions. Based upon this, memory requirements for program minicode

is estimated in Table 9-I. Since program code is serially reuseable and

does not aiter itself, it should reside in (programmable) read-only

memory (PROM or ROM).

This takes care of the program. We now turn to the memory require-

ment for the constants and similar data. The memory requirements for

data are estimated in Table 9-II. These estimates were made by a careful

analysis of all data, constants and workspace required for program execu-

tion. Two requirements for data were considereds (1) data storage

required for implementation of the algorithms of the programs; the size

of such storage can be determined from the nature of the individual datums

being analyzed and (2) data storage required for program control. This

category includes register storage, subroutine calls, workspace stacks

for multi-term expression development, and the like. This category of

storage was structured,based on current software engineering practice.

Data is broken down by type of storage required: (1) constant data must

occupy read-only memory, (2) work storage data must occupy non-volatile
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TABLE 9-11 PROGRAM MINICODE SIZE

PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS j 16-BIT WORDS

EXECUTIVE 600 1,000

APPLICATIONS PROGRAM:

OPERATIONAL PROGRAM 6000 9,600

SIMULATION DRIVER 500 800

TEST PROGRAM 500 800

12-,200

SAFETY FACTOR 2001Co 2,440

14,140
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TABLE 9-111 DATA (PARAMETER) MEMDORY

FUNCTION iROM CONSTANTS NONVOLATILE RXM WORKSPACE RAM

Executive Storage 40 64 28

InitializationI/O 6 6 1.6

Staneby II & 75 0 26
Init II

Initialization for 0 0 0
Engagement

Initialization for
Test 6 8 3

Real Time Operations 200 200 300

Test Indicators 0 0 10

Test Program 50 10 50

377 288 1,453
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random access (read/write) storage, and (3) work space storage must

occupy read/write storage (can be volatile). Combining the results of

the last two tables total memory requirements, exclusive of microcontrol/

memory, are summarized in Table 9-IV. A three level memory structure

of read only, non-volatile read/write, and volatile read write is listed

as well as a two level memory structure (where the last two are combined),

The two level structure has been selected for the hardware, as presented

in Section 10.

9.3.3 Conclusion Summary

The conclusions from the previous analysis are:

0 The processor required by this job must have a typical

add (memory to register) cycle faster than 9 microseconds

(5 recommended), including instruction and data memory accesses.

o multiply/divide operations must be microcoded or hardwired.

o Trigonometric functions may be minicoded if single (16

bit) word precision is adequate; otherwise microcoding is

be required.'

o Word length of 16 bits will accommodate nearly all data

"items.
o 32 bit simple arithmetic and 32 bit shift operations must

be microcoded or hardwired.

o 16K words of program/constant storage, and 2K words of

core/RAM (Random Access Memory) storage would be adequate.

o 1K of microcontrol memory is required for a basic instruc-

tion set with multiply/divide. Additional microcontrol

memory may be required for trigonometric functions.

9.4 PROGRAM PRODUCTION

Two types of program material may need to be produced for the

AFAADS System: microcode (firmware) for special purpose functions and

minicode (standard software material) for the bulk of the application

programs, control programs, and test software. It is expected that,

depending on the computer configuration chosen, microcode may represont

from zero to 107 of the total effort.
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TABLE 9-IV TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

3-Level 2-Level

ROM RAM WORK ROM RAM

Parameter Storage 377 228 1453 377 1741

Code 14,640 1464

T 0 T A L 15,017 228 1453 15,017 1741
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It is recommended that both microcode and minicode be implermented

in a macro assembly type language utilizing current proven techniques of

program production; namely, top-down program implementation, structured

design and coding, complete documentation, and peer-level program design

and code review.

Program development will require a Programming Support Center (PSC)

to support both minicode and microcode assembly, linkage, loading, and

debugging.

Field employment of the system will require access to a Programming

Support Center for program maintenance and correction of latent defects

(bugs) which may slip, through final testing. Pield depots, furthermore,

require the capability for altering stored programs (such as by PROM

replacement) and for servicing of the computer itself.

9.4.1 Program Material

The partitioning of software functions between microcode and mini-

code depends on several factors which must be considered:

11. The processor chosen for the end-item configuration.

2. The capacity of the computer to perform the application

programs based on varying allocations of program material

to faster microcode or slower minicode.

3. Relative program production cost (nonrecurring) between

microcode and minicode.

4. Relative recurring cost of providing micromemory versus

minimemory.

Since Item I is not known at this time, only the following

recommendations can be made. If the end-item computer is not user

microprogrammable, then this discussion is academic.

If it is user microprogrammable, then the Programming Support

Center must provide a means of assembling, debugging, and correcting

microcode. Furthermore, if top-down programming management and develcpment

are followed, decisions on which routines are micro-implvmented versus

mini-implemented can be postponed to the latest moment in design, when
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the maximum information on program sizing and the like is known.

Initial recommendations based on engineering judgement, are that

trigonometric functions be microcoded due to their frequent usage.

9.4.2 Language of Implementation

It is recommended that program code, both micro-implementation and

mini-implementation be produced in a macro assembly language.

The use of an assembly language permits tight control of machine

resources required to execute programs; namely, memory space and execu-

tion time. This factor is vital to sizing the AFAADS job for , highly

mobile field-employable system.

The use of a macro capability in the assembly language facilitates

the use of structured program techniques by permitting the following basic

facilities:

o CALL macros, to facilitate inter-subroutine linkage with

parameters.

o IF-THEN-ELSE and DOWHILE/DOUNTIL macros, to facilitate

employment of proven structured coding habits.

o Special macros to perform system functions and user desired

functions.

These basic features have a significant impact on program produc-

tion and maintenance costs, lowering them since programs are more readable,

transferrable between programmers, debuggable, and maintainable. The

transferability alone is vitally important in minimizing dependence on key

3ndividuals in periods of illness, other absences, or cessation of

employment.

9.4.3 Documentation and Review

.Complete system level and subprogram level documentation is

required. However, it must be emphasized that in order to mect memory

and speed constraints, and to be cost effective, top-down development must

be enforced. That is to say, detailed design is considered after higher

level functions are designed, documented, and reviewed. Implementation

and checkout of higher level functions may be underway concurrent with
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lower level design efforts.

Review of design documents is customary and must occur. In

addition, experience shows that review of program code itself is also

required. A peer-level programmer reviews all code written by another

individual, prior to and during debugging, to assist the coder in find-

ing bugs and to assure the code performs exactly as per documented

specifications.

9.4.4 Programming Support Center

The Programming Support Center (PSC) must permit macro assembly

of micro and minicode, module linkage editing, program loading, and

debugging.

The degree to which the center facilitates this depends on

schedule constraints and debugging cost constraints. On the other hand,

a simpler (cheaper) PSC may cost far less than extra programmer expense

and schedule delays.

A minimal PSC is configured in Figure 9-5. The minimal PSC uses

a remotely located time-sharing service for cross-assembling and cross-

link editing macroassembly code for the microprograms and miniprograms.

This center is not self-contained, but has a minimum complement of equip-

ment. Local equipment includes a debugging console (teletype or CRT)

for symbolic and hexadecimal breakpointing, patching, memory examination,

and tracing of minicode; a medium speed printer for tracing and core

dumps; a programmer's panel for hexadecimal only breakpointing, examina-

tion, and patching of both micro and mini code; a prototype computer with

RAM (alterable memory, micro and mini); and a set of peripheral simulators

to perform as the end-item Operator's Panel, sensors and servos.

The minimal PSC required time-shared program update and macro-

assembly, cross-link editing, and binary tape generation. The prototype

computer's read/write memory is manually loaded with a binary tape for

a debugging session. Only a single programmer can debug at a given time,

with only one computer available. A typical debugging session will

discover five to ten errors before reassembly. Typical-segments of code

checked per debugging session are 50-100 lines of code. Typical
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turnarount times for a timesharing service to produce a new program tape

is several hours, due to the requirement for remote site printing and

punching. (Other configurations, such as a local punch, are feasible,

but generally slower due to the slow speeds of remote devices.) This

system allows a typical programmer to debug 50-100 lines of code per

day. Two programmers would collectively be able to debug 100-200 lines

of code per day and fully utilize a single prototype computer.

A better PSC configuration is shown in Figure 9-6. This PSC has

a movable-arm disc storage subsystem, permitting local macro-assembly,

cross-link editing, and debugging in the same computer. With this type

of setup, programmer debugging speed is considerably increased due to

ease of reassembling after finding a small number of errors. Experience

shows that programmers with access to a disc-supported PSC can debug

200-500 lines of code per day.

The disc-based PSC requires only a minimum operating system, to

load the macro assembler, link editor, and binary programs, and to manage

disc file storage.

Either of the two PSCs may be further supported by a microcode

simulator to run on the time sharing system, permitting early checkout of

microprograms before complete availability of the PSC equipment.oi
9.4.5 Field Employment Support

Field employment support'requires equipping depot-ievel center'>

with adequate test equipment to service the computer itself and with a

mechanism to load new versions of program code into the computer. The

level of equipment required can only be specified when details of final

equipment chores are known.

i
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SECTION 10

HARDWARE - AFAADS COMPUTER

The description of the AFAADS computer hardware concepts begins

with an orientation of the computer within AFAADS. It then proceeds into

various details. The description is in specific positive terms. This

approach permits a positive communication to the designer of the computer

and still gives him the latitude for modifications which may be necessary

when he selects the circuits, etc.

The topics covered are:

a) Para 10.1 Key Features of the AFAADS Computer

b) Para 10.2 AFAADS System Block Diagram and Interfaces

c) Para 10.3 Computer Requirements and Design Objectives

d) Para 10.4 Computer Block Diagram and Physical Description

e) Para 10.5 Computer Operation

f) Para 10.6 Trade-offs

g) Para 10.7 Growth Capability

h) Para 10.8 Next Phase

.10.1 KEY FEATURES OF THE AFAADS COMPUTER

The key feature of the AFAADS digital computer are listed below.

Category Features

Computer Type Mini-computer,
Modular,stored program

Control Micro program

Logic MSI (Medium Scale Integration)

Packaging Self-contained with operator's
panel as an integral part of the
front.
Militarized

Arithmetic Parallel, binary, fixed point
Numbers are signed integers
Negative numbers in two'• complement
16 process registers used as accum-
ulators, overlapped with 7 index
iegisters.
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10.1 KEY FEATURES OF THE AFAADS COMPUTER

Category Features

Word Length Memory word - 16 bits
Instruction - 16 and 32 bits
Operands - 32, 16, 8 and 1 bits

Program Memory 16,384 words of 16 bits + 2 parity
bits

Operand Memory 2,048 words of 16 bits + 2 Farity
bits

Micro Control Memory 1,024 words of 48 bits

Data Handling Bit, byte, and word instructions
Logical operations
Multiple bit shirt instructions

Maintenance Continuous system self-test

Clock Hardware interval timer
Software timers

Input/Output Digital (A-D converters in the
peripheral equipments)

Growth Capability Modular, expandable memories for
the Program, Operand and Micro
Control Memories

10.2 AFAADS SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM AND INTERFACES

Figure 10-1 shows the computer oriented interconnVction block

diagram. Note, only the computer interfaces are shown in this diagram.

The interfaces to the sensors and servos are assumed to be digitally

buffed within the sensors and servos. This interface is of the multi-

plexed type, parallel bits by device.

10.3 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The AFAADS digital computer design concepts have been developed

with the following design requirements and objectives in mind.

10.3.1 Cost Objective

Small fraction of total AFAADS, probably considerable less than

$35,000 in production quantities.
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10.3.2 Physical Requirements and Objectives

A. Units

1. Computer: Single Unit

2. Operator's Panel: Integral with computer, hinged cover

for protection and sunshade.

B. Size

As small as possible with specific.design objectives of:

1. Depth: less than 19 in.

2. Width: less than 10 in.

3. Height: less than 7 in.

C. Weight

Less than 50 lbs.

D. Power

I. Vehicular Power: 28 volts (19 to 32 volts)

2. Power Switch: On Power Distribution Unit,

3. Over/under voltage sensor for computer shut down:
Within the computer.

4. Fuses or Circuit Breakers: On Power Distribution Unit.

E. Connectors and Cables

I. To Power Distribution Unit: Single connector and single

cable.

2. To Sensors and Servos: Single connector and cable to the

various interfaci g units.

3: To Test Equipment: Single internal connector.
4. To Programmers Console: Single interval connector (part

of same connector used with test equipment).

10.3.3 Input/Output Requirements

A. Type: Digital

B. Buffer:

1. Location: In the sensors and the servos, not a part of the

computer interface.

2. Sampling: Strobed by computer.

3. Combining: Multiplexed

10-4
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4. Transfer: Parallel by bit

C. Input: 10 sets of up to 16 bits per set

D. Output: 4 sets of up to 16 bits per set

E. Timing: 1/10 second sampling by computer.

10.3.4 Design Requirements for the Operator's Panel

A. Physical: Integral with front surface of the computer

B. Keyboard/Display Portion

1. Numeric Keys: 10

2. Control Keys: 2

3. Clear/Enter Keys: 2
4. Control Lights: 3

5. Digital Display:

(a) Digits: 8

(b) Segments per Digit: 7 plus point

C. Other Pushbuttons

1. Interpretation: Encoded

2. Sampled: By computer,

3. Interlocked: By logic

4. Without Lights: 3

5. With Indicator Lights: 36

D. Other Indicators (in addition to lighted push buttons)

1. No.: 26, all with lights

2. Digit Display

(a) Digits: 4

(b) Segments per Digit: 7 (no point)

3. Source: Computer driven

E. Controls

I. Functions: Brightness Control

2. Powpr Switch: None, located on Power Distribution Unit
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F. Timing

1. Sampling Period: 0.1 sec.

2. Source: Computer driven

G. Overall Panel Lighting

1. Day Use: Ambient

2. Night Use: Provision, details to be worked out.

10.3.5 Processing Objectives and Requirements

A. Input/Output Devices and •he Operator's Panel

1. Control: By software

2. Sampling Period: 0.1 second each

B. interrupts

1. Power restore

2. Power fault

3. Interval timer

4. Not by pushbuttons

C. Computation

1. Control: By software

2. Instruction Time:

(a) With indexing: 2 to 5 us (desired)

(b) Without indexing: 0.5 us (alternate)

D. Program Memory (Program Storage and Fixed Constants)

1. Type:

(a) Development Phase: Programmable Read Only Memory

(PROM)

(b) Production Phase: PROM or ROM

2. Size: 16 K words of 16 bits

3. Access Time: I micro second

E. Operand Memory (Variable Parameters and Work Space Storage)

1. Type: Non volatile, core

2. Size: 2,048 words of 16 bits

3. Access Time: 0.5 microsecond

4. Cycle Time: 1.2 microsecond3
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F. Micro Control Memory (Micro Programs)

1. Type:

(a) Development: Prograzmable Read Only Memory (PROM)

(b) Production: PROM or ROM

2. Size 1,024 words of 48 bits

3. Access Time: 75 or 60 nano seconds

G. Interval Timer

1. Size: 16 bit register (counter), presettable

2. Update Period: 100 micro second update (decrement)

3. Interrupt: On underflow

4. Maximum Time: About six seconds

5. Additional Timers: By Software

10.3.6 Maintainability and Logistic Support Concepts

A. Maintenance Concept:Depot level (hardware and software), none

in field.

B. Spare parts: At depot level

C. Maintenance Philosophy: Unit replacement

D. Operational Test:

I. Automatic: Computer self-test as part of operational

software.

2. Operator:

(a) Computer: Operator initiated Confidence Tesi of

computer.

(b) System: Dynamic System Test of complete AFAADS gun

system.

10.3.7 Requirements for Training and Manuals

TBD

10.3.8 Environmental Requirements

A. Operating Conditions: Ground mobile/stationary operational

B. Specification: Applicable for forward area equipments

C. Radiation: EMI/TEMPEST

D. Transportable: Air, sea, ground
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10.4 COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAM AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

This subsection provides a description of the computer from both

a block diagram viewpoint and physically.

Figure 10-1, as previously described, shows the AFAADS computer

interconnections but without any details relative to the computer itself.

Now, in Figure 10-2, a detail block diagram of the computer is shown. The

computer is partitioned into the Operator's Panel, the Power Conditioner

and eight logic cards. (A total of ten blocks outlined with solid lines).

The block diagram also shows the interface to the Power Distribu-

tion Unit, the sensors (input) and the servos (output). The input and

output interfaces of the computer are digital. It is assumed that

digital buffers are provided within the sensors and servos. Thus, data

can be strobed directly' in and out of the computer.

Figure 10-3 shows an artist's sketch of the computer mock-up.

The computer consists of a housing with a cover for the Operator's Panel,

and two connectors. Inside the computer are the logic cards and the power

conditioner.

The description (below) of the computer functions uses the block

diagram, Figure 10-2, as a basis as well as the physical layout, Figure

10-3.

The computer consists physically of the following parts which

will be described in detail in the referenced subsections.

SA. Housing with Cover (Section 10.4.1)

1. Power Connector

2. Input/Output Connector

3. Input Signals

4. Output Signals

B. Operator's Panel (Section 10.4.2)

C. Power Conditioner (Section 10.4.3)

D. I Input/Output Logic Card (Section 10.4.4)

E. 2 PROM Logic Cards (Section 10.4.5)
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F. I RAM Logic Card (Section 10.4.6)

G. I Micro Control Logic Card (Section 10.4.7)

H, I Mini-Control Logic Card (Section 10.4.8)

I. 2 Data Logic Cards (Section 10.4.9)

J. Ancillaries

a. Test Connector (Inside) (Section 10.4.10)

b. Wiring

Each logic card measures approximately 6-1/2 x 8-1/2 inches,

mounted on 3/4 inch centers.

The flexible computer architecture provides for growth and

expansion by adding the following logic card types: PROM, RAM, Micro

Control and Data Cards, as described in Section 10.7.

10.4.1 Housing with Cover

The computer, Figure 10-3, is a self-contained unit. A cover

over the Operator's Panel provides protection during shipment and move-

ment in the field. When the cover is opened, it gives access to the

Operator's Panel. The cover may be locked in various positions to

provide a sun shade. The requirement for illumination of the operator's

panel at night will be determined during the development phase.

Appropriate mounting of the computer to the gun will be provided.

Details of the mount, including the probable requirement for shock mounts,

are deferred to the design phase and are not shown.

The housing has two external connectors. One for power and one

for the signals. Each has a screw-on cover for shipment.

The principal elements of this housing are now discussed.

A. Power Connector

Prime power for the computer is obtained from the vehicle

power source. The power switch and the fuses or circuit

breakers are assumed to be a part of the Power Distribution

Unit. This location of the power switch, rather than on the

Operator's Panel, was chosen to lessen the chance of acci-

dental system shut down. The computer is designed to start to
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operate automatically when power is applied and to shut

down orderly when power is removed.

B. Input/Output Connector

It is assumed that the input and output signals are all in

a single cable. This cable may be built in two variations.

a. Straight Through Cable

For instance the cable could be routed from the computer

to the sensor unit. A second connector on the sensor

unit would route the output signals to the gun servos.

From there they go to the vehicle orientation sensors.

b. Branched Cable

The single cable from the computer is branched. One

branch routes to the sensors, the other branches are

routed to the gun servos and vehicle orientation

sensors.

C. Input Signals

The input signals received by the computer are listed in

Table 10-I by sensor. For each sensor, the specific signalI

are given. Each signal is described by name, by the algebraic

symbol used elsewhere in this computer concepts analysis, b

peripheral device number used in the discussion of Section 8p

and by the number of significant digits including sign bit

where applicable. These signals are all sampled by the

computer at 0.1 second intervals.

D. Output Signals

The signals outputted by the computer to the servos are

listed in Table 10-II. The format of this table is identical

to that used to describe the Input Signals in the preceeding

paragraph. The output rate is approximately 10 times per

second as determined by the computer program, not by the

timer.

10-12
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Table 10-I Computer Input Signals

Periph.

Sensor Signal Device Size

Laser

Target Position: Distance D(j) D3.a.2 16 bits

Miss Distance: Range AD(mk) D3.b.2 13 bits

FLIR

Target Position: Azimuth A(j) D3.a.l 15 bits

Target Position: Elevation E(j) D3.a.l 14 bits

Miss Distance: TransverseAT(mk) D3.b.1 10 bits

Miss Distance: Elevation 6E(mk) D3.b.l 9 bits

Gyro

Angular Transverse Rate 1(j) D4 9 bits

Angular Elevation Rate E(j) D4 9 bits

Vehicle

Cant O(v) D7 7 bits

Pitch 9(v) D7 7 bits

Table 10-II Computer Oujput Signals

Periph.

Servo Signal Device Size

Gun Servos

Azimuth Lead Angle 5(5) D5 14 bits

Elevation Lead AngleT(j) D5 14 bits

Sensor Servos

Azimuth Rate A(j) D6 9 bits

Elevation Rate E(j) D6 9 bits
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10.4.2 Operator's Panel

Figure 10-4 shows the tentative layout of the Operator's panel.

*The panel layout has taken into consideration the logic sequencing of

pushbuttons and indicators when the operator is using the panel.

The panel consists of the following parts:

P = Pushbutton without light

P/L= Pushbutton with light

I = Indicator (light)

LED = Light Emitting Diode display

BRT = Brightness Control

The parts on the operator's panel are grouped into Areas 1 through

6 for reference.

A. Initialization (Area 1)

a. 20 P/L

b 8 1

c. 1 LED of 4 digits

B. Alarm and Fire Control Status (Area 2)

9 1

C. Manual Fire Control (Area 3)

1 P/L

D. Test (Area 4)

a. 2 P

b. 10 P/L

c. 4 I

d. I BRT

E. Semi-Automatic Fire Control (Area 5)

a. . P

b. 5 P/t

C. 5 I

F. Keyboard (Area 6)

a. 14 P

b. 3 I

C. 1 LED of 8 digits

10-14
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(i. Totals

a. Pushbuttons w/o light 17

b. Pushbuttons with light 36

c. Pushbutton codes (total) 53 = 6 bit code

d. Indicators 29

e. Lights in pushbuttons 36

f. Lights (total) 65 5 sets of 16

g. LED 2 of 8 and 4 digits

h. Brightness Control 1

10.4.3 Power Conditioner

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

The functions performed by the power conditioner are:

a. Regulate incoming voltage

b. Output voltage to logic

C. Sense over and under voltage

d. Over voltage protection

e. Generate start signal or power-up

f. Generate shutdown signal when voltage is out of

tolerance 17

10.4.4 Input/Output Logic Card

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

This card provides the following functions:

a. Input from peripheral devices and pushbuttons.,

b. Output to peripheral devices, lights and LED

indicators

C. Communication between other logic cards

d. Interval Timer

10.4.5 PROM Logic Cards

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

The two PROM Logic Cards are either

ROM (Read Only Memory), or

PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory)

During development PROM is pieferred because its contents are
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erasable and can be reprogrammed. The ROM may be selected for production.

There are either

2 ROM cards of 8,192 words each, or

4 PROM cards of 4,096 words each

"for a total of 16,384 words. Each word is 16 bits. The difference in

the number of cards is due to packaging, heat dissipation and the bit

density per chip.

The PROM Logic Cards contain:

a. Programs

b. Constants (fixed)

c. Tables (fixed)

10.4.6 RAM Looic Card

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

The RAM Logic Card contains a

RAM (Random Acess Memory) of 2,084 'words,

16 bits per word associated electronic circuits

The RAM is built as a core memory.

The contents are non-volatile which mcans its contents are pre-

served when the power is shot down. Further, the contents are electri-

cally alterable and access to each word in the RAM is by an address.

The sequence of addresses can be at random anj does not need to be

sequential.

The RAM Cards are used for:

a. Variable parameters (must be preserved during inadvertent

shut down)

b. Work space for calculations

10.4.7 Micro Control Logic Card

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

The Micro Control Logic Card contains either

ROM (Read Only Memory) or

PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory)

The selection criteris is the same as that described for the PROM Logic

Card (see above). /4
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The card contains

1024 words, 48 bits per word microinstruction memory

Associated microcontrol logic of:

a. Microinstruction registers

b. kFour level interrupt structure

c. 16 address push/pop stack

d. Shift control

It contains the micro code for controlling the computer's logic

which mainly performs the fetching and staticizing of instructions as

well as the individual steps in executing an instruction.

10.4.8 Mini-Control Logic Card

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

The Mini-Control Logic Card contains the logic for the orderly

sequencing of the control logic. It contains:

a. Instruction location address register

b. Instruction decoder

c. Operand address register

d. Control for accessing the PROM and RAM Logic Cards

The control card provides for:

a. Start when power goes on,

b. Shut down when power goes off

c. Interrupt handling

d. Instruction fetch

e. Instruction execution steering to microcode

10.4.9 Data Logic Cards

See Figure 10-2 for reference.

There are two Data Logic Cards. Each is equipped for 8 data

bits. Thus, a total of 16 bits can be processed together.

The Data Logic Cards provide for the following functions:

a. Operand Registers

b. 16 bit adder

c. 16 process registers of 16 bits each

d. Shift capability

e. Logic operations

10-1 8
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The Dlta Cards perform mainly:

a. Arithemetic and logic operations

b. Address indexing

C. Shifting

The Data Cards are modular to provide for 8 to 32 bits arithmetic,

in increments of 8 bits. Thus, it is adaptable to various applications

and has growth capability.

10.4.10 Test Connector

A connector is provided inside the computer for the purpose of

connecting test equipment and/or a programmer's console to the computer.

This connection is only made at depot level when trouble shooting of the

computer becomes necessary..

The test connector provides access to the internal logic of the

computer. The test equipment or the programmer's console permits the

display of registers and provides control signals for stepping through

the individual instructions of the program. The memories are accessible

and its contents can be displayed. Thus, both software and hardware errors

can be detected and diagnosed.

10.5 COMPUTER OPERATION

The operation of the computer hardware is now presented. It

complements the material on the Operator's Controls and Display% of Section

7 and on the Software of Section 8. The hardware discussion uses the

various elements of the computer shown in the block diagram of figure

10-2 and the Operator's Panel of Figure 10-4. The description is not

by card and not by operational function, but rather by processing function

or operation. The sequence used is arbitrary and has not been related

to the importance of the described operations.

10.5.1 Operator's Panel

A. General

It is assumed that only one pushbutton is depressed at a time.

The rate of depression is azsumed to be Iess than 5 times a second. Each

pushbutton is encoded into a register. A second code can only be entered

after the computer has cleared the register. This interlock eliminates

erroneous codes. Thus, if a second pushbutton is depressed too fast, it
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s ignored; the Operator recognizes this by inappropriate responses. He

then depresses the second pushbutton again..

Some pushbuttons, such as on the keyboard, are interlocked by the

software. This means that depressing of a key on the keyboard will only

be effective when appropriate control buttons have been previously de-

pressed. Also the depressing of many of the pushbuttons in an arbitrary

sequence is interlocked by software. All indicator lights, lights in the

pushbuttons and LEDs are computer driven.

B. Pushbuttons

Programmed instructions read pushbutton switch actions under the

c,.)ntrol of the interval timer.

It is assumed that only one switch at a time is depressed.

Appropriate interlock is provided (see A above). All switches are en-

coded into a register. The zero code is not used. The code is aligned

with the least significant bit in the 16 bit register (only 6 bits are

used). The most significant (additional) bit in the register is used

for control. Depression of a pushbutton not only enters the code in the

register but also resets the most significant (control) bit to "zero."

The computer reads the code and interprets it. A "one"

control bit indicates no entry. A "zero" control bit requires action.

The computer also clears the register and sets the most significant bit

Sto at "one."

Naturally, this register will be initialized when the power

is switched on.

C. Keyboard/bisp• y

The keyboard and its display operate under computer control

(see also A and B above). After selecting the appropriate control push-

button, which removes the software interlock (5ec 7, Operator Controls),

the operator can employ the keyboard as follows.

The operator depresses the CLEAR button which is recognized

by the computer (Figure 10-4). Software e:'tinguishes the TEST DlSP'L,OULrr

DISPL, or IN[T DISPL indicators and clear, the LED display.

Depression of a numeric key causes (by software) display of

the number in the rightmost position on the I.ED display. Each subequent
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key action causes the display to appear shifted left by one digit and

the entrance of the new digit in the rightmost position. The program

prevents the operator from entering more than 7 digits. Leading zero

digits are displayed when the operator depresses the ZERO key.

The POINT key causes the display of a decimal point to the right

of the rightmost digit; no shifting takes place. Each subsequent

numeric key depression causes shifting of the display including the

decimal point.

The depression of the "-/+" key causes a change of sign. A

biank digit is assumed to represent a positive sign, a minus sign is

displayed for a negative number. Depression of the "-/+" key causes

the program to place a minus sign to the left of the most significant,

previously entered digit. Repeated depression cause alternately the

removal and entering of the minus sign and no shifting of the display.

Entering of new numeric digits causes shifting of the display, including

the minus (or blank) sign digit.

If the operator makes a mistake, he can clear the display and

re-enter the correct number by use of Lhe CLEAR button.

After the operator has composed a good number on the display, he

can enter the number into the computer by depressing the ENTER key. The

program reads the previously composed number in conjunction with the pre-

viously depressed control button. The program clears the display and re-

displays the number for verification by the operator. At the same time

the INPT DISPI. (Input Display) indicator is lit.

The program can also output numbers as the result of depressing

pushbuttons. In this case, the OUT DISPL (Output Display) indicator is lit.

A limited set of alphabetic symbols can also be outputted as the result of

depressing one of the test result pushbuttons. The result is presented

on the LED display and the TEST DISPL (Test Display) indicator is lit.

If any one of the above three DISPL (Display) indicators is lit,

then the keyboard is inoperative except for (LEAR. Depressi,,n of any

key does not affect the display. The Operator must first depress the

CLEAR key before he is able to prepare a new number for entry.
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Each LED digit consists of 7 segments and a point. Thus, a digit consists

of 8 bits. Each bit corresponds to a segment or the point. The program

is capable of illuminating selectively each segment. This scheme pro-

vides for not only displaying numeric symbols but also a limited reper-

toire of alphabetic symbols. (A four bit "code" would limit the display

to 15 digits). The 8 digit display corresponds to 4 words of 16 bits

each.

D. Indicators

Programmed instructions set and reset flip-flops which drive

the indicator lights.

E. Alarm

The ALARM is a blinking light indicating that the computer is

inoperable. This is self-determined as follows.

The co;mputer program, using an instruction, must deactivate

or reset the alarm circuit periodically. The interval between resets

should not exceed one-half second. The alarm reset inhiuits the blinking

of the light. When the program fails to operate correctly it will not

reset the alarm. Thus, the light starts to blink.

F. Lamp Test

The.LAMP TEST pushbutton, when depressed ,turns all Operator's

Panel lights on. The operator then verifies visually that all lights

operate. This pushbutton also intercepts the reset signal to the alarm.

Thus, the alarm indicator should blink for visual inspection.

G. Brightness Control

This control provides for gradual(or step increnented) adjust-

ment of the brightness of the lights on the indicators and pushbuttons.

The adjustment is provided for day or night operations.

10.5.2 Program

A program consists of the set of instructions which control the

operation of the computer. The instructions listed below are by classes.

a. Load and store

b. Arithmetic, including multiply and divide

c. Compare and test
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d. Logic

e. Shift

f. Branch (transfer)

g. Input/Output

The instruction format is shown in Figure 10-5. Three of the

four formats are'16 bits long. The third or Address Format is 32 bits

long. All formats contain an operation code of 8 bits which determines

the operation to be performed. The operation code includes fields, which,

are not shown, which determine the applicable address mode.

Each of the four formats is desribed in further detail.

Register Format: It is used for register to register operations. The

Registers A and B refer to the process registers. For input/output

operations Register A is interpreted as a peripheral device address and

Register B contains the input/output data.

Literal Format: This format contains a 4 bit literal operand which is

applied to the Process Register B.

Address Format: Register B.refers to a process register which contains

an index. The index is applied to the operand address to obtain a final

address. This address is used to access an operand. The operation code

then specifies the operation to be performed between the operand and the

process register specified by Register A. The operand address can be

interpreted as a literal, depending upon the operation code.

Displacement Format: This format provides for the following major

operations. Displacement (a) is a transfer, (b) is a branch address; or

(c) contains the shift control.

10.5.3 Micro Control

Micro control performs the individual steps as oecessary to staticize

and execute an instruction. Sincetheindividual steps are micro programmable,

it is possible to replace a subroutine (program) by a special instruction

which then performs all the necessary steps directly from the micro control

program memory.

10.5.4 Interrupts

Interrupts permit the suspension of the normal program sequence to

perform special. functions related to the type of interrupt present.
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A. REGIc TER FORMAT

8 4 4 BITS

OLPERATION REGISTER RGSE

CODE AB

B.LITERAL FORMAT

8 4 4__BITS

OPEBRATION REGISTER LITERAL

CODEC

C. ADDRESS FORMAT

84 4 BITS

OIP E RA,16.TION REISTER REGISThR

OPERAND AD.DRESS

16 BITS

D. DIlSpLACEIMNT FORMAT

8 BITS

OPERATION DISPLACEMENT I
CCODE

FigJure 10-5. Instruction Frit-~
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Interrupt proceqing depends on a priority network. The assigned

priorities include:

. Power Restore

* Power Fault

* Interval Timer

The action of an interrupt is to terminate the current program

sequence at the end of the instruction execution cycle, to save

pertinent data to allow resumption of normal program operation from the

point of interruption, and to transfer control to an instruction located

at an address corresponding to the interrupt.

The power restore program starts at ..ocation zero which contains

a branch and link instruction referring to the initialization routine.

This routine includes the initialization of the displays and the indicator

lights. It also clears the code in the pushbutton register and sets the

interval timer.

The power fault program is initiated when the computer senses

over or under voltages and provides for orderly shut down. The power

down program provides for the saving of the process registers and the

volatile registers.

10.5.5 Interval Timer

A 16 bit register (counter) is preset to any number between 1 and'

65,535 by an instruction. The counter is then decremented each 100 micro

seconds. When the counter underflows, i.e., goes from zero to negative

(the maximum value), then the computer is interrupted. The program takes

action such-as input data from the peripheral devices and pushbuttons, and

again presets the interval timer/register. For instance if the counter is

set to 1000, then an interrupt will take place after one hundred milliseconds

which corresponds to the sampling period of 0.1 second used elsewhere in

this analysis.

The interrupt program may maintain additional software timers as

needed which are slaved to the hardware interval timer just discussed.

10.5.6 Input/Output

Inputs from the peripheral devices are under program control. The

rate of the input sampling is determined by setting at the interval timer

which performs an interrupt (see Subsection 10.5.5).
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Programmed instructions read inputs from the sensors into a pro-

cess register for further processing. 3
.Outputs to the peripheral devices are under program control.

The rate of the output is determined by the computations.

Programmed instructions write outputs from a process register I
to the servos.

hach peripheral device is accessed by an individual address code.

The input/output data transfer is assumed to be up to 16 bits in parallel

for a given peripheral device address. An associated signal to the peri-

pheral-device provides for strobing of the data to and from the computer.

During the presence of the strobe signal, it is assumed that the input data

does not change within the peripheral device.

Each 16 bit data transfer uses a programmed instruction.

10.5.7 Hardware Tests

The computer hardware is beir.a designed to include three different

types of testing:

a. Self-testing performed automatically in the field unde,

software control

b. Confidence testing performed in the field ab a result

of operator initiation and under software control

c. Depot level maintenance testing performed at depots under

the control of maintenance personnel

As indiated the first two are performed in the field and use built-in

software fault detection logic. The third requires external test equipment.

Confidence tests are initiated by the operator to verify certain

computer functions and its operation as determined by the selected test.

Section 13 describes the operator functions associated with these tests.

Self-test is performed automatically under program control on a

periodic basis as determined by a software timer. The software timer is ;

slaved to the interval timer. The self-test program p-rforms a te't of

all major functions and operations in the computer.
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A sample list of specific tests that will be carried out in one or

more of the three categories of self-test, confidence test, and maintenance

test J discussed below. In each case the applicable catagories are

indic. tpd.

A. Parity Test

All memories have a parity bit associated with each 8 bits. The

read-only memories (PROM or ROM) have a predetermined parity, the

core memory requires the generation of a parity bit when an

operand is stored. Access of all memories requires checking of

parity. Wrong parity causes the program to be interrupted and

transfer of control to the error program takes place. This test

capability lies in all three categories.

B. PROM (or ROM) Test

The contents of the programmable read only memory (PROM) and read

only memory (ROM) are not altered during operations. Thus, during

initial loading at the factory (or depot), a check sum is calcu-

lated and stored in the last location of each memory circuit.

When the program performs the PROM (or ROM) Test, it will calcu-

late the check sum and compare it agains the prestored check sum.

If the two numbers compare, then the contents of the memory is

still intact.

Check sums can also be provided for individual parts of memory. I
A bad check sum is then an indication of which memory part failed.

This test is likewise a part of self-testing, confidence testing

and maintenance testing.

C. RAM Test

Since the contents of the random access memory (RAM) are alter-

able during operations, a more elaborate test is required. L.et

us assume that a certain number of memory w)rds are not used.

The test procedure is as follows:

I. Move (first) N words of RAM to the spare area for safe keep-

ing during the test.

2. Clear the N words.

3. Insert the addresses into the addressed words that have been

cleared (N addresses into N words).
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4. Read the N words and compare with the addresses.

5. If they do not compare, then there is an error.

6. If they do compare insert complement addresses in the

same N words.

7. Read the N words and compare with the complemented addresses.

8. If they do not compare, then there is an error.

9. If they do compare, move spare area to first N words by

restoring (first) N words

10. Repeat for next N words.

This test is a part of self testing and confidence testing.

D. Arithmetic Test

This program performs predetermined operations such as add,

subtract, compare, shift and compares with prestored results.

Both self-testing and confidence testing use this test

E. LED Display Test

The LED Display Test is a part of confidence testing and

maintenance testing, but not self-testing. Under current

plans it is an integral part of the test, but it could be a

separate operator initiated test. The test results can be

displayed as all one's on the LED display which means the

test is good. Any zero displayed can indicated a bad test

result. The position of a zero can indicate to the maintenance

man where the trouble is to be expected.

The maintenance man at depot level can perform an additional

test by inserting a test number through the keyboard. The

result of the test can be displayed on the LED display. Details

depend upon the final design of the computer.

F. Alarm

The operational program when detecting a fault or incorrect

operation of the computer has the capability to inhibit the

resetting of the alarm. The alarm light starts to blink. This

is a computer self-test feature only.
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G. Input/Output Test

There are several techniques for performing routine input/out-

put testing. For instance, the input/output can be tested by

providing a "dummy" peripheral device with the sensors and

servos. The computer outputs data to the dummy device and

then inputs it for comparison.

An alternate approach would use a selective test signal to

each peripheral device. Each test signal would be followed

by a regularly programmed input instruction to the same

peripheral device. The peripheral device would supply a

predetermined test pattern (response).for this sequence of

operations. These responses would be analyzed for accuracy.

Following completion of the test, the software program would

again input the operational data.

This test capability is in all three categories.

H. Maintenance Testing

In addition to the above described portions of maintenance

testing, access to the computer logic for more eAtensive

testing is provided'through a test connector inside tha com-

puter. The maintenance man, at depot level, is provided with

the capability to access registers, display registers, and

modify registers by using special test equipment. The test

details and the test equipment requirements will be deter-

-mined during the design phase of AFAADS.

This same access can also be used to verify the computer

program through use of a programmer's console tied to the

computer via the test connector.

10.6 TRADE-OFFS

Various trade-offs were made before selecting the proposed

computer design. Many of these are discussed below. For each trade-off

discussed below, the individual design choices are first presented. In
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every case the selected choice is the first one on the list. Following

the list, the major arguments used in the selection process are given.

10.6.1 Program Storage

A. Design Choices

I. Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) - Selected for

development. May also be used in production.

2. Read Only Memory (ROM) (for production only)

3. Alterable Storage

4. Plugable Program

5. Wired-in Program

B. Selection Criteria

Choice No. 5 requires rewiring of the unit for each change,

also it is voluminous.

No. 4 has mechanical problems and is bulky.

The third choice is desirable but requires a loading unit

in the field.

The selected design (Item No. 1) provides for compact program

storage with the provision of making program changes during

the design phase. For production, the ROM, Item No. 2, may

be selected after an appropriate cost trade-off has been

performed. ...

10.6.2 Operand Storage

A. Design Choices

I. Core, non volatile - Selected

2. Core and semiconductor

3. Semiconductor

B. Selection Criteria

There is a need of alterable storage (RAM - Random Access

Memory) for (a) work space and (b) variable parameters. Note,

fixed parameters, constants, tables, etc., are colocated with
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the program in the Program Storage.

The work space can be volatile but the variable parameters

must be stored in a non-volatile media. Presently, only

core provides for non-volatile storage.

Semiconductors can be made pseudo non-volatile but require.

batteries, charger, voltage detectors, and refresh circuitry.

MOS (metal oxyde semiconductor) storage has the same speed

as core. Bi-polar semiconductor storage is faster than core

but requires more power and needs more space than MOS.

One could use two types of storage, but the semiconductor

storage plus battery, etc., is larger then the equivalent

core for this particular application. Also, fewer different

parts (only one type of storage, rather than two) are

desirable from a spare parts and maintenance viewpoint.

10.6.3 Minicomputer Control

A. Design Choices

1I. Minicomputer with instructions and microprogram memory -

Selected

2. Microprogram only

3. Wired-in instructions

B. Selection Criteria

The third choice is used only in larger computers and requires

more logic than a microprogram stored in ROM (read only

memory).

No. 2, microprogram only, is wasteful when a program is large

because micro code is longer (more bits per word) than an

instruction word.

The selected design has the instructions stored in PROM

(programmable read only memory), 16 bits per word and the

microprograms are stored in ROM or PROM, 48 bits per word.
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10.6.4 Push Buttons

A. Design Choices

1. Momentary contact - Selected

2. Two positions

B. Selection Criteria

Only one type of push button was selected to reduce spare

parts. A two position push button, the second choice, is

more complex than the selected push button and therefore is

more prone to mechanical problems. Also, use of a two

position push button ; equires indicators on each push button

to indicate positively the two positions.

10.6.5 Multiposition Switch - Few Positions

(Example: Projectile type selection, one of five choices)

A. Design Choices

I. Individual push buttons, with indicators and software

interlock - Selected

2. Rotary switch, multiposition

B. Selection Criteria

A multipurpose rotary switch handle may slip on its axle

which results in misalignment with the labels. It also

introduces a different component into inventory. The

selected use of push buttons standardizes on the same parts

used for other purposes (see Subsection 10.6.4).

In operation, the selection of a particular projectile type

which push buttons causes an interrupt to the computer. Soft-

ware recognizes the new input. On the other hand, use of a

rotary switch requires the program to read the switch position

at predetermined intervals to see if the operator has turned

the switch.
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10.6.6 Multipurpose Switch - Many Positions

(Example: Muzzle velocity, 64 choices)

A. Design Choices

1. LED (light emitting diode) display with keyboard -

Selected

2. Two rotary switches

3. rwo thumbwheel switches

B. Selection Criteria

The selected design uses the keyboard for entry of the number.

The number "is" the velocity; and is always displayed. No _41

encoding by the operator or software decoding is required.

The two rejected designs result in complicated labeling such

as unit digit is always zero and thousand digit is always

one; otherwise, additional switches needed. Also, these

switches would be non-standard additional parts.

10.6.7 System Test Results

A. Design Choices

I. LED display-Selected

2. Individual indicators with labels

B. Selection Criteria

The rejected choice uses more components than the selected

one and once selected gives only the fixed, predetermined

variations of the test results.

On the other hand the selected LED display design gives

full flexibility of display, only limited by programming.

It is a standard part, which is an integral part of the

keyboard. It requires less panel space and permits

meaningful messages to be displayed.
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10.6.8 LED Display Code

A. Design Choices

1. 8 bit code - Selected

2. 4 bit code per digi t plus point position code

B. Selection Criteria

The second choice uses a more efficient code but allows for

only 15 symbols to be displayed.

The 8-bit code is selected because it permits the display of

alphabetic syj,'bols in addition to the numeric symbols. Thus,

test results may be displayed using a limited set of alpha-

numeric symbo;.s. Additionally, the decimal point is

associated with each digit and the decoder is eliminated.

10.6.9 LED Illumination

A. Design Choices

1. Continuous illumination- Selected

2. Refresh by circulation

B. Selection Criteria

The refresh technique is normally used in hand held cal-

culators which operate from batteries. The refreshing is

performed b), illuminating one digit at a time, which

conserves energy.

The selected choice of continuous illumination assumes con-

tinuous power is available without restriction. The display

is continuously illuminated. It uses a register which con-

tains a bit for each segment of each digit in the display.

This amount of hardware is competitive with the hardware

needed for the refresh technique. In the rejeccted system,

normally, a shift register with associated counteors and

decoders perform the refresh. The shifting also requires

that the output to the display contains not onl-y the (7o(h(- of
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the digit to be displayed, but also a code which specifies

the place of the digit. Thus, a comparator detects when the

output digit is to be inserted into the shift register.

Additionally, a holding register must be provided to hold

the output digit until comparison occurs.

10.6.10 Indicators

A. Design Choices

I. Two lights - Seiected

2. One light

B. Selection Criteria

Some parameters such as air temperature may be selected as

"Preset" or "User" (entered) by the operator.

The use of two lights, the selected system, gives a positive

indication which choice has been selected. On the other

hand the rejected system of one light would use a dark

indicator as "User" and a iighted indicator as "Preset".

This means the operator must remember and interpret the

single indicator into the two options. 1;.us, the Iselected

technique is trich 'impler to use at the cost o• the addi-

tional hardware.

10.6.11 Alarm

A. Desi gn Choices

1. Blinking red light - Selected

2. Ruzzer

3. All indicators blinking

4. Red light, stcddy

B. Selection Criteria

No. 4 on the list is not ,nokigh of an attention gotter.

No. 3 requires the prr.rcram to bo, working.

No. 2 is bad for field us, bocause of noisy environnment and
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is hard to seal in an all-weather environment.

The selected choice uses the program to stimulate this

4" monitor. When the program fails to stimulate it, it will

blink. The LAMP TEST push button, when depressed,

intercepts the monitoring signal and causes the lamp to

blink. This shows the Operator that the lamp is operable.

10.6.12 Input/Output Interface

A. Design Choices

1. Parallel interface - Selected

2. Serial interface

B. Selection Criteria

A parallel input/output interface has been selected because

it requires simpler control logic sequencing as compared to

the rejected serial interface. However, the disadvantage

of a parallel interface is in the 16 data lines required in

the input/output cable. However, the input/output cable

is of short length in AFAADS.

A serial interface uses only one data line in the input/out-

put cable and associated control lines. The data transfer

is -serial by bit. This requires synchronization of shift

registers and requires more time to transfer the data to and

from a peripheral device as compared with a parallel

interface.

This trade-off should be re-evaluated during the detail

design phase. The final selection of the interface does not

affect the overall operation of the computer.

10.7 GROWTH CAPARTI.ITY

The computer architecture (see Figure 10-2) is built from modular

blocks. These block', are expandable and provide for growth. These growth

capabilities are explained below:
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A. Data Logic Card: Each Data Logic Card provides for an addi-

tional 8 bits in the processing words. Thus the computer

can be expanded in a direct manner to perform operations on

24 or 32 bit words.

B. PROM and RAN Cards: Additional cards will expand either

type of memory by 4,096 or 8,192 words. The maximum size

without a paging card (see below) is 32,768 wcrds. Larger

sizes are accommodated by paging.

C. Paging Cards: This card provides for expansion of memory

beyond 32,768 words.

D. Microcontrol Card: This card provides for additional PROM

which may contain additional micro code.

10.8 NEXT PHASE

It is recommended that the next phase of this project should

include the following tasks:

10.8.1 Mechanical

Detail mechanical construction of the computer would include:

A. Size of computer

B. Operator's panel layout with emphasis on human factors

C. Cover design

D. Mounting of computer on the gun system

10.8.2 Electrical and Circuits

A. Selection of circuits

B. Selection of card connectors

C. Selection of wiring

D. Power conditioner design

10.8.3 Architecture

A. Finalize the instruction set

B. Instruction format detail

C. Complete functional description
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10.8.4 Logic Design

A. Detail block diagram

B.- Logic flow diagrams

C. Logic equations

D. Wire list

10.8.5 Parts Count/Cost Estimate

The description of the computer given in this report is sufficient

to provide an estimate of parts count as well as the basis for'a cost

estimate to build and manufacture the computer.

10.8.6 Build Prototype

Procure parts and fabricate.

10.8.7 Test

Conduct prototype testing, both hardware and computer programs

(software).
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SECTION 11

SEMI-AUTOMATIC FIRE CONTROL ALGORITHMS

The real time processing requirements for the software and hardware

computer design'concepts, as discussed in the previous two sections, are

based upon a set of al.gorithms required to provide semi-automatic anti-

aircraft fire. This section discusses these algorithms in detail, both as

separate processing entities, and, more importantly, as an integrated

system.

11.1 ALGORITHM SELECTION

In order to develop the software and hardware computer concepts, a

specific set of algorithms had to be chosen. This was done, knowing full.

well that an optimum choice was probably not made in every case. Several

areas, in fact, are known to be prime candidates for further exploration

and analysis (See recommendations in Section 2.2). The software and hardware

design concepts are sufficiently modular and fluid at this time so that

changes can be readily incorporated.

The primary selection basis for the semi-automatic fire control

algorithms was the analytic results developed during the AFAADS contract

and reported in'Volume I of this report and in the analysis volumes of each

of the two previous reports (Ref. I and 2). Of prime importance are the

development of (a) the Vista algorithm for measuring the projectile miss

distance due to bias errors alone 'Section 3 of Volume I and Section 6 of

Ref. 2) and (b) the bias correction algorithm using Kalman prediction for

-- develop-ng- the exact-azimuth, elevation, and muzzle velocity correction

factors to the fire control ballistic solution (Volume I, Section 3). Other

examples used in the following fire control algorithms are target prediction

based upon energy conservation during a diving attack and constant turn

prediction. (The energy conservation analysis was verified in the FACT tests

at Naval Weapons Center, China Lake. - See Section 4 of Volume I).

The ballistic solution for the 35mm Oerlikon oun in terms of a tifth

order polynomial was developed as well as prediction thresholds, wind corr-

ections, gravity drop corrections, etc.
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For those few cases where complex or non-obvious algorithms are

used, their development is presented in appendices to this volume.

11.2 PROCESSING FUNCTIONS

The following is a list of the principal processing functions and

logic decisions that have been incorporated into the AFAADS Semi-Automatic

Fire Control Mode. Also included are several areas where further analysis

is warranted.

a. Target Tracking and Track Smoothing - a fixed length polynomial

solution. (Adoptive Kalman filtering and other processes should

also be investigated as alternates.)

b. Track Prediction

(i) Linear

(ii) Dive or energy conservation

(iii) Constant turn

(iv) Defense of a known point (growth feature)

c. Ballistic Solution - Fifth order polynomial matching 35mm

Oerlikon ballistic tables (other approximations should be

investigated).

d. Gravity Drop correction to the ballistic solution

e. Down -And Cross Wind correction to the ballistic solution.

f. Vehicle Pitch and Cant corrections to the ballistic solution.

g. Coordinate Conversions - (i) polar to Cartesian and back again.

h. Regenerative Target Position and Velocity.

i. Sensing Missed Data Points - target behind obstacle and/or

intermittent sensor operation (data goodness criteria should

also be considered).

j. Projectile Miss Distanco Computation (Vista algorithm).

k. Bias Correction Algorithm to give bias corrections in azimuth,

elevation, and muzzle velocity.

1. Logic determining validity of "gOoodness" of a proje(-tile miss

distance measurement for bi,i a-,)rrrert0ion processing. (Theo

validity criteria needs further analysis.)

m. Air temperature and pr-o-utrr() 'Or ections to the hallistic

solution.

n. Muzzle velocity correction to the bailistic solution.
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11.3 THE REAL TIME FIRE CONTROL ALGORITHMS

A simplified block diagram of the AFAADS real time fire control

signal flow is given in Figure 11-1. This figure and the detailed block

diagram of Figure 11-2 (with the operator interface functions detailed in

Figure 11-3) present the functional or signal flow. They do not present

the software logic flow. There is no indication on these figures of the

time relationship between parallel processes such as is required in the

software logic. However, the software must perform all functions indicated

between input data sample periods (every 0.1 second).

Note that the two drawings use approximately the same layout

arrangements. Correlation between the simplified blocks of Figure 11-1,

indicated by the block letter (A, B, C, ... ), and the detailed blocks of

Figure 11-2 and Figure 11-3, indicated by Roman Numerals (I, II, I11, ... ),

is thus simplified. In addition, Table 11-I provides an exact correlation

between the blocks of the three figures.

In the following pages, the algorithms required for each of the

detailed blocks of Figure 11-2 (and 11-3) are presented in numeric order.

The same format of presentation, covering each of the 8 items listed, is

used throughout:

1. Function: A brief description of the function performed by

that block.

2. Frequency: How ofter the function must be executed.

3. Lnputj: A list of the input signals to the b!cck, where they

came from (another block or a peripheral device), signal

magnitude, and signal accuracy (if known).

4. Constants: A list of the fixed and temporary constants used

by the algorithms of the block. Magnitudes are also given.

5. Operations Performed: The actual algorithms performed.

Computer logic flows may be included but, if included, they

apply to the block under discussion and not to the overall

fire control problem.

6. Outputs: Same format as Inpiuts.

7. Cormaents: Any remarks dealing with the processin9 in block.

8. References: Source material for the algorithm may be included.
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TABLE Il-I. Correlation Between Fire Control Block Diagrams

Figure 11-1 Figure 11-2

Simplified Block Diagram Detailed Block Diagram

A Tracking Sensor Tracking Sensor

B Target Tracking I, II, VI, VII, XI

C Ballistic Solution III, IV

D Ballistic Corrections V, XXXV, XXXVI, XL, Vehicle
Orientation Sensors

E Bias Corrections XXII, XXXVII

F Gun Mount Gun Mount

G Sensor Regeneration VIII

H Operator Displays/Controls IX, XVIII, XIX, XXX: XXXII, XXXII!,
XXXIV, ()perator's Panel

I Reasonableness of Miss X, XVII, XXIV, XXV, XXv!
Distance Data

J Ballistic Solution Store XIII, XXX

K Miss Due To Target Maneuver XII, XIV, XV, XX, XXV11, XXVIII, XXXIX

Lý Residual Miss XXIII, XXXVIII

M Bias Correction Algorithm XVI, XXI

Clock XX

i1
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The algebraic symbols used for the input, algorithm, output, and

the detailed block diagram (Figures 11-2 and i1-3) are identical for the

same signal. Also identical titles are used throughout. The peripheral

input/output devices use the same nomenclature introduced in Section 8.

Block I: Coordinate Conversion to Cartesian (Position and Velocity)

I. Function: a. Find slant range rate.

b. Convert polar coordinates and their rates to Cartesian

coordinates and their rates .

c. During the target acquisition phase, additional computa-

tions must be performed prior to the above two coordinate

conversion functions. These additional computationis deal

with any missed range, azimuth, elevation, and range '-ate

data. The target acquisition phase is the p:riod follow-

ing FLIR and laser detection when the tracking filter ii:

the computer is receiving its first one second of dala

(eleven data points).

2. Frequency: Every 0.1 second

3. Inus

3.1 Target Position Data: From Block VI

4 All coordinates except as specifically noted are vehicle coordinates, not

earth coordinates.

With some possibility of slant range (D) and/or elevation and azimtuth

(E or A) being missed, these- values may have been computed -- not measu:ed --

from previous scan. See Block VII.

ll-.
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D(j) = Raw target range as measured by the laser at

time j, positive out.

Magnitude: 100m to 1OOOOm

Accuracy: 0.25m

A(j) .Raw target azimuth as measured by the FLIR at

time j, positive clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 dog to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

E(j) Raw target elevation data a5, meabured by the FLIR

at time j, positive up from plane of AFAADS vehicle.

Magnitude: -5 deg to + 85 (leg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

3.2 Target Angular Data: From Block VI.

T(j) Transverse target rate as mveasured by transverse

rate gyro at time j, positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to + 90 deg/seC.

Accuracy: 0.5 deg/sec.

EUj) = Elevation target rate as measured by elevation

rate gyro at time j, positive up.

Magnitude: -25 deg/sec to + 25 deg/sec.

Accuracy: 0.2 deg/sec.

4. Constants:

a. During target acquistion phase, temporary storage is relquired as

follows: Single value storage for the latest rec--i ved raw data

values of D(j), A(j), E(j), D(j), T'(j), and I'(ji) 4nd a timi e 1¶ .

for each.

b. At all times, last target range D(j-I).

5. (Of.rat iois Performed:

5.1 Acquisition Phas,- Only

These operations are performed prrior to the st;n•na d co,,o, t r. 001 er-

sion operations of Item `.2 below and ate carrid out only dkii inio the i,tiOIWt

acquisition phase. In addition, thev differ (a) for th,, data , ,o ,i vd

1I 9
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immediately folowing initial target detection and (b) for the subsequently

received data during the acquisition phase.

5.1.1 At Initial Target Detection

When the target is first detected, the five quantities l)(j), A(j),

E(j), T(j), and E(j) are all received. These are all stored and time tagged.

Only the position coordinates D(j), A(j), and E(j) are forwarded to the

standard function of Item 5.2 below. (Thus, only the first position point

(not velocity) in the tracking filter is filled.)

5.1.2 On Subsequent Sensor Scans

The routine for subsequent scans during target acquisition is. shown

in Figure 11-4. The routine first determines if all five input quantities

from the sensors are present. If they are, a second question is asked: is

this set of data points the second set on a target? If so, a special routine

is required to input first position rate data since range rate, D(j), is

always a derived quantity. The second and subsequent sets of data are then

processed in the same marnner; namely, to update the storage of last recorded

values and to pass this same data to the coordinate conversion function of

Item 5.2 and hence to the tracking filter (Block II).

The remainder of the logic deals with the processing of missed data

in range, azimuth or elevation. Tn each case, extrapolation from the previous

value provides an initial input value.

5.2 Both Acquisition and Tracking Phases

The following functions are performed during both the acquisition phase

and the subsequent tracking phase.

Let j designate this scan, and j-1 the immediately preceeding scan.

Compute the followino quantities:

D(j) = [D(j) - D(j-1.]/At

where At = 0.1 sec time between samples
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X(j) = D(j) cos B(j) sin A(j)

Y(j) = D(j) cos E-(j) cos A(j)

Z(j) =D(j) sin E(j)

x(j) = £D(j) cos E(j) - E,(j) D(j) sin E(j)] sin A(j)

+T(j) D(j) cos A(j)

Y(j) =[D*(j) cos E,(j) - 6(j) D(j) sin E(j)] cos A(j)

-T(j) D(j) Cos A(j)

ZOj) =D (j) sin E(j) + E(j) IJ(j) cos E,(j)

6. Output:

6.1 Target Position:

To Block II, "Tracking and Smoothing Block," go present target

position and rates in Cartesian coordinates. The values above have not

been smoothed, nor have accelaerations been computed.

X(j) = Cross position of target at time t(j), positive to right side

Magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m

Accuracy: m

Y(j) =Lengthwise position of target at time t(j), positive forward

magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m

Accuracy: - m

Z(j) =Altitude of targe-T above AFAADS vehicle at time t(j), positive

up (Negativce value possible due to vehicle being parked on

steep hillside

Magnitude: -900m to +8,000 m

Accuracy: - m

6.2 Target Velocity:

To Block II

X(j) =Cross rate of target relative to APAADS at time t(j),

right is positive

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec

Accuracy: in/sec

I1-12



Y(j) - Lenghtwise rate of target at time t(j), positivz forward.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec

Accuracy: ... m/sec

Z(j) = Climb rate of target at tire t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec

Accuracy: .m/sec

7. Comments:

It is hoped no accuracy will be lost in summing and multiplying values.

Also, this block requires slightly :more accurate cosine and sine routines

than the angles (E and A) themselves, thereby insuring better accuracy.

Block II: Target Tracking and Smoothing Algorithm

1. Function: To develop the best estimate of the target's position,

velocity, and acceleration from the sensor position and rate data.

More specifically to smooth the raw-position and velocity data as

given in Cartesian Coordinates into smoothed position, velocity, and

acceleration data, still in Cartesian Coordinates. The tracking filter

is of finite length and the output is the best estimate of the last

measured target position and rate.

2. Frequency: Once every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Sensor Data: From Block I.

X(j) = Raw cross position of target relative to AFAADS vehicle-at

time t(j); right side is positive.

Magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m.

Accuracy: m.

Y(j), = Raw lengthwise position of target relative to AFAADS vehicle

at time t(j); positive forward.

Magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m.

ALcuracy: m

Z(j) = Raw altitude of target relative- to plmne of AFAADS vehicle

at time t(j); positive up.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,000m.

Accuracy: m.
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X(j) Raw cross rate of target relative to AFAADS vehicle at time f

t(j); right side is positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

Y(j) = Raw lengthwise rate of target relative to AFAADS vehicle

at time t(j); positive forward.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accurac,: rm/sec.

Z(j) = Raw climb rate of target relative to AFAADS vehicle at time

t(j); positive up.

Magnitude: -40Om/sec to +40m/sec.

Accuracy:'- m/sec.

3.2 Operating Mode Status: From Block XXXIII, status word indicating

the operating mode to be used. Only the Semi-Automatic Fire

Control and Test Modes will first clear and then activate the

tracking filter

4. Constants: Algorithm smoothing constants or weighting constants

for position, velocity, and acceleration smoothing. These are

the specific constants for a 0.1 second data period and a 1.0

second filter; the values used in the AFAADS computer concepts

analysis.

Data Interval Weight

Position Velocity Acceleration

5 7/22 7/22 5/11

j-1 6/22 6/22 4/11

j-2 5/22 5/22 3/11

j-3 4/22 4/22 2/11

j-4 3/22 3/22 1/11

j-5 2/22 2/22 0

j-6 1/22 1/22 -1/11

j-7 0 0 -2/11

j-8 -1/22 -1/22 -3/11

j-9 -2/22 -2/22 -4/11

j-10 -3/22 -3/22 -5/1l
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5. Perations Performed

For a 0.1 second data rate and a 1.0 second filter the smoothing

algorithms are:

5.1 Position Smoothing

Algorithm uses the position weighting constants of Item 4

above and the raw position data inputs from the last 11

input intervals. Output is the smoothed or best estimate of

the target's position at the last measured time t(j).

X(j) - [7X(j)+6X(j-l)+5X(j-2)+4X(j-3)+3X(j-4)+2X(j-5)

+X(j-6)-X(j-8)-2X(j-9)-3X(j-0)]/22

Y(j) = [7Y(j)+6Y(j-1)+5Y(j-2)+4Y(j-3)+3Y(j-4)+2Y(j-5)

+Y(j-6)-Y(j-8)-2Y(j-9)-3Y(j-10)]/22

Z(j) = [7Z(j)+6Z(j-l)+SZ(j-2)+4Z(j-3)+3Z(j-4)y+2Z(j-5)

+Z(j-6)-Z(j-8)-2Z(j-9)-3Z( 5j-l0)]/22

5.2 Velocity Smoothing

Algorithm uses the velocity weighting constants of Item 4 and

the raw velocity data inputs from the last 11 input intervals.

Output is the smoothed or best estimate of the target's velocity

at the last measured time t(j).

X(j) [7X(j)+6X 5-l)+sx(j-2)+4x(j-3)+3xdj-4)

+2X(j-5)+X (j-6)-X(j-8)-2X(j-9)-3X(j-Oj)]/22

Y(j) = [7Y(j)+6Y(j-l.)+SY(j-2)+4Y(j-3)+3Y(j-4>"<2Y(j-5)

+Y(j-6 )-Y(j-8)-2Y(j-9 )-3Y(j-lO)]/22

Z(j)" = [7Z(j)+6Z(j-l)+5Z(j-2)+4Z(j-3)+37,j-4)

*2Z(j-5)+Z(j-6)-Z(j-8)-2Z( j-9)- 3Z(j-IO)]/22

5.3 Acceleration Soothing

Algorithm uses the acceleration weighting constants of Item 4

and the raw velocity data inputs fror' the last 11 input inter-

vals. Output is the smoothed o: best .•Limate cf the target's

"acceleration at the last *,asur," til'. j).

.... . ... ,, n n n nI l l l l l
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I

X(j) [5X(j)+4X(j-l)+3X(j-2)+2X(j-3).X(j-4)-X(j-6)

.2X(j-7)-+3(j-8)-4Y(j-9)-5X(j-IO)]/+ I

Z(j) = [5Y(j)+4Y(j-l)+3Z(j-2)+2Z(j-3)+Y(j-4)-Y(j-6)
-2Y( j-7)-3Y (j-e)-4Y(0-9 )- 5Yý0-IO) ]/I I

Z(j) = 5Z(j)+4Z(j-l)+3Z(j-2),•2Z(j-3)+Z(j-4)-Z(j-6)

-2Z~j-7)-3Z(j-fi)-4Z(.i-9)-5Zý(j-1O)]/1I

6. Outputs:

6.1 Target Position Data: To Blocks III, VIII,. XI, XX, and XXVI.

X(j) = Smoothed cross position of the target relative to the

AFAADS vehicle at the last measured time t(j); right

side is positive.

Magnitude: -l0,O00m to +l0,O00m

Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input position data error.

X(j) Smoothed lengthwise position of the target relative to

the AFAADS vehicle at the last measured time t(j);

forward is positive.

Magnitude: -l0,OOOm to ÷lO,OOOm. i
Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input position data error.

Z(j) Smoothed altitude of target relative to AFAADS vehicle

at the last measured time t(j); up is positive.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,OOm.

Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input position data error.

6.2 Target Velocity Data: To Blocks III, VIII, XI, and XXVI.

X(j) = Smoothed cross velocity of the target relative to the

AFAADS vehicle at the last measured time t(j);right

side is positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input velocity data error.

Y(j) Smoothed lengthwise velocity of the target relative to

the AFAADS vehicle at the last measured time t(j);

forward is positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input velocity data error.

11-16.
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Z(j) = Smoothed climb rate of target relative to AFAAD

vehicle at the last measured time t(j); up is

positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: 0.564 of raw input velocity data er ror.

6.3 Target Acceleration Data: To Blocks 1II (and XI as a growth

feature)

) = Smoothed cross acceleration nf the target relative to

the AFAADS vehicle at the last meosured time t(ýj); right

side is positive.

Magnitude: -200in/sec2 to +200/sec2

Accuracy: 0.955 of raw input velocity data error.

Y(j) = Smoothed lengthwise acceleration of the taraet relative

to the AFAADS vehicle at the last measured time t(j);

forward is positive.
2 2

Magnitude: -200in/sec to +200t/lsec

Accuracy: 0.955 of raw input velocity data error.i j
_(") = Smoothed vertical acceleration of the target r lative

to the AFAADS vehicle at the last measured tim, t(j);

up is positive. . 9

Magnitude: -200m/sec' to +200m/sec-.

Accuracy: 0.955 of raw input velocity data error.

7. Comments: None.

8. References: Appendix B

1

4
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Block III. Prediction Module and

Block IV. Ballistic Computation

Note: Although from a system's orientation these blocks should be

discussed separately, the actual logic involved is not so

"easily separated.

1. Function: Basically, the two blocks involve:

(a) Computing the predicted target position, and

(b) Computing the projectile impact point such that the projectile will

impact the target, i. e., be at the same range at the same time. In

addition, the required algorithms also involve initialization,

testing, and coordinate conversions.

Following each target position update (L1lock I1), the following steps

are carried out:

Block III

(a) F~nd prediction mode desired, either based on automatic logic or

in response to operator-ordered prediction (see Block XXXI).

Three types of prediction are instrumented. Possible combinations

are:

(1) Linear prediction, either automatic or operator-ordered.'

(2) Constant turn or acceleration, either automatic or opetator-

ordered, as a correction to linear prediction.

(3) Dive or conservation of energy prediction, either automatic

of operator-ordered, also as a correction to linear prediction.

(4) Both (2) and (3). The logic controlling actions by the opera-

tor for the above choices are discussed in Section 7 and in Blocks

XXXI and XXXII of this subsection.

In addition to the above, the prediction mode choices may grow to

include:

(5) Defense of a known point, operator-ordered only. Determination

of the appropriate prediction mode results in the generation

of a prediction woid.

11-18
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(b) If this is a new target, use the prediction word to estimate the

initial time of flight; or, if this is an old target, use the

time of flight stored at the end of the previous processing;

i. e., the processing following the last previous target position

update. In either case, this time is called the predicted time

of flight.

(c) Use the predicted time of flight to compute the predicted target

position in Cartesian coordinates using the appropriate prediction

modes as determined above.

(d) Convert to slant range.

Block IV

(e) Using the ballistic equation, compute the ballistic time of flight

using the slant range predicted in (d) above.

(f) Compute the difference between the predicted time of flight (value

used in Step (c) and the ballistic time of flight (value determined

in Step (e)).

(g) If the difference is less than 0.005 second, go to (h) below.

Otherwise, go to (c) above using the ballistic time of flight computed

in Step (e) as the new predicted time of flight. Successive

iterations of Steps (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) will result in con-

vergence to within 0.005 second.

(h) Sa'ie the ballistic time computed in Step (e) as the final time of

flight. This is also the time of flight used in Step (b), 0.1

second later when the next target position update is computed.

(i) Compute the Cartesian coordinate position of the impact point based

upon this time.

(j) Convert the Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates.

The predicted impact point and time-of-flight are the output results from

these blocks.

2. Frequency: Every scan interval or 0.1 second.

11-19
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3. Inputs

3.1 Current Smoothed Target Position: From Block II

X(j) = Cross position of target relative to AFAADS vehicie, positive

to right.

Magnitude: -lO,OOOrto +10,000m

Accuracy: m

Y(j) = Lengthwise position of target relative to AFAADS vehicle,

positive forward

Magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m

Accuracy: m

Z(j) = Altitude of target above AFAADS vehicle, positive up.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,000m

Accuracy: M.

3.2 Current Smoothed Target Velocity: From Block 11

X(j) = Cross velocity of target relative to AFAADS, positive to right.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sesc

Accuracy: m/sec

Y(j) = Lengthwise acceleration of target relative to AFAADS, positive

forward.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec

Accuracy: m/sec

Z(j) =Vertical velocity of target relative to AFAADS, positive up

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +4u)0m/sec

Accuracy: m/sec.

3.' Current Smoothed Target Acceleration: From Block II

X(j) = Cross acceleration of target relativeto AFAADS, positive to

right.

Magnitude: -200m/sec 2 to +200m/sec 2

Accuracy: rm/sec 2

V(j) = Lengthwise acceleration of target relative to AFAADS, positive

forward.
Magnitude: -202m/sec to +200m/sec2

Accuracy: m/sec 2
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.(j) = Vertical acceleration of target relative to AFAADS, positive up.

2
Magnitude: -200m/sec to 200nm/sec2

Accuracy: m/see2

3.4 Muzzle Velocity: From Block IX during Initialization Mode, the Operator

entered or preset value of muzzle .velocity for use in correcting the

coefficients in the ballistic equation.

V(o) = Muzzle Velocity

Preset value = (i) Full caliber: 1200m/sec

(ii) Sub-caliber: 15()0m/sec

User Magnitude: )3()m/sec to 157Gm/sec

Accuracy: h0 m/sec.

3.5 Wind: From Block XVII1 during'the Initialization Mode, Operator entered

or preset value of wind for correcting the coefficients in the ballistic

equation.

W Magnitude of wind

Preset value: Om/sec

User magntiude: Om/sec to 30m/sec (non-zero value to be

accepted only if direction is specified)

Accuracy: 1.0m/sec

Q(r) = Relative direction of wind toward AFAADS, 'measured clockwise

from front of vehicle.

Preset value: 0 deg.

User magnitude: 0 deg. to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 5 deg.

3.6 Air Dati: From Blozk XIX during the Initialization Mode, Operator

entered or preset value of air temperature and pressure for correcting

the coefficients in the ballistic equation.

T = Air temperature

Preset value: 70 deg. F

Usez magnitude: -20 deg.F to +120 deg.F

Accuracy: I deg.F
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P = Air pressure

Preset Value: 1013 mb

User magnitude: 500 mb to 1040 mb.

Accuracy: I mb.

3.7 P-ediction Mode Designation: From Block XXXI, status words indicating

the particular prediction modes that are available for use.

Modes:

Linear

Dive (energy 'onservation)

Turn (or acceleration)

.Designation:

Automatic

Operator designated.

3.8 Prediction Mode Tnresholds: From Block XXXII, prediction mode thresholds

to be used in the prediction mode logic or when A particular prediction
I

mode is to be used. Values specified Ns Operator entered or preset

during the Initialization Mode.

d = Dive angle threshold

Preset value: 10 deg. absolute

User magnitude: 2 'deg. to 15 deg. absolute

Accuracy: I deg.

a/g = Turn (acceleration). threshold

Preset value: 0.3g absolute

User magnitude: 0.ý2g to l.Og absolute.

3.9 Operating Mode Status: From Block XXXIII. operating miode status word

indicating which operating mode AFAADS is in; Semi-automatic Fire

Control, Manual, Test, Standby, or Initialization.

3.10 Projectile Type: From Block XXXIV, projectile type status word indicat-

ing the selected projectile type (one of five). 7

/
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4. Constants:

4.1 Initial Time-of-Flight Table: Tables of flight time to be used

in the initialization of the algorithm. Actually two tables are required,

one for standard caliber rounds and one for sub-caliber rounds. Each

table will have five values, for a total of 10 entries.

4.2 Final Time of Flight: Store of the final time-of-flight obtained

from a given iterative solution (Step e. in Item I. above); namely, t(pj ).

4.3 Alowable Time-of-Flight Error: Constant for the maximum allow-

able time-of-flight error between the target and projectile.

Magnitude: 0.005 sec.

4.4 Coefficients for Ballistic Computation: The ballistics tables

for the gun have been approximated by a fifth order polynomial of the form:

t(p) = a D(pj) + b D 2(pj) + c D 3 pj) + d D 4(pj) + e D (pi)

where D(pj) is the predicted range to the target at impact. The five co-

efficients a, b, c, d, and e are a function of air temperature, air pressure,

muzzle velocity, wind, and projectile type.

The values of these coefficients are computed during the Initial-

ization Modebased upon Operator inputs. (Blncks XIX, IX, XVIII, and XXXIV.)

They are then stored for use during ballistic computations in both the

Semi-automatic Fire Control Mode and the Test Mode (Dynamic System Test).

These may have to be stored as double precision numbers or as single pre-

cision numbers with scale factors in a second word.

4.4.1 Initialization Mode Corrections: The following outlines the muzzle

velocity, air temperature, and air pressure corrections that are applied to

the five ballistic coefficients during the Initialization Mode computations.

(a) Correct Muzzle Velocity. From V(o), the muzzle velocity

(input Item 3.4), correct for air temperature, T, (input

Item 3.6) AV(o) = K1 T + K 2 T2

where K and K2 are two different constants for each of five

projectile types (10 constants total)

Then the corrected muzzle velocity is V(c) = V(o) +A V(o)

This value is both used here and outputted to Block V.
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(b) Correct for Air Pressure: Correct last four coefficients,

b, c, d, and e, for non-standard air pressure where

P is air pressure (input Item 3.6)

K3 is a constant, different for each projectile type.

Correction is

Ab= K3 p

Ac = K3 P

Ad = K3 p

Ae=K 3 P

(c) Ballistic Coefficient Corrections: For each projectile type,

let

b(o), c(o), d(o), e(o) = Ballistic coefficients for

standard temperature, pressure,

and temperature.

b(l), c(l), d(1), e(I) = CorrectLon constants for non-

standard muzzle velocity.

Then the corrected ballistic coefficients are:

b = b(o) + Ab + b(l) V(c)

C = c(o) +Ac + c(l) V(c)

d : d(o) +Ad + d(l) V(c)

e e(o) +A e + e(l) V(c)

(d) First Ballistic Coefficient: The first ballistic coefficient

a is

a = I/V(c)

4.4.2 Sample Ballistic Coefficient Values: An estimate of the magnitude of

the five ballistic equation coefficients a, b, c, d, and e can be

obtained from a fourth order polynomial approximation to the 35 mm

Oerlikon ballistic tables for a 0 degree elevation target. The

resultant equation is:

t(p) = 8.5106 X 10-4 D(pj) + 1.2146 X 10-7 D 2(pi)

-9.13 X 10-12 D 3(pj) + 4.69 X 10-15 D 4(pj)
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where: t(pj)= Time of flight in seconds

D(pj)= Predicted target range in meters.

This equation has a maximum error of about 0 002 second out to

4,100m range, increasing to 0.01 second at 4,500m range. The

4,500m range value is taken to be point at which projectile velocity

drops to near sonic velocity. To match the original tables to

0.005 second accuracy would require very slight changes in the coeffi-

cients given here and would, undoubtedly, require the addition of

one more term to the polynomial, i. e. the 5th term.

Although not stated directly in the table, the following factors are

assumed:

I) Wind velocity was zero

2) Projectile was standard armour-piercing high explosive

round.

3) Muzzle velocity was approximately 12OOm/sec.

4) Gun barrel was relatively new.

5) Powder temperature was at the standard temperature of

15 deg.:C. (59 deg. F)

6) Air pressure was at standard sea level value 1013mb.

The Initialization Mode processing of the ballistic solution coeffi-

cients considers variations in all of the above parameters.

5. Operations Performed: The logic during the Semi-Automatic Fire

Control or Test Mode is first presented, followed by a detailed listing of

the specific equations used.

5.1 Description of the Logic: The logic flow for the trajectory predic-

tion and ballistic solution processing is given in Figuri. 11-5. It is keyed

to the following description by the letter in the uppp- right corner of each

logic flow block.

(a) Upon reciept of the updated target position, velocity, and

acceleration from Block II and upon recognition of boing in

either the Semi-Automatic Fireý Control Mode or Test Mode

(System Test), the prediction mode to be used is determined.
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1) Interrogate Block XXXI (Item 3.7 above) for the prediction

modes to be used. This determines the applicable pre-

diction equations.

2) Based upon the prediction modes to be used, interrogate

Block XXXII (Item 3.8 above) for the applicable thresholds.

(b) Find predicted time of flight, t(pj

I) If this is the first time calcuation on this target, use the

appropriate value from table of Item 4.1 above.

2) If previous calcuations have been made on this target, use

the last final time-of-flight value (Item 4.2 above).

(c) Use the appropriate prediction equations from Step (a) to obtain

the predicted position of the aircraft in Cartesian coordinates.

I) Determine if the target's climb (dive) angle and/or turning

rate exceeds either or both the dive threshold and/or the

turn threshold as entered in Step (a) 2) above.

2) Based upon the threshold tests and the applicable prediction

modes, determine the exact prediction equations to be used.

3) Compute the predicted target position in Cartesian coordin-

ates using these equations.

(d)ý Find the predicted range from the predicted position in Cart-

esian coordinates.

(e) Compute the ballistic time-of-flight using the fifth order

polynomial in range.

(f) Find the difference in time-of-flight between that used in

Step (c) and that calculated in Step(e).

(g) If the absolute value of the difference is less than 0.005

second (constant from Item 4.3 above), go to Step (h); other-

wise go to Step (c) with a change in the predicted time-of-

flight to the ballistic value determined in Step (e).

(h) Save this ballistic time as the final time of flight by storing

it in place of previous value. (See Item 4.2 above).

(i) Compute final predicted Cartesian coordinate position using

the final time of flight and the appropriate prediction

equations.

(j) Convert Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates to end the

processing.
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5.2 Equations: Only certain of the steps in the logic flow of Item

5.1 above envolve algebraic equations. These steps are described in detail

below. The logic steps are self-evident and already completely described

in Item 5.1 above. j
Step c.l Dive Angle Threshold

(i) Compute target dive (climb) anale, using Item 3.2 inputs:

d(tj) = tan-l{z(J)/[ij)2 + Y(J)2]l/2} I

(ii) Logical decision following computation: Is the absolute value

of d(tj) greater than the dive angle threshold (d) (Item 3.8)?

If yes, then the dive or constant energy prediction term is

to be used in the prediction mode equation. If no, this, term

is not to be used.

Step c.2 Constant Turn (Acceleration) Threshold

(i) Compute target's radial acceleration in a horizontal turn,

using Item 3.1 and 3.2 inputs:

a(tj) = [x(j)2+ Y(j)2]/[X(j)2 + y(j)21

(ii) Logic decision following computation. Is the absolute value

of a(tj) greater than the turn threshold (a) (Item 3.8)? If

yes, then the constant turn term is to be used in the prediction

mode equation. If no, this term is not to be used.

Step c.3 Target Prediction

The predicted target position is the sum of the present position,

linear prediction, dive prediction, and constant turn prediction. Note

that constant turn prediction is only done in the horizontal coordinates

X and Y, not in the vertical. The prediction equations are:

X(pj ) +(j) ÷ X(j) [t(pj) + T(s)/2]

-(g/2) Ckj ~)V ][2 T2
-(g/2) [X(j) ) ) [(pj ) + t(pj )T(s) + (s)]

2 /'2
+(1/2) Y(j) W(aj) [t (plj )+ t(pj T(s) + T (s)]

Y(pj') Y(j) + i(j) [t(pj') + T(s)/2]
22 U t

-(g/2) [Y(j) Z(j) / V 2 f] [t (pji) + t(pj ) T(s) +"T (s)]

+(1/2) i(j) W(aj) [t-(pj ) + f•(pj ) T(s) + (s)]A

Z(pj) = ,Z(j) + Z(j) [t(pj) + T(s)/2]

-(g/2) [Z 2 (j)/V 2 (j)2 [t 2 (pji) + t(pj) Ts T2(s)]
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where: t(pj )= Predicted time of flight

T(s) = Sampling interval or 0.1,second

g 9 Acceleration due to gravity

S _2 2 [x 2 ()_ + Y2( = Angular velocity
V(j) 0~ () +y(j)]l/,

of aircraft in horizontal plane.

Step d: Predicted Target Range

The predicted range to the target is computed from the predicted

target position developed in Step c.3.

2 ' y2 ' 2 ' /2
D(pj ) = [X2(pi ) + (pj) + Z (pi )]l

Step e: Ballistic Time of Flight

Using the fifth order polynomial ballistic equation computed during

the Initializtion Mode (see Item 4.4), the ballistic time of flight

2 3 4 I 5
t(pj) = a D(pj ) + b D (pj) + c D (pj) + d D (pj) + e D (pj

where: D(pj ) = Predicted target range from Step d

a,b,c,d,e = Coefficients computed in Item 4.4.

Step f: Error in Predicted Time of Flight

Compute the difference between the predicted time of flight t(pj

(Step c) and the ballistic time of flight t(pj) (Step e).

E(j) = t(pj ) - t(pj).

Step g. Convergence Threshold

Is the absolute value of E(j) less than the allowable time of flight

error of 0.005 second (Item 4.3)? If no, the iteration of Steps c, d, e, f,

and g must be repeated with the ballistic time of flight t(pj) designated as

the new predicted time of flight t(pj'). If yes, proceed to Step h.

Step i. Final Predicted Target Position

Compute the final predicted target position using the same equations

as in Step c.3 except the time is t(pj) instead of t(pj ). The resultant

coordinates are X(pj), Y(pj), and Z(pj).
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Stepi. Coordinate Conversion to Polar Coordinates

The final predicted target position in Cartesian coordinates of Step

i. are converted to polar coordinates by:

'~j)= 2 2 2 1/2
D(pj) = [X (pj) + Y (pj) + Z (pj)]

E(pj) = sin" [Z(pj) / D(pj)]

sin-1 [X(pj) / D(pj) cos E(pj)]

A(pj) = or

cos- [Y(pj) / D(pj) cos E(pj))

6. Outputs:

6.1 Predicted Target Position (Cartesian Coordinates): To Block XL

X(pj) = Predicted cross position of target at time of projectile

impact 3 positive right.

Magnitude: -lO,O00m to lO,O00m

Accuracy: m (Note Oerlikon firing table accuracy
is 5m)

Y(pj) =Predicted lengthwise position of target, positive forward.

- Magnitude: -IO,0OOm to +lO,0Om

Accuracy: m (Note Oerlikon firing table accuracy

is 5m)

Z(pj) = Predicted vertical position of target, positive up

Magnitude: -900m to 8,OO0m-

Accuracy: m (Note Oerlikon firing table accuracy

varies from O.3m to 4.5m).

6.2 Predicted Target Ranqe: To Block XL

D(pj) = Predicted range to target at time of projectile impact.

Magnitude: lOOm to 1OOOOm

Accuracy: m
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6.3 Predicted Target Angles: To Block XXX

A(pj) = Predicted target azimuth at time of projectile impact

measured clockwise

Magnitude: 0 deg. to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils (Note: Oerlikon firing table accuracy

is 1.5 mils)

E(pj) = Predicted target elevation, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils (Note: Oerlikon firing table accuracy

is 1.5 mils)

6.4 Predicted Time of Flight: To Blocks IV and XXX

t(pj) = Projectile time of flight t

Magnitude: 0 sec to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

6.5 Corrected Muzzle Velocity: To Block V

V(c) = Corrected muzzle velocity (computed during Initialization Mode-

see Item 4.4.1)

Magnitude: 930m/sec to 1570m/sec

,Accuracy: lOm/sec

7. Comments: Accuracy of firing tables is three decimal digits. The

accuracy of con'putations following this block are thus somewhat worse. With

better ballistic tables, lesser errors will result.

8. References: a) Volume I

b) Reference 1, Section 4

c) Reference 2

Block V: Ballistic Corrections

1. Function: To compute the ballistic lead angle corrections for:

a', gravity drop 'h) cross wind

c) down wind

2. Frequency: Whenever gun orders are generated, i. e., every 0.1 second.
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3. Inputs:

3.1 PredicteA Target Position in Polar Earth Coordinates: From Block XL

A(oj) Predicted target azimuth relative to surface of the earth

at the time of projectil, impact; measure clockwise from

front of AFAADS.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils

E(oj) Predicted target elevation relative to the surface of

the earth, positive up.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 85 deg.

Accuracy: mils

3.2 Predicted Time of Flight: From Block IV

t(pj) = Predicted time-of-flight of the projectile

Magnitude: 0 to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

3.3 Muzzle Velocity: From Block IV

V(c) Corrected muzzle velocity .

Magnitude: 93Gm/sec to 1570m/secL

Accuracy: 1Om/sec.

3.4 Wind: From Block XVIII

W = Magnitude of entered wind velocity

Magnitude: Om/sec to 30m/sec (66 mph)

Accuracy: l.Om/sec. -

R(r) Relative direction of the wind toward AFAADS, measured

clockwise from front of AFAADS vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 5 deg.

4. Constants:

4.1 Gravity Drop Correction:

9 = Acceleration due to gravity

Magnitude: 9.8061m/sec

Accuracy: As required for negligible effect on computations.
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c Constant, derived from Appendix F, Figure F-6

Magnitude: 0.0465/SeC'.

4.2 Wind Corrections: Derived from Appendix G, Figure (3-4

k =0.1153 milliradians/meter

k 2 0.0293/sec.

5. Operation,; Performod:

5.1 Gravity Drop Cor rec tion: (See Aj ppnd ix F) SupJerelevat ion angle,

positive up.

0(sj) = Lg/2V(c)] Lt(Pijl + c It(p~)j Cos GUS Eoj)

5.2 Wind Correction:

5.2.1 Cross Wind: (See Appendix G)

Cros s wind, positive when coining from left of target line of sight.

W(cj) =W sin [A(oj) -0()

Projectile drift, positivc angle me(asured clockwise

l-(j) =k 1 W(cj) t(pj) sec E(oj) [1-k,~ t(p~j) ,;in r-(oj)j

.5.2.2 Down Winid: (See Appendix C)

- Down wind, positive away from AFAADS ve~hicle

W(dj) -W co-; CA(oj) -Q(r)]

SupereleVaTion angle, positive, up

O(wj) -1.5 k1 W(dj) t (pj) tan E (oj? [1-k 2 t(pj) 's in E(oj)]

5.3 Corrected Gun Angles:

A(goj) =A(oj) + L(j)

E(goj) = (oj) + 0(-sj) + 0 (wi)

6. Outputs

6.1 Corrected Gun Angles in Earth Coordinates: To Block XXXV

/A(goj) =Ballistically11 corrected gun azimuth in earth coordinates,

/ ~measured clockwise from front of vehicle. '

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360) deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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E(goj) = Ballistically corrected gun elevation in earth coordinates,

positive up.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comments: None

8. References:

a) Appendix C

b) Appendix F

c) Appendix G

d) Reference 1, Volume I,paragraph 5.5.4 (p.5- 5 3)

Block VI: Are There Missed Data Points?

I. Function:

a) To determine if the sensors are providing range, azimuth, and

elevation target data every look, and

b) If not, to generate the regenerative triggers required so as to

use extrapolated old target position data.

2. Frequency: Every 0.1 second

3. Inputs:

3.1 Target Data Trigger: From Block XXIX, a trigger is received every 0.1

second to read the range, azimuth, elevation, azimuth rate, and elevation

rate sensor buffers.

3.2 Target Range Data: From the laser input buffer, peripheral device

D3.a.2.

D(j) = Raw target range as measured by the laser at time j.

Magnitude: lOOm to l0,O00m

Accuracy: 0.25m

3-3 Target Angle Data: From the FLIR input buffer, peripheral device

D3.a.l.

A(j) Raw target azimuth as measured by the FLIR at time j, positive

clockwise from front of AFAADS.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.
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E(j) = Raw target elevation as measured by the FLIR at time j,

positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

3.4 Target Angular Rates: From the rate gyro input buffer, peripheral

device 4.

T(j) = Raw slew rate of the transverse rate gyro, which for the tight

servo system on AFAADS is a good measure of the target's trans-

verse rate. Positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/ sec.

Accuracy: 0.6% or 0.5 deg/sec.

E(j) = Raw slew rate of the elevation rate gyro, a good measure of

the target's elevation rate, positive up.

Magnitude: -25 deg/sec to +25 deg/ sec.

Accuracy: 0.6% or 0.2 deg/sec.

3.5 Operating Mode: From Block XXXIII a signal indicating which operating

mode the AFAADS is now in (Semi-Automatic Fire Control, Manual, Standby,

etc.)

4. Constants: Temporary storage in terms of clocks, counters, and flags

are required for the following functions:

a) During target acquisition to determine if sufficient target returns

have been received over a one-second period to initiate automatic

fire control computations.

b) During target tracking to-detect loss of tracking over a two-second

period.

Specific counters or clocks are:

4.1 Acquisition Phase:

a) Laser Counter or Flags: Record of number of range laser returns

recieved during last 1.0 second (1L data points including current

data point).

b) FLIR Counter or Flags: Record of number of FLIR returns received

during last 1.0 second (11 data points including current data point).

Assumes either both azimuth and elevaticn data present or nei ther

are available.
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4.2 Tracking Phase:

a) Laser Clock or Counter: Time elapsed since last received laser

range return. Maximum capacity of 2.0 seconds or 21 data returns.

b) FLIR Clock or Counter: Time elapsed since last received FLIR

returns. Maximum capacity of 2.0 seconds or 21 data returns.

5. Operations Performed: The specific operations performed by this block

depend upon whether the system is in the Acquisition Phase or the Tracking

Phase of the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode. Test Mode operations require

additional or modified logic (TBD).

5.1 Acquisition Phase: Different logic is used during the Acquisition

Phase for:

a) Determining that a valid target is present, and

b) Filling the tracking filter after the presence of a valid track

has been established.

5.1.1 Initial Detection Routine: Used by the computer to determine whether

a valid target return is being detected. This phase is entered following

pushing SCAN by the operator.

The logic flow shown on Figure 11-6 is based upon the premise that both laser

range data and FLIR azimuth and elevation data must be simultaneously present

on the input buffers to establish a valid target. If data is present from

only one sensor, target initialization will not start. It is assumed that

the rate gyros will always provide good transverse and elevation rate data.

5.1.2 Initial Data Routine: This routine, shown on Figure 11-7, is used

initially to fill the ll-point tracking filters of Block II. This is done

on the criteria that there must be 10 good range values and 10 good angle

values during the 1.0 second following initial detection before tracking

can commence. If less than 10 good data points are received, the computer

returns to the Initial Detection Routine of Item 5.1.1 above. After 10 or

11 good data points in the last 1.0 second are received, the computer changes

to the Tracking Mode of Item 5.2 below.

5.2 Tracking Routine: This routine, shown in Figure 11-8, is used once

target tracking has been established. It includes logic to determine if:
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a) Regeneration is required in range and/or angle due to sensor

failures, target behind an obstacle, etc.

b) Operator should be notified when 2.0 seconds of missed data have

elapsed.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Target Data: To Block I.

D(j), A(j), E(j), T(j), and E(j) exactly equal to the received data.

6.2 Regeneration Triggers:

a) Full Regenerative Trigger: Sent to Blocks VII, VIII, and XI.

Indicates that neither FLIR nor laser data were received this

scan interval.

b) Laser Regenerative Trigger: Sent to Blocks VII and XI (not VIII).

Indicates that no laser data were received. Regenerative tracking

rates to the sensor are not required in this case.

c) FLIR Regenerative Trigger: Sent to Blocks VII, VIII, and XI.

Indicates that no FLIR data were received. Difference between this

case and that involving the Full Regenerative Trigger (Item 6.2) is

type of data insertion by Block VII.

7. Comments: None

Block VII: Regenerative Data Insertion for Missed Data

1. Function: To insert regenerative data in range, azimuth, and/or
c

elevation for the missed range, azimuth, and/or elevation data from

the sensors at the input to the target tracking function (Blocks I and

II).

2. Frequency: Whenever a regenerative trigger is received, no more frequent

than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Regenerative Triggers: From Block VI.

a) Full Reaenerative Trigger: Indicatec neither laser range data nor

FLIR azimuth and elevation data were received.
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b) Laser Regenerative Trigger: Indicates only laser range data not

received from the sensor head. Hence, only regenerative range

must be supplied.

c) FLIR Regenerative Trigger: Indicates only FLIR azimuth and eleva-

tion data were not received from the sensor head and hence must

be supplied from regeneration.

3.2 Regenerated Position Data: From Block XI.

D(r) = Regenerated target range at time j.

Magnitude: loom to lO,O00m

Accuracy: m.

A(r) = Regenerated target azimuth at time j, positive clockwise

from front of vehiclee.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mil.

E(r) = Regenerated target elevation at time j, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.'

Accuracy: mil.

4. Constants: None

5.- -operations-Performed: - . "

a) If Full Regenerative Trigger is received, send D(r), A(r), and

E(r) to Block I to replace missing sensor values for these para-

meters.

b) If Laser Regenerative Trigger is received, send D(r) only to Block

I to replace missing laser sensor range data.

c) If FLIR Regenerative Trigger is received, send A(r) and E(r) only

to Block I to replace missing FLIR sensor angle data.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Benerative Target Position Data: To Block I.

As determined by the operational logic, send D(r), A(r) and/or E(r).

Magnitudes and accuracies are same as Item 3, Inputs.

7. Comments: None
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Block VIII: Regenerative Target Velocity

1. Function: In the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode, to compute regen-

erative transverse and elevation rates for ordering the sensor servos

during tracking periods when no target azimuth and elevation angular data

is received from the FLIR. These regenerative rates are basically one

sample period predictions of the target's position based upon the previously

generated smoothed target position and velocity data. By use of these rates,

the sensors will follow the target and, hopefully, be able to automatically

reacquire it.

In the Test Mode, these signals are continuously generated so the track-

ing sensors will follow the simulated target.

As a growth feature, regenerative signals can be used to prevent the

sensor servos from "getting behind" during periods of anticipated excessive

target angular rates.

2. Frequency:

2.1 Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode: Whenever FLIR azimuth and elevation

data are missing, maximum frequency of 10 times per second.

2.2 Test Mode: Every 0.1 second

3. Inputs:

3.1 Current Smoothed Target Position and Velocity: From Block II

•(j) =Distance to target from vehicle at time t(j), positive to right

Magnitude: -l0,000m to 10,OOOm.

Accuracy: m.

X(j) = Velocity of target at t(j), positive to right

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

X(j) = Distance to target from vehicle at t(j), positive forward

Magnitude: -l0,OOOm to i0,OOOm.

Accuracy: m/sec.

i(j) = Velocity of target at time t(j), positive forward

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.
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Z(j) = Target altitude measured from vehicle at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,000m

Accuracy: m

Z(j) = Elevation rate measured from vehicle at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: _ m/sec.

3.2 Regeneration Trigger: From Block VI

Either the Full Regenerative Trigger or the FLIR Regenerative Tripper.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

a. Computation of current ground range, R(j)

R(j) = square root of [x(j)2 + Y(j)2]I/2

b. Computation of current slant range, D(j)

2 2 2
D(j) = R(j) + Z(j)

c. Computation of regenerative elevation rate, E(r)

2 2E(r) = -[X(j) X(j) + Y(j) Y(j)]Z(j)/[D(j) R(j)] + Z(j)R(j)/D(j)

d. Computation of regenerative transverse rate, T(r)

T(r) = [X(j) Y(j)-Y(j) X(j)]/[D(j)R(j)J

6. Outputs: To sensor servos, peripheral device D6, the two rates,

E(r) and T(r).

E(r) = Elevation rate regenerated, positive up

Magnitude: -25 deg/sec to +25 deg. sec.

Accuracy: deg/sec.

T(r) = Transverse rate regenerated, positive right

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/sec.

Accuracy: _ deg/sec.

7. Comments: Any value used in these equations besides D(j) and R(j) may

be close to zero. All division is done with D(j) and R(j) but some inter-

media'te products may be small.
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Block IX: Muzzle Velocity (from Operator)

1. Function: To provide muzzle velocity for ballistiL corrections, as

inputted by the Operator during Initialization II Mode. Entered value

is continuously displayed on the Operator's Panel.

2. Frequency:

2.1 Operator Panel Polling: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in the

entered muzzle velocity every 0.1 second during Initialization II Mode.

2.2 Ballistic Corrections: Value of muzzle velocity to be available for

ballistic corrections during Initialization 11 and for ev&'ry ballistic

computation update, i. e., every 0.1 second, during the Real Time Semi-

Automatic Fire Control Mode.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, polling trigger is

received every 0.1 second for polling the Operatvr'b Panel output buffer

(peripheral device D7).

3.2 Operator's Panel: From peripheral device D7, the value of the

muzzle velocity: Either

(i) PRESET value trigger

(ii) Entered value of muzzle velocity, V(o),

Magnitude: 930m/sec to 1570m/sec.

Accuracy: lOm/sec increments

3.3 Projectile Type: From Block XXXIV, the type of projectile to be fired

(one of five).

4. Constants:

4.1. Preset Value: Value to be used if Operator enters PRESET.

a. If Projectile Type is "Subcaliber," velocity magnitude is 1500m/sec.

b. If Projectile Type is not "Subcaliber," velocity magnitude is 1200

m/sec. (May be expaný!rd to separate preset values for each

projectile type).

4.2 Stored Value: Last value entered by the Operator.
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V(o) u Muzzle velocity entered by the Operator.

Magnitude: 930m/sec to 157Oru/sec.

Increments: lOm/sec.

5. Operations Performed:

a. Upon receipt of the Polling Trigger (Item 3.1), projectile type

buffer store of Block XXXIV is polled for any change:

(i) If no change, go to Step d.

(ii) If changed, go to Step b.

b. Is the change to or from a subcaliber round?

(i) If no change, go to Step d. (There are four standard

caliber rounds, so a change between one of these

four results in this logical answer).

(ii) If changed, to to Step c./
C. (i) If change is to a subcaliber round, enter 1500m/sec

from Preset Value memory location (Item 4.1) into

Stored Value memory location (Item 4.2' and go to

Step g.

(ii) If change is from a subcaliber round, enter 1200m/sec

from Preset Value memory location into Stored Value

memory location and go to Step g.

d. Poll the Onerator's Panel output buffer for a change in the muzzle
velocity (part of peripheral device D7).

(i) If no change, end processing

(ii) If changed, to to Step e if change is to PRESET or to

Step f if change is a new value.

e. If change is PRESET and if

(i) Projectile type is subcaliber, enter 1500m/sec in

Stored Value memory location and to Step g.

(ii) Projectile type is not subcaliber, enter 1200m/sec in

Stored Value memory location and go to Step g.

f. If change is a new value, enter this value in Stored Value memory

location and go to Step g.
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g. Display new value in LED readout for muzzle velocity.

h. Stored Value of muzzle velocity available for ballistic corrections

during both Initialization II Mode and Real Time Fire Control Mode.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Ballistic Corrections: To Block IV during Initialization II Mode, and

to Operator's Panel LED display during all modes:

V(o) = Muzzle velocity. Magnitude and accuracy as given in Item

4.2 above.

7. Comment: None

Block X: Is Miss Distance Data Received?

1. Function: To determine whether miss distance is available on the tracking

sensor output buffer, and if available to input the data to the computer for

processing.

2. Frequency: Once every 0.1 second

3.' Inputs:

3.1 Tracking Sensor Output Buffer: From peripheral device D3.b, digital

measured projectile miss distance and measurement time.'

AT(mk) = Measured transverse projectile miF6 angle at time t(k);

positive to the right. Value consists of mean miss angle

of, all- projectiles within the field of view.

Magnitude: -4 deg to +4 deg except -0.008 deg (0.14 mil) to

+0.008 deg cannot be resolved.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

AE(mk) Measured elevation projectile miss angle at time t(k), positive

up. Value consists of mean miss angle of all projectiles

within the field of view.

Magnitude: -2 deg to +2 deg except - 0.008 deg to +0.008 deg

cannot be resolved.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.
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AD(mk) Measured projectile-to-target range. Value consists of mean

of all projectiles within the range gate. Positive before

projectile reaches the target's range.

Magnitude: -600m to +600m

Accuracy:- 0.25m

t(k) Time of day when measurement was made.

Magnitude: 0 to about 5 min should be adequate range.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

3.2 Miss Data Trigger: From Block XXIX, sampling trigger for polling the

sensors for projectile miss data, occurs at 10 times per second with a

0.005 second timing accuracy.

4. Constants: None.

5. Operations Performed:

.5.1 Interrogate Tracking Sensor Output Buffer: Upon receipt of the Miss

Data Trigger (every 0.1 second), interrogate the Tracking Sensor Output

Buffer (peripheral device D3.b) to determine if miss distance measurement

data are present.

5.2 Input Miss Distance Data: If projectile miss distance data are present

on buffer, read-data into'computer and initiate-Block XXIV processing.

5.3 No Miss Distance Data: If no projectile miss distance data are present,

generate No Miss Distance Computation Trigger and transmit to Block XVII

for processing.

6. Output,:

6.1 If Miss Distance Data Present: To Block XXIV.

AT(mk) = Measured transverse mean projectile miss angle.

(Identical to input signal, Item 3.1)

AE(mk) = Measured elevation mean projectile miss angle

(Identical to input signal).

AD(mk) = Measured range of mean projectile miss.

(Identical to input signal).

t(k) = Time of day when measurement was made.

(Identical to input signal).
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6.2 If Miss Distance Data Absent: To Block XVII, send No Miss Distance

Computation Trigger to initiate Block XVII function.

7. Comments: None

Block XI: Regenerative Target Position

1. Function: To compute regenerative, or one-scan-extrapolated, target

position data based upon the current best estimate of the smoothed target

position. These regenerated values are used to replace missing laser and/

or FLIR target coordinates and to position the laser range gate (range servo).

Such replacement is necessary (a) since the FLIR/laser sensor provides polar

coordinate target data but all tracking is done in Cartesian coordinates

and (b) the postulated laser sensor does not have a velocity servo loop.

2. Frequency: ljhenever a regenerative trigger is received, but no more

frequently than once per scan or every 0 1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Reg•qenerative Triggers: From Block VI.

a) Full Regenerative Trigger: Indicates neither laser range data nor

FLIR azimuth and elevation data were received.

b) Laser Regenerative Trigger: Indicates that no laser range data

were received from the sensor.

c) FLIR Regenerative Trigger: Indicates thai no FLIR azimuth and

elevation data were received from the sensor head.

3.2 Smoothed Target Data: From Block 11.

X(j-l) = Smoothed cross position of the target at time interval

t(j-l),right of vehicle iý; positive.

Magnitude: -l0,O00m to +l0,O00m.

Accuracy: m.

Y(j-l) Smoothed lengthwise position of the target at time interval

t(j-l), positive forward.

Magnitude: -l0,O00m to l0,O00m.

Accuracy: m.
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Z(j-1) = Smoothed vertical position of the target at time interval

t(j-l), positive up.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,000m.

Accuracy: M.

X(j-l) = Smoothed cross velocity of the target at time interval

t(j-1), positive right.

Magnitude -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Y(j-l) = Smoothed lengthwise velocity of the target at time interval

t(j-l), positive forward.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

i(j-l) = Smoothed vertical velocity of the target at time interval

t(j-l), positive up.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Initialization: The operations of this function are only performed if

one of the three regenerative triggers of Section 3.1 are received.

5.2 Target Position Extrapolation: To extrapolate forward by one scan the

current smoothed target position, i. e., to obtain the regenerative target

position in Cartesian coordinates at time interval t(j) based upon the smoothed

position at time interval t(j-l). These operations are performed whenever a

regenerative trigger is received.

X(r) = X(j-l) + X(j-l) At

Y(r) = Y(j-l) + Y(j-l) At

Z(r) = Z(j-l) + Z(j-l) At

where At = 0.1 sec = Period between sensor data inputs, i. e., between time

intervals t(j-l) and t(j).

5.3 Regenerative Target Position: To convert the regenerative target

position in Cartesian coordinates to that in polar coordinates:
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a) Performed for all three regenerative triggers.

D(r) = [X(r) 2 + Y(r) 2 + Z(r) 2]1/2

b) Performed for the Full Regenerative Trigger and FLIR Regenerative

Trigger only.

E(r) = sin- [A(r)/D(r)]

sin [X(r)/D(r) cos E(r)]

A(r) or

cos- [Y(r)/D(r) cos E(r)]

6. Outputs:

6.1 Regenerative Target Range: To Block VII and the laser range sensor

servo (peripheral device D6)

D(r) = Regenerated target range at time t(j), positive out.

Magnitude: 100m to lO,O00m.

Accuracy: m

6.2 Regenerative Target Azimuth and Elevation: To Block VII

-.... A(r) = Regenerated target azimuth at time t(j),, measured clockwise,

from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mil.

E(r) = Regenerated target azimuth at time interval t(j), positive

up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mil.

7. Comments: None
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Block XII: Ballistic Computation to Reach Current Target Position p
I. Function: To compute the projectile time of flight that would have been

required to hit the target at its current position, i. e., to hit the target

at current time t(j).

2. Frequency: When a valid projectile miss distance measurement is made,

maximum rate of 10 times per second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Current Smoothed Target Position in Polar Coordinates: From Block XX.

D(mj) = Slant range from AFAADS gun to current target position, i. e.,

position at time t(j), positive out.

Magnitude: 100m to 10,000m

Accuracy: m.

3.2 Valid Miss Distance Trigger: From Block XXVII, a Trigger indicating

that the ballistic miss distance computations should be carried out.

4. Constants: See Item 5 below.

5. Operations Performed: Upon receipt of the Valid Miss Distance Trigger,

compute the projectile time of flight using the same ballistic equation used

in Block IV, Item 5.2, Step e; namely,

t(pj) = a D(mj) + b D2 (mj) + c D3 (mj) + d D4 (mj) + e D5(mj)

where: t(pj) = Projectile time of flight required to hit a target at its.

current range D(mj)

D(mj) = Current target range, Item 3.1 above. J

a, b, c, d, e = Ballistic coefficients computed in Block IV,

Item 4.4.1 during the Initialization Mode.

This computation differs from that in Block IV since a definitive

problem exists; namely, to calculate the flight time over a specified range.

Block IV requires an iterative solution with Block III, in order to match

the predicted target position against the predicted projectile position for

impact.

The output of this block is the projectile time of flight, t(pj) required

to hit a target at range D(mj).
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71
6. Outputs:

6.1 Time of Flight: To Block XXXIX.

t(poj) = Predicted projectile time of flight to hit the target at its

current position.

Magnitude: 0 sec to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec (see Item 7, Comment)

7. Comments: Accuracy of ballistic computation and hence of t(poj) may not

have to be as great as in Block IV. Accuracy requirement is dictated by the

matching requirements of Block XIV.

Block XIII: Ballistic Data Store

1. Function: To provide storage for the orders given to the gun mount during

at least one projectile time of flight. This data is employed in the pro-

jectile miss distance computations to subtract out the miss due to target

maneuvers (Block XXVIII) and in the bias correction algorithm (Block XVI).

2. Frequency:

2.1 Data Storage Update or Input: Every 0.1 second.

2.2 Memory Interrogation or Output: Whenever a valid projectile miss dis-

tance measurement is made (at most every 0.1 second), a series of memory

interrogations is initiated.

3. Inl uts:

3.1 Data Storage Update or Input: Whenever Block XXX, the Ballistic Data

Input Register, is full, the following data are inputted to the memory:

t(l) = Time of day for the data, time interval 1.

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum should be adequate.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

t(pl) Projectile time of flight for projectile fired at time interval I.

Magnitude: 0 sec to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

A(pl) = Predicted target azimuth, t(pl) seconds from time interval I;

measured clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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E(pl) = Predicted target elevation, t(pl) seconds from time interval

I, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

6(1) = Corrected gun lead angle in azimuth; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mils.

o(1) = Corrected gun lead angle in elevation, positive up.

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mils.

3.2 Memory Interrogations:

3.2.1 Fire Time Inquiry: From Block XIV, inquiry for the clock times of

projectile fire entries. These times are used in the matching process of

Block XIV.

3.2.2 Request Target Azimuth and Elevation: From Block XV, table indices

corresponding to times t(n) and t(n + I) with request for predicted target

azimuth and elevation angles, A(p,n), E(p,n), A(p,n +1), and E(p,n +1).

These times t(n) and t(n + I) lie on either side of the equal range time.

.3.2.3 Request Target Lead Angles:ý From Block XXI, table indices correspond-

ing to times t(n) and t(n + I) with request for gun lead angles in azimuth

and elevation, 6(p,n), a(p,n), 8(p,n +1) and o(p,n + I). j
3.2.4 Request Projectile Time of Flight: From Block XVI, table indices

corresponding to times t(n) and t(n + 1) with request for predicted project-

ile time of flight, t(p,n) and t(p,n + 1).

4. Constants:

4.1 Ballistic Data Store: The file shall contain about 100 entries of

ballistic data storage, i. e., 10 seconds worth of data. Each entry consists

of the six quantities listed under Item 3.1. p.

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Data Storage Update: Replace the oldest data in storage, Item 4.1,

with the new data described in Item 3.1.

5.2 Memory Interrogation:
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5.2.1 Matching Fire Times: In response to the time of projectile fire

input (Item 3.2.1 above), provide the time of day and file indices from

the Ballistic Data Store (Item 4.1) that lie the clqsest on either side of

the input time of fire signal.

5 2.2 Data Retrieval: In response to the. indice requests of Items 3.2.2,

3.2.3, and 3.2 4, supply the requested data from the Ballistic Data Store

(Item 4.1).

6. Outputs:

6.1 Stored Time of Projectile Fire: To Block XIV

t(l) Each of the clock times of projectile fire that are in the

Ballistic Data Store (Item 4.1) in response to request to

match.

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

6.2 Matched Fire Time Indices: To Block XIV, the indices of the files

corresponding to clock times t(n) and t(n + 1), where t(n). and t(n + I) are

the selected adjacent times to the time of projectile fire, t(j-p), in

Block XIV.

6.3 Requested Target Azimuth and Elevation: To Block XV.

A(p,n) and A(p,n + 1) = Predicted target azimuth angles for pro-

jectiles fired at times t(n) and t(n + 1),

measured clockwise.

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(p,n) and E(p,n + I) Predicted target, elevation angles for

projectiles fired at times t(n) and

t(n + 1), positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg. to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

6.4 Requested Target Lead Angles: To Block XXI.

6(p,n) and 6(p,n + I) = Predicted gun lead angles in azimuth for

projectiles fired at times t(n) and t(n + 1),

positive clockwise. f
Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.
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o(p,n) and o(p,n + 1) = Predicted gun lead angles in elevation for

projectiles fired at times t(n) and

t(n + 1); positive up.

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil

6.5 Requested Projectile Time of Flight: To Block XVI

t(p,n) and t(p,n + 1) = Projectile time of flight for targets fired

at t(n) and t(n + I).

Magnitude: 0 sec. to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

7. Comments: None.

Block XIV: Match Fire Times

I. Function:

a) To determine which of the two entries in the Ballistic T)ata Store

(Block XIII, Item 4.1) correspond the closest in time to th,- computed time

of projectile fire, t(j-p).

b) To compute the fractional correction to be applied to the stored

parameters for linear interpolation to time of projectile fire, t(j-p).

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, no more often than 10 times per second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Computed Time of Projectile Fire: From Block XXXIX.

t(j-p) = Time of projectile fire for a projectile to hit the target

at its current position.

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.
7

3.2 Stored Times of Projectile Fire: From Block XIII

// t(l) = Each of the clock times of projectile fire that are in the

Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII, Item 4.1).

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum

Accuracy: '0.005 sec.
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3.3 Matched Fire Time Indices: From Block XIII, the indices for the

Ballistic Data Store table entries corresponding to clock times of pro-

jectile fire t(n) and t(n + I), where these clock times are the adjacent

times in the table on either side of the time of projectile fire t(j-p),

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: The logical operations are:

a) Time Match: Match t(j-p) against the various clock times of

projectile fire, t(l), in the Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII,

Item 4.1) to determine those t(l)'s which lie adjacent to and on

either side of t(j-p). That is find the closest t(n) and t(n + I)

such that

t(n) L t(j-p) !L t(n +' 1)

The times t(n) and t(n + I) are the selected times for the remainder

of the processing of this block.

b) Indice Retrieval: For times t(n) and t(n + I), extract from the

Ballistic Data Store the corresponding file indices.

c) Corrective Factor: Compute the correction factor C(j) to be

applied to the various data items in the Ballistic Data Store to

linearly interpolate them to correspond to the time of projectile

fire t(j-p)
t(j-p) - ti!

C(j) =I
C~)=t(n + 1) - t(n)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Match Time Data: To Blocks XV, XVI, and XXI.

I. Indices of table entries for match times t(n) and t(n + 1)

2. C(j) - Corrective factor for equal range point correction

Magnitude: 0 to 1.0, a numeric

Accuracy: 0.05

6.2 Inquiry: To Block XIII

Inquiry for clock time entries in the Ballistic Data Store- table (Block

XIII, Item 4.1) as a part of the matching process (Item 5, step a).
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7. Comments: A trade-off exists between memory in Block XIII and data

processing in Blocks XIV, XV, XVI, and XXI.

Method Used: Values are entered in Block XIII, Ballistic Data Store,

every 0.1 sec such that a linear interpolation between values is required

to obtain the equal range values for the needed parameters.

Alternate Method: Additional values are stored in Block XIII, such

that the closest time match provides sufficiently accurate values of the

parameters that the corrective factor C(j) need not be used.

Block XV: Extract Predicted Angles for Equal Time Points

I. Function: To extract from Block XIII, Ballistic Data Store, the required

data and then compute the predicted target azimuth and elevation for the

equal range point between the target and projectile.

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, no more often than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Match Time Data: From Block XIV

I. Indices of table entries in Block XIII that provide the best time

matches with time of projectile fire t(j-p), i. e., indices for

times t(n) and t(n + 1) in the Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII,

Item 4.2).

2. C(j) Corrective factor for equal range point correction.

Magnitude: 0 to 1.0, a numeric

Accuracy: 0.05

3.2 Target Angles: From Block XIII

A(p,n), A(p,n + 1) = Predicted target azimuth for projectiles fired

at times t(n) and t(n + 1); positive clockwise.

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils

E(p,n), E(p, n + 1) = Predicted target elevation for projectiles fired

at times t(n) and t(n + I); positive up.

Magnitude: -5 to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Extract: Using the table indices "or times t(n) and t(n + I),

retrieve from the Block XIII, the corresponding values of A(p,n), E(p,n),

A(p,n + 1), E(p, n + 1).

5.2 Interpolatc: Determine by linear interpolation the equal range values

of predicted target values:

A(p,j,t(j-p)) C(j) [A(p,n + 1) - A(p,n)]+A(p,n)

E(p,j,t(j-p)) C(j) [E(p,n + 1) - E(p,n)]+E(p,n)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Request: To Block XIII

Table indices for entries corresponding to t(n) and t(n + I) and request

for azimuth and elevation data.

6.2 Predicted Target Values: To Block XXVIII

A(p,j,t(j-p)) = Predicted target azimuth angle at the equal range

point; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils

E(p,j,t(j-p)) = Predicted target elevation angle at the equal range

point; positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comments: None

Block XVI: Bias Correction Algorithm

1. Function: To allocate the residual projectile miss errors into bias

corrections on muzzle velocity, gun azimuth (lead angle), and gun elevation

(lead angle). A sample calcuation is given in Appendix E.

2. Frequency: Whenever valid projectile miss distance measurement has been

made, no more frequent than every 0.1 second.
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Block XVI: Bias Correction Aloorithm

I. Function: To allocate the residual projectile miss errors into bias

corrections on muzzle velocity, gun azimuth (lead angle), and gun elevation

(lead angle). A sample calculation is given in Appendix E.

2. Frequency: Whenever valid projectile miss distance measurements have been

made, no more frequent than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Residual Miss Distance Measurement: From Block XXXVIII

AT(j) = Residual transverse miss angle in the horizontal plane between

target and pxojectile when both are at the same range. Posi-

tive if projectile is right of predicted target position.

Magnitude: -2 to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.5 mil.

AE(j) = Residual elevation miss angle in vertical plane between target

and projectile. Positive if projectile is above predicted

target position.

Magnitude: -2 to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.5 mil.

3.2 Target Elevation: From Block XX

E(mj) = Current smoothed measured target elevation angle, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mil.

3.3 Gun Lead Angles: From Block XXI

L(j) = Total lead angle for projectile arriving at target at time t(j).

Magniutde: 0 deg to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil

6(pj) = Azimuth lead angle for projectile arriving at target at time

t(j), positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg to +90 aeg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil
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0 (pj) * Elevation lead angle for projectile arriving at target at

time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -30 to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil

3.4 Time of Flight: From Block XIII

t(p,n), t(p,n + 1) = Predicted projectile time of flight for projectiles

fired at clock times t(n) and t(n + 1).

Magnitude: 0 sec to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

3.5 Match Time Data: From Block XIV

I. Indices of table entries in Block XIII that provide the best time

matches with time of projectile fire t(j-p); i. e., indices for

times t(n) and t(n + I).

2. C(j) = Corrective factor for equal range point correction.
Magnitude: 0 to 1.0,a numeric

Accuracy: 0.05

4. Constants:

4.1 Bias Variances:

a 2(A) = Azimuth bias variance

Magnitude: less than (10 mis) 2

Accuracy: 0.1%

2a (B) = Elevation bias variance

Mangitude: less than (10 mils) 2 and equal to the azimuth
bias variance.

Accuracy: 0.1%

a 2(V) = Muzzle velocity bias variance expressed in terms of an

equivalent angular error.

Magnitude: (8 mils) 2

Accuracy: 0.1%

Note: The equivalent angular muzzle velocity error, whose variance is

defined above, is the following function of the actual muzzle velocity error:
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jAV(pj)
a(vj) I L(j)

V (p)

where: a(vj) = Equivalent angular muzzle velocity error at time t(j).

AV(pj) = Muzzle velocity error in meters per second at time t(j).

V(a) = Average projectile velocity in meters per second.

L(j) = Total gun lead angle.

4.2 Projectile Velocity:

V(a) = Average projectile velocity, varies with the selected

ammunition (one of five).

Magnitude: i.m/sec (800m/sec used for computer
sizing)

Accuracy: 1%

4.3 Combined Measurement and Dispersion Variances:

a(TW)2 = Combination of the horizontal or transverse round-to-round

dispersion variance and the measurement variance. Measured

transverse to the line-of-sight to target.

Magnitude: (3 mils)2

Accuracy: 0.1%

2(EW) = Combination of the elevation round-to-round dispersion

variance and the measurement variance. Measured in the

elevation plane.

Magnitude: (3 mils) 2

"Accuracy: 0.1%

(VW2 = Combined equivalent angle variance for the muzzle velocity,

round-to-round dispersion and measurement error.

Magnitude: (4 mils) 2

Accuracy: 0.1%

4.4 Data Storage of Matrices: All temporary storage

U(j): n values must be stored, corresponding to the total number of

observations that can be made and processed during the predicted

time of flight t(pj) for the just observed projectile. The

maximum value for n is 100 based upon a measurement every

interrupt time (every 0.1 sec) and the maximum allowable flight

time of 10 seconds.
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K(j): Last value only

M(j) = P(j-l): Last value only

X(j): Last value only

5. Operations Performed

5.1 Defined Matrices

a) Measurement Matrix /AT(j)
Z(j) =

,AE(j)

where AT(j) and AE(j) are the input parameters for the residual

miss distance measurements (Item 3.1)

b) A Priori Bias Error Convariance Matrix

(A) 0 0

M(l) = P(o) = 20 a2(E) 0

where the non-zero terms are the bias variances of Item 4.1.

c) Random Error Matrix

TR(j) = <V(j) V(j)T> ..

T T
= <G(j) W(j-tp) GT(j) W(j-tp) >

02 a V)cos2E(mj) sin 8(pj) a (VW) sina(pj) cosE(mj) sin s(pj

2(VW) sin 7(pj)cos E(mj) sin ,o 2 (EW)+a2(VW) sin2 C(pj)

where the scalar parameters are defined in Items 3.2, 3.3, and 4.2.

d) Bias Geometry Matrix

(cosE(mj) 0 cosE(mj) sin6(pj),)H(j)
1 sin a(pj)

where the scalar terms are input parameters defined in Items 3.2

and 3.3.
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e) Bias Error State Vector Matrix

The terms of this matrix constitute the output of this block.

bj)

X(j) = E(bj)
S..... kV(bj) . .

where: A(bj) = Azimuth angle bias correction factor at time t(j)

E(bj) = Elevation angle bias correction factor at time

t(j)

V(bj) = Angular equivalent of the muzzle velocity bias

correction factor at time t(j)

The angular equivalent of the muzzle velocity bias is defined as

the angular miss along the projectile's trace across the sensor's

field of view. Its relationship to the actual muzzle velocity

bias is given by the note in Item 4.1 above.

5.2 Algebraic Operations:

5.2.1 Predicted Projectile Time of Flight:

a) Retrieve from the Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII, Item 4.1) the
predicted projectile times of flight, t(p,n) and t(p,n +1I), for

projectiles fired at clock times t(n) and t(n + 1). This is done

using the table entry indices of input Item 3.5.

b) Compute the predicted projectile time of flight for the equal range

value by

t(pj) C(j) [t(p,n ÷1) - t(p,n)] + t(p,n)

5.2.2 Number of Miss Measurements:

a) Compute the number of sampling periods made during the previous

t(pj) seconds where t(pj) is the predicted projectile time of flight

for the last observed projectile (Item 5.2.1, Step b). Since the

sampling rate in this AFAADS analysis is 10 times per second.

p 10 t(pj)
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It should be noted that p is also t e maximum number of miss

measurements that can be made.

b) Actual number of miss measurements, n, is the number of sampling

intervals during the last p intervals when projectile miss data

was received and processed.

5.3 Matrix Operations:

These operations are performed each time a projectile miss measurement

is received. For time t(j):

a) Compute matrices Z(j), R(j), and H(j).

b) Compute the Kalman Gain.

T T IK(j) = M(j) H(j) [H(j) M(j) H(j) + R(j)]-

c) Update the Covariance Matrix (2 fbrms exist)

T TM(j) - K(j) [H j) M(j) H(j) + R(j)] K(j)

M(j + 1) P(j) or

T T
wM(e) [1 - H(j) K(j) ]

d) Update the Bias Correction Matir$

U(j). = -K(j) [Z(j) + H(j) Z U(jl-k)]S• ~~k=l '

where: n =number of miss measurements made in flight time of

projectile, t(pj). (See Item 5 2.2, Step b).

e) Compute the Bias Error State Vector Matrix

X(j) = X(j-l) + U(j)

The terms of this matrix constitute the output parameters.

f) Store the latest values of U(j), K(j), M(j), and X(j) (See Item

4.4).

6. Outputs: The algebraic sign of these correction factors will remove /'

the indicated biases.

6.1 Muzzle Velocity Bias Correction Factor: To Block XXII

/
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V(bj) = Muzzle velocity bias correction factor expressed as an

angular miss along the projectile's trace across the

sensor's field of view.

Magnitude: -25 mils to +25 mils

Accuracy: 0.1% j
6.2 Angle Bias Correction Factors: To Block XXXVII

A(bj) = Azimuth angle bias correction factor, applied to gun azimuth
lead angle; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -2 to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.1%

E(bj) = Elevation angle bias correction factor applied to gun

elevation angle; positive up.

Magnitude: -2 to + 2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.1%

7.0 Comment....._s:

7.1 Matrix Inversion: Only a 2 x 2 matrix is involved.

Sa(22) -a(12 )

Sa(,11)' a(1'2) • a(21) a(Ill? .

a(21) -a(22)

7.221Sample)/ [a(ll)a(22) - a(12)a(21)] I

• 7.2 Sample Computation:

Appendix E contains a sample calculation of the algorithms in this block.

8. References:

a) Volume I of this report, Section 3.

b) Appendix E for a sample calculation.

Block XVII: Stop Miss Distance Computation

1. Function: Processing branch point where projectile miss distance computa-

tions are not processed until the next sampling cycle.
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2. Frequency: Once upon receipt of a stop miss distance computation trigger,

no more frequent than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 No Miss Distance Computation Trigger: From Blocks X and XXIV, trigger

signal that no valid miss distance data is present for processing.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Computer processing stops all miss distance

measurement computations until next sample interval.

6. Outputs: Signal to Executive relative to applicable applications

programs.

7. Comments: None

Block XVIII: Wind Data (from Operator)

1. Function: To provide wind data for ballistic correction, as inputted by

the Operator during Initialization I Mode.

2. Frequency:

2.1 Operator Panel Polling: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in wind

data every 0.1 second during Initialization I Mode.

2.2 Ballistic Corrections: Wind data to be available for ballistic correc-

tions during the Initialization I Mode and for every ballistic computation

update, i. e., every 0.1 second, during the Real Time Fire Control Mode.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

is received every 0.1 second for polling the output buffer of the Operator's

Panel (peripheral device DI).

3.2 Operator's Panel: From peripheral device DI, the value of the wind

is read This can be either:

a. PRESET value trigger

b. ENTERED wind speed and heading

W 2 Wind speed

Magnitude: Om/sec to 30m/sec (66 mph)

Accuracy: l.Om/sec.
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e(r) Relative wind direction towards AFAADS, measured clockwise

from front of vehicle

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 5 deg.

4. Constants:

4.1 Preset Value: Value to be used if Operator enters PRESET

Speed: Magnitude: Om/sec

Accuracy: I.Om/sec

Relative Direction: Magnitude: 0 deg (actually undetermined)

Accuracy: 5 deg.

4.2 Stored Value: Last value entered by the Operator

W = Magnitude of entered wind speed

Magnitude: Om/sec to 30m/sec

Accuracy: 1.om/sec

Q(r) = Relative direction of the wind toward AFAADS, measured

clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: 5 deg.

S5. Operations Performed: .

Upon receipt of the Polling Trigg'2r from Block XXIX, the output buffers

for wind on the Operator's Panel (part of peripheral device DI) are polled

for any change.

a. If no change, processing ends.

b. If changed and operator has entered PRESET, enter Preset Value of

wind (Item 4.1) in Stored Value memory location (Item 4.2).

c. If changed and operator has entered a wind velocity and/or direction,

enter this or these new values in the Stored Value memory locations.

Note both direction and speed must be either Preset or User values.

.A mix is invalid.

The Stored Value memory wind values (Item 4.2) shall always be ready for

use in ballistic corrections during both Initialization I and Real Time Fire

Control Modes.
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6. Outputs:

6.1 Wind: To Block IV during the Initialization Mode and to Block V during

the Semi-Automatic Real Time Fire Cortrol Mode:

W Magnitude of stored wind

Q(r) = Relative direction of the stored wind.

The magnitudes and accuracies of these quantities are the same

as Section 4 2, Stored Values.

7. Comments: None

Block XIX: Air Data (from Operator)

1. Function: To provide air temperature and air pressure for ballistic

corrections, as inputted by the Operator during Initialization I N:)de.

2. Frequency: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in air temperature

and/or air pressure every 0.1 second during Initialization I Mode.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

is received every 0.1 second for polling the output buffer of the Operator's

Panel (peripheral device Dl).

3.2 Operator's Panel: From the output buffer of the Operator's Panel, part

of peripheral device Dl, the values of air temperature and air pressure are

read. Values are:

a. PRESET value trigger for either air temperature or air pressure.

b. Air Temperature Value, T: Value entered by operator.

Magnitude: -20 deg to +120 deg F.

Accuracy: I deg F

c. Air Pressure Value, P: Value entered by operator

Magnitude: 500 mb to 1040 mb

Accuracy: 1 mb

4. Consta:nts:

4.1 Preset Value: Value to be used if Oý)erator enters PRESET
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Air Temperature: Magnitude: 70 deg F.

Air Pressure: Magnitude: 1013 mb.

4.2 Stored Values: Last value entered by the Operator:

Air Temperature: Magnitude: -20 deg to +120 deg F

Accuracy: 1 deg F

Air Pressure: Magnitude: 500 mb to 1040 mb

Accuracy: I mb

5. Operations Performed:

Upon receipt of the Polling Trigger from Block XXIX during Initializa-

tion I Mode, the output buffers for air temperature and air pressure on thp

Operator's Panel are polled for change:

a. If no change, processing end.

b. If changed and PRESET has been entered, enter appropriate Preset

Value (Item 4.1) in Stored Value memory location (Item 4.2).

c. If changed and a value has been entered, enter that value in the

appropriate Stored Value memory location.

For cases b. and c., the new values are sent to Block IV Ballistic

Computations, for correcting the coefficients of the ballistic equations

during Initialization I Mode.

6. Outputs: To Block IV during Initialization I Mode only. All new values

of air temperature and/or air pressure. Magnitudes and accuracies as given

in 4.2 above

7. Comments: None

Block XX: Coordinate Conversion to Polar (Position)

1. Function: To convert current smoothed target position data from Cartesian

coordinates, X(j), Y(j), Z(j), to polar coordinates, D(mj), A(mj), E(mj).

2. Frequency: Every update of the current target position, i. e., every 0.1

second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Current Smoothed Target Position: From Block II, current smoothed target

position in Cartesian coordinates for flat earth.
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= Cross position of target relative to AFAADS vehicle at time

t(j), right side is positive.

Magnitude: -lO,000m to +lO,O00m

Accuracy: m

Y(j) = Lengthwise position of target relative to AFAADS vehicle at

time t(j), positive forward.

Magnitude: -1O,O00m to +10,O00m
Accuracy: m

Z(j) = Altitude of target above AFAADS vehicle at time t(j),
positive up.
Magnitude: -900m to +8,000m

Accuracy: m

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

For every update of current target position, compute

D(mj) = [2?(j) + y2(j) + Z2(j)]1/2

E(mj) = sin' [Z(j)/2r(mj)]

-1 l
sin [X(j)/D(mj) cos E(mj)]

LCos (Y(j)/D(mj) CsEm)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Range: To Blocks XII, XXIV, and XXVI

D(mj) Slant range from AFAADS gun to current target position

at time t(j), positive out.

Magnitude: 100m to l0,O00m

Accuracy: M.

6.2 Azimuth: To Blocks XXVI, XXVIII, XXXVI, and XXXVII.

A(mj) = Current target azimuth from front of vehicle at time t(j),

measured clockwise.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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6.3 Elevation: To Blocks: XVI XXVIII
XXII XXXVI

XXIII XXXVII
XXVI

E(mj) Current target elevation at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comments: Any other equivalent set of coordinate conversion equations

can be used.

Block XXI: Lead Angle Extraction and Computation

1. Function:

a. To extract from Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII) the predicted gun

lead angels for time t(n) and t(n + 1).

b. To interpolate to the predicted equal range point, values of the

gun lead angles.

c. To compute the total lead angle.

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, maximum frequency of 10 times per second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Matched Time Data: From Block XIV

1. Indices of table entries in Block XIII which provide best time

matches above and below time of projectile fire, t(j-p), namely

at times t(n) and t(n +1).

2. C(j) = Corrective factor for equal range point correction.

Magnitude: 0 to 1.0, z numeric

Accuracy: 0.05

3.2 Target Lead Angles: From Block XIII

6(p,n), 6(pn + I) = Predicted gun lead in azimuth for projectile

fired at times t(n) and t(n + I); positive

clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil
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I
a(p,n), o(p,n + 1) Predicted gun elevation lead angles for pro-

jectiles fired at times t(n) and t(n + 1);

positive up.

Magnitude: -30 to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.-

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Extract:

With the table indices corresponding to table times t(n) and t(n + 1),

extract from Block XlIi, the Ballistic Data Store, the corretiunding values

of 8(p,n), a(p,n), 6(p,n + 1), o(p,n + I).

5.2 Interpolate:

Determine by linear interpolation the equal range or predicted values

for the lead angles

6(pj) = C(j) [ 6 (p,n + 1) - 6(p,n)] + 6 (p,n)

a(pj) = C(j) [a(p,n + 1) - a(p,n)] + a(p,n)

5.3 Total Lead Angle:

Compute total lead angle:

L(j) =v62(pj) + f (pj)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Request: To Block XIII

Table indices corresponding to times t(n) and t(n + I) with request for

gun lead angle data, 6(p,n), a(p,n), 6(p,n + I) and a(p,n + 1).

6.2 Predicted Gun Lead Angles: To Block XVI

L(j) = Total gun lead for projectile arriving at target at time t(j).

Magnitude: 0 deg to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

6(pj) = Azimuth gun lead angle for projectile arriving at target at

time t(j), positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.
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O(pj) = Elevation lead angle for projectile arriving at target

at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

7. Comments: None

Block XXII: Muzzle Velocity Bias Correction

I. Function: To apply the muzzle velocity bias correction factor to the

gun's azimuth and elevation lead angles. This correction factors is a

function of the type of ammunition and is updated by the projectile miss

distance measurements.

2. Frequency: Every update of the gun train and elevation orders, i.e.,

every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Ammunition Selection: From Block XXXIV, the selected ammunition type,

5 types.

3.2 Ballistically Corrected Gun Lead Anqles: From Block XXXVI:

6(bcj) = Ballistically corrected gun lead angle in azimuth; positive

clockwise from target's azimuth.

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

a(bcj) = Ballistically corrected gun lead angle in elevation; positive

above target.

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

3.3 Muzzle Velocity Bias Correction Factor: From Block XVI:

V(bj) Muzzle velocity bias correction factor expressed as an angular

miss along the projectile's trace across the sensor's field

of view.

Magnitude: -25 mils to +25 mils.

Accuracy: 0.1%.
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3.4 Target Elevation: From Block XX

E(mj) Current smoothed target elevation angle measured from the

AFAADS vehicle; positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg. to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.5 Target's Angular Velocity: From Block XXVI

T(j) = Current smoothed target transverse angular velocity relative

to the line of sight; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

E(j) = Current smoothed target elevation angular velocity relative

to the line of sight; positive up.

Magnitude: -25 deg/sec to +25 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

4. Constants:

4.1 Permanent Memory:

g = Acceleration due to gravity

Magnitude: 9.80665 m/sec2

Accuracy: To be compatible with other parameters

V(a) Average projectile velocity. Varies with the selected

ammunition (5 types). Constant is also used in Block XVI.

Magnitude: _n/sec (800m/sec used for computer sizing task)

Accuracy: 1%.

4.2 Temporary Memory: Store the last used values of the gun lead angle

corrections in azimuth and elevation by ammunition type. (For each of five

projectile types, store one azimuth and one elevation angle for a total of

10 values)

5. Operations Performed:

The logic flow is shown on Figure 11-9. Each of the following steps

are correlated to blocks on the figure.

a) Correction Logic Determination: On every update of the gun train
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and elevation orders, determine if a muzzle velocity bias

correction factor is available from Block XVI. If no factor

available, proceed to Step b; if available, proceed to Stei-, c.

b) Data Retrieval: If no new correction factor is available,

retrieve from memory (Item 4.2) the last used gun lead angle

correction factors in azimuth and elevation for the ammunition

type being used. Then proceed to Step f.

c) Observed Inclination of Projectile's Trajectory: If a new muzzle

velocity correction factor is available (Item 3.3), compute the

observed inclination of the trace of the projectile's trajectory

across the field-of-view of the sensor for the selected ammuni-

tion type.

tan 1P j) =R {tj) - [g/V(a)]sin E(mj)} /i~(j)

Proceed to Step d.

d) New Correction Angles: Compute new gun lead angle correction

factors in azimuth and elevation due to muzzle velocity bias by:

Azimuth: 6(vj) V(bj) cos 0(j)

Elevation: a(vj) = V(bj) sin 0(j)

Proceed to Step e.

e) Store: For-the selected ammunition type, replace the gun lead

angle correction factors in azimuth and elevation by those com-

puted in Step d Proceed to Step f.

f) Lead Angle Corrections: Apply the gun lead angle correction fac-

tors (from Step b or Step d) to the ballistically corrected lead

angles (Item 3.2).

Azimuth:' 6(vcj) = 6(bcj) + 6(vj)

Elevation: a(vcj) = a(bcj) + a(vj)
//

/
Output these gun lead angles.

6. Outputs: -

6.1 Velocity Corrected Gun Lead Angles: To Block XXXVII
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6(vcj) = Muzzle velocity corrected gun lead angle (gun leads target)

in azimuth; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg to +90 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

L(vcj) = Muzzle velocity corrected gun lead angle in elevation;

positive up.

Magnitude: -30 deg to +70 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comments: None

Block XXIII: Coordinate Conversion to LOS Transverse

I. Function: To change the azimuth target maneuver correction to the line-

of-sight (LOS) transverse target maneuver correction.

/ 2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, i. e., no more frequent than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Target Elevation: From Block XX.

E(mj) = Current smoothed target elevation at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -5 to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.2 Azimuth Miss due to Taroet Maneuver: From Block XXVIII

SAA(vj) Azimuth miss angle due to target maneuver at time t(j),ý

positive for a target to the right of the predicted position.

Magnitude: -45 deg to +45 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Coordinate change.

AT(vj) = AA(vj) cos E(mj)

6. Output:

6.1 Transverse Target Maneuver Correction: To Block XXXVIII
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AT(vj) = Target maneuver correction in a plane through the line-of-

sight to the target and perpendicular to the elevation

plane, i. e., the transverse target maneuver correction

angle; positive for target to right of predicted position.

Magnitude: -45 deg to +45 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comments: None

Block XXIV: Is Miss Distance Data Valid?

1. Function: To determine whether the measured angular miss distance data

will provide valid data for making bias error corrections.

2. Frequency: Every time miss distance data is received, at most every

0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Measured Miss Distance Data: From Block X.

AT(mk) Measured transverse proiectile miss angle at time t(k),

positive if the miss is to the right.

Magnitude: •-4 deg to +4 deg except -0.008 deg. to +0.008

deg can not be resolved.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

AE(mk) Measured elevation projectile miss angle at time t(k),

positive if the miss is up.

Magnitude: -2 deg to +2 deg except -0.008 deg. to +0.008

can not be resolved.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

AD(mk) Measured projectile-to-target range at time t(k), positive

for projectile between AFAADS and target.

Magnitude: -600m to +600m.

Accuracy: 2m.

t(k) = Clock time when measurement was made.

Magnitude: 0 to about 5 min

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.
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3.2 Target Angular Rate: From Block XXV

(k) = Magnitude of total angular velocity of target relative to

AFAADS gun at time t(k).

"Magnitude: 0 to 95 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

3.3 Target Range Rate: From Block XXXVI

D(k) Current smoothed target range rate relative to AFAADS gun

at time t(k); opening rate positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

3.4 Target Range: From Block XX

R(mj) = Range to current target position at time t(j).

Magntiude: lOOm to lOOOOm.
Accuracy: m.

3.5 Projectile Type: From Block XXXIV, status word indicating the selected

projectile type.

4. Constants:

4.1 Permanent.Storage: The following parameters are stored in the Program

Memory (PROM or ROM).

D(p) Table of projectile velocities as a function of target range

and projectile type.

Range of Magnitudes: Minimum: 300m/sec

Maximum: 1570m/sec.

At Data sampling period, determined by Block XXIX

Magnitude: 0.1 second.

D(d) = Range dispersion due to muzzle velocity dispersion times time-

of-flight. (Depends on ammunition type, 5 considered).

Magnitude: m (60m used in computer sizing task, see 3

Appendix D)

w(o) = Minimum angular velocity constant; equal to angular miss

distance error divided by half the scan period. 4
Magnitude: 16 mils/sec = 0.92 deg/sec.
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4.2 Temporary Storage:

The last two time samples of each of the seven input quantities.

5. Operations Performed:

The logic operations presented are based upon a high pulse rate laser

operating with the FLIR. As discussed in Volume I, Section 3.2, such a

combination provides range gating of the FLIR returns; and thus the com-

bination is similar to radar. If such a combination is not feasible in the

AFAADS time period, either the closed locp bias corrections in AFAADS could

be changed to the two dimensional case with a reduction in the processing

requirements or a radar tracking sensor could be considered.

Proceeding on the above basis, Figure 11-10 shows the logic flow. It

is amplified by the following:

a) Read in:

1) From Block X: AT(mk), AE(mk), AD(mk), and t(k).

2) From Block XXV: (O(k)

3) From Block XXVI: D(k)

Proceed to Step b).

b) Store data in memory, replacing the older of the two sets of data.

Go to Step c).

c) Compare the clock times t(k) and t(q) of the two sets of data in

memory to determine if their difference equals the data sampling

period, At: i. e.,

Does It(k) - t(q)l= At? "

If yes, to to Step d). If no, go to Step e).

d) S4 --e miss data was detected on consecutive time samples,

i) Select the lesser of AD(mk) andAD(mq).

ii) In the following use that file in the temporary storage, Item
4.2, that contains the lesser of AD(mk) and AD(mq). Go to

Step f).

e) Since miss data was detected on only the last time sample, use that

file in the following. Proceed with Step f).
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Figure 11-10. Logic Flow for Miss Distance Data Determination (Sheet I of 2).
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Figure 11-10. Logic Flow for Miss Distance Data Determination (Sheet 2 of 2).
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f) For convenience and clarity, the selected data will have the

time interval designated by j rather than either k or q Go

to Step g.

g) Based upon the projectile type (Item 3.5) and the current target

range (Item 3.4), select from memory the approDriate projectile

velocity (Item 4.1). Go to Step h).

h) Compute

AD(o) = [D(p) - 6(j)] At + D(d)

Go to Step i).

i) Is W(j) (o)?

If no, stop computations and output No Miss Distance Computation

Trigger to Block XVII.

If yes, continue with Step j).
j) Is AD(mj)i6- AO(o)?

If no, stop computations and output No Miss Distance Computation

TriggeŽr to Block XVII.

If yes, valid projectile miss data has been received and the

remaining computations are to proceed, Step k).

k) Generate Valid Data Exists Trigger for Block XXV1I.

I) Output to Block XXXVIII: AT(wj), AE(mj), t(j)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Valid Data Exists Trigger: To Block XXVII, send a trigger that valid

projectile miss data has been received and hence the bias correction algorithm

should proceed.

6.2 Projectile Miss Data: To Block XyXXVlII:

AT(mj) = Measured transverse projectile miss angle.
(Identical to input)

AE(mj) = Measured elevation projectile miss angle.
(Identical to input)

6.3 Time of Projectile Miss Measurement: To Block XXXIX

t(j) = Time of day when measurement was made.
(Identical to input)
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6.4 No Miss Distance Computation Trigger: To Block XVII, send No Miss

Distance Computation Trigger to stop all miss distance computations for

this sampling period.

7. Comments: None

8. References:

a) Volume I, Section 3.

b) Appendix D.

Block XXV: Total LOS Angular Velocity

1. Function: To compute the total angular velocity of the line-of-sight

from the AFAADS gun to the target.

2. Frequency: Every update of the current target position, i. e., every 0.1

second.

3. Inp~uts:

3.1 Current Target Angular Rates: From Block XXVI.

T(J) = Current smoothed target transverse angular rate relative to

AFAADS gun at time t(j), positive to the right.

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

E(j) Current smoothed target elevation angular rate relative

to AFAADS gun at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -25 deg/sec to +25 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

4. , Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Upon receipt of every update of the current target

position, compute the magnitude of the total angular velocity:

S'( )= J7T777

6. Output:

6.1 Total Angular Velocity: To Block XXIV.

0(j) = Magnitude of the total angular velocity of the target relative

to the AFAADS gun at time t(j)

Magnitude: 0 to 95 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mils/sec.

7. Comments: None
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Block XXVI: Coordinate Conversion to Polar (Velocity)

1. Function: To convert the smoothed target velocity data from Cartesian

coordinates into polar coordinates.

2. Frequency: Every update of the current target position, i. e., every

0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Current Smoothed Target Velocity: From Block II

X(j) = Current smoothed cross velocity of target relative to AFAADS

vehicle at time t(j), right side is positive.

Magnitude: -40OLJn/sec tu +400mi/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

i(j) = Current smoothed length, se velocity of target relative to

AFAADS vehicle at time t(j), positive forward.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: m/sec.

i(j) = Current smoothed climb rate of target relative to AFAADS

vehicle at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/sec.

Accuracy: nm/sec.

3.2 Current Smoothed Target Position: From Block XX

D(mj) = Smoothed slant range from AFAADS gun to current target position

at time t(j).

Magnitude: IltOm to l,000m

Accuracy: __ m/sec.

A(mj) = Smoothed target azimuth from AFAADS gun measured from front of

vehicle in a clockwise direction..

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: -- mil.

E(mj) = Smoothed target elevation from AFAADS gun; positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: miI.

4. Constants: None
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5. Operations Performed: For every target position update, compute

"i(j) [X(j) cos A(mj) - Y(j) sin A(mj)]/D(mj)

iEU) =f.-[X(j) sin A(mj) + Y(j.) cos A(mj)] sin E(mj)

+ (j) sin E /(mj /DD(mj)

D(j) [X(j) sin A(mj) + Y(j) cos A(mj)] cos E(mj)

+Z(j) sin E(mj)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Current Target Angular Rates: To Block XXV and XXII

f(j) = Current smoothed target transverse angular rate relative to

AFAADS gun at time t(j), positive to the right.

Magnitude: -90 deg/sec to +90 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mi Is/sec.

E(j) = Current smoothed target elevation angular rate relative to

AFAADS gun at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -25 den/sec to +25 deg/sec.

Accuracy: mi lb/sec.

6.2 Current Target Range Rate: To Block XXIV.

D(j) = Current smoothed target range ratc r-elative to AFAADS gun at

time t(j), opening rate positive.

Magnitude: -400m/sec to +400m/bec.

Accuracy: - m/sec.

7. Comments: None

18. Reference:

a) Reference 1, page 5-11.

Block XXVII: Initiate Projectile Miss Calculations

1. Function: To initiate the projectile miss calculations.

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement has

been made, maximum frequency of 10 times per second.
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3. Input:

3.1 Valid Data Exists Trigger: From Block XXIV, a trigger signal indicat-

ing that a valid projectile miss distance measurement has been made.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Upon receipt of the trigger signal, the Executive

will initiate the appropriate projectile miss measurement and bias correc-

tion algorithms.

6.

L.1 Valid Miss Distance Trigger: To Block XII, a signal to execute the

appropriate algorithm.

7. Comment: None

Block XXVIII: Target Maneuver Correction

I. Function: To determine the miss distances in azimuth and elevation due

to target maneuvers.

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, i. e., no more frequent than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 ?redicted Target Values: From Block XV

A(p,j,t(j-p)) Predicted target az-muth angle at the equal range point,

measured clockwise.

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(p,j,t(j-p)) Predicted target elevation angle at the (qual range

point, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.2 Current Target Values: From Block XX

A(mj) = Current smdoothed target azimuth at time t(j), measured

clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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E(mj) =Current smoothed target elevation at time t(j) above

plane of vehicle, positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg. to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Compute target maneuver correction.

AA(vj) = A(mj) - A(p,j,t(j-p))

AE(vj) = E(mj) - E(p,j,t(j-p))

Outputs:

6.1 Azimuth Miss Due to Target Maneuver: To Block XXIII

AA(vj) = Azimuth miss angle due to target maneuver at tim(e t(0),

positive for target to right of predicted po.itior.

Magnitude: -45 (1-g to +45 deo.

Accuracy: _ mi 1-..

6.2 Elevation Miss, Due to Target Maneuver: To Block XXXVIII.

AE(.vj) = Elevation mi.-,, angle due to target ma0 ,'ttv,'r ;..t t im

t(J ), positive for target above pre-dicltd pc-i ion.

Magnitude: -30 de. to +30 dea.

Accuracy: __ mils.

7. Comment: None

Block XXIX: Real Time Ciock

1. Function: To provide tmer- interrupt.- for pollituir all inp,11 (lC,'iC.

including the Operator's Panel. Thv-e( iiterruplt- are- the in;t ier I'tt tit n

controlling the software.

2. Frequency: For pol ting.

a. Tracking Sensor (tareel drals and rate jyvr(l datla): Five.ry (). I se.

h. Tracking Sensor (projectile mi--, datia): Every 0. 1 .,'

c. Operator'-, Panel: Every (). I -(c.

"3. 1nput

"3. I Time of a),y RCeClu'-,t : Fromn I(.(ck XXX, r e('LtW t I-cor lime of dit y.
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7/

4, Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Each of the following are logically independent.

5.1 Real Time Clock: Real time clock giving time of day

Scale Range: 0 to 5 minutes maximum

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

5.2 Polling Triggers: Generate the required polling triggers at the

required times for transmission.

5.3 Time-of-Day: Generate the time-of-day signal when requested.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Target Data Trigger: To Block VI, send trigger for polling the FLIR

and laser sensors for target position data and the rate gryos for target

angle rate data.

Frequency: Every 0.1 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

6.2 Miss Data Trigger: To Block X. send trigger for polling the FLIR and

laser sensors for projectile miss data.

Frequency: Every 0.1 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

6.3 Poll Operator's Panel: To the Operator's Panel (Blocks IX, XVIII, XIX,

XXXI, XXXIII and XXXIV), send trigger for polling any changes in the Opera-

tor's Panel (button pushes and/or keyboard entries). "

Frequency:. Every 0.1 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

6.4 Time of Day Signal: To Block XXX

t(l) = Time of day at interval 1.

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

7. Comment: None

Block XXX: Ballistic Data Input Register

1. Function: To assemble the data to be placed in the Ballistic Data

Store, Block XIII.
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2. Frequency: Every 0.1 second

3. Inputs:

3.1 Time Signal: From Block XXIX

t(l) Time of day at time inverval I.

Magnitude: Clock time, 5 min. maximum

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

3.2 Projectile Time of Flight: From Block IV.

t(pl) = Projectile time of fllight for projectile fired at clock time

interval I.

Magnitude: 0 sec. to 10 sec.

Accuracy: 0.005 sec.

3.3 Predicted Target Position: From Block IV

A(pl) = Predicted target azimuth, t(pl) seconds after clock time
i

interval 1; measured clockwise.

Magntiude: 0 deg. to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(pl) = Predicted target azirnuth,t(pl') seconds after clock time

interval I; positive up.

Magntiude: -5 deg. to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.4 Gun Lead Angles: From Block XXkVII.

6(1) Corrected gun lead angle in azimuth for time interval I;

positive clockwise

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0 25 mil.

(1) =Corrected gun lead angle in elevation for time interval ,•;

positive up.
/

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 nil.

/
4. Constants: Buffer store for the six input quantities during assemhly ....
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5. Operations Performed:

a) Upon receipt of the projectile time of flight signal, t(pl), from

Block IV, interrogate the Real Time Clock (Block XXIX) for the

time of day signal t(l). Place both in the buffer store.

b) Receive the predicted target position angles, A(pl) and E(pl), and

place in the buffer store.

c) Receive the gun lead angles, 6(1) and a(l), and place in the buffer

store.

*\d) Assemble and transfer to the Ballistic Data Store (Block XIII) the

six quantities in the buffer store. These replace the oldest entry

in the store.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Ballistic Data Store Entry: To Block XlII, a new entry for the data

store is transferred. It contains the same six quantities listed in the

buffer store (Item 4). The magnitude and accuracies are the samp as the

same quanitites in the Input (Item 3).

6.2 Time of Day Request: To Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, a request for the

time of day.

7. Comments: None.

Block XXXI: Prediction Mode Designation (by Operator)

I. Function: To provide the Prediction Module, Block I1I, with Opcrator

instructions on the types of prediction modes to be used. Operator instruc-

tions override the automatic prediction modes.

2. Frequency: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in prediction mode

instruction every 0.1 second during the Initialization II Mode and during

the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode.

3. Inus

3.1 Follino Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

is received every 0.1 second for polling the output buffer of the Operator's

Panel (Peripheral device l)2.a).
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3.2 Operator's Panel: From peripheral device D2.a, the change in the

activation of one or more prediction function switches is read. These

switches are:

a. USE DIVE: (i) Activated: Use Operator entered dive angle threshold

in Prediction Module (Block III) and deactivate auto-

matic dive and turn thresholds.

(ii) Deactivated: Do not use Operator entered dive angle

threshold.

b. USE LINEAR: (i) Activated: Use linear prediction and deactivate

automatic dive and turn thresholds.

(ii) Deactivated: No instructions to Prediction Module

(Block 111).

c. USE TURN: (i) Activated: Use Operator entere(! turn acceleratici

threshold in Prediction Module (Block III) and de-.

activate automatic dive and turn thresholds.

(ii) Deactivate: Do not use Operator entered turn accelera-

tion threshold.

4. Constants:

4.1 Prediction Mode Status: Status bits indicating whicii types of prediction

modes are to be used.

5. Operations Performed:

a. Upon receipt of the Polling Trigger, the output buffer of the

Operator's Panel (part of Peripheral Device D2.a) is polled for

any change in the USE DIVE prediction mode switch setting.

(i) If no change, go to Step h.

(ii) If activated, go to Step b.

(iii) If deactivated, go to Step e.

b. With activation of the USE DIVE prediction, deactivate both auto-

matic dive and automatic turn predictions in the Predication Module

(Block III). Go to Step c.

c. Use Stored Value of dive angle threshold from Block XXXII in Pre-

diction Module. Go to Step d.
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d. Light USE DIVE switch on Operator's Panel. Go to Step h.

e. With deactivation of USE DIVE prediction, reactivate automatic

dive and automatic turn predictions in Prediction Module unless

blocked by Steps 1 and/or p. below. Go to Step f.

f. Use Preset Value of Dive Angle Threshold and Stored Value of Turn

(Acceleration) Threshold from Block XXXII in Prediction Module.

Go to Step g.

g. Extinguish USE DIVE switch light on Operator's Panel. Go to Step h.

h. Poll USE TURN prediction mode switch for any change.

(i) If no change, go to Step o.

(ii) If activated, go to Step i.

(iii) If deactivated, go to Step I.

i. With activation of USE TURN prediction, deactivate automatic dive

and automatic turn predictions in Block III, Prediction Modale.

Go to Step j.

j. Use Stored Value of Turn (Acceleration) Threshold from Block XXXII

in Prediction Module. Go to Step k.

k. Light USE TURN switch on Operator's Panel. Go to Step o.

I. With deactivation of USE TURN prediction, reactivate automatic dive

and automatic turn predictions in Prediction Module unless blocked

by Steps b and/or p. Go to Step m.

m. Use Stored Value of Dive Angle Threshold and Preset Value of Turn

(Acceleration) Threshold from Block XXXII in Prediction Module. Go

to Step n.

n. Extinguish USE TURN light on Operator's Panel. Go to Step o.

o. Poll USE LINEAR [)rediction mode switch for any change.

(M) If no change, end processing.

(ii.) If activated, go to Step p.

(ii-;) If deactivated, go to Step r.

- With activation of USE LINEAR prediction, deactivate automatic dive

and automatic turn predictions in Prediction Module (Block Ill).

(;o to Step q.(4
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q. Light USE LINEAR switch on Operator's Panel. End processing.

r. With deactivation of USE LINEAR prediction, reactivate automatic

dive and automatic turn predictions in Prediction Module unless

blocked by Steps b and/or 1. Go to Step s.

s. Use Stored Values Af Dive Angle Threshold and Turn (Acceleration)

Threshold from Block XXXII in Prediction Module. Go to Step t. 1
t. Extinguish USE LINEAR light on Operator's Panel. End processing.

6. Output:

6.1 Mole Designation: To Blocks III and XXXII, send instructions on the

types of linear, dive and constant turn predictions to be used and whether

automatic or operator set thresholds are to be used.

7. Comment: None.

Block XXXII: Prediction Mode Threshold-, (by Operator)

I. Function: To provide dive angle and turn (acceleration) thresholds for.

the prediction functions, as inputted by the Operatnr during Initialization

I Mode.

2. 'Frequency,:' Operator's Panel is polled for :a change in dive angle threshold

and turn threshold every 0.1 second during Initialization I Mode.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

is received every 0.1 second for polling the output buffer of the Operator's

Panel (peripheral device D l).

3.2 Operator's Panel: From the output buffer of the Operator's Panel, part

of peripheral device D 1, the values of the dive angle and turn thresholds

are read. Possible values are:

a. PRESET value trigger for either dive angle or turn thresholds.

b. Dive Angle Threshold: Operator entered value.

Magnitude: 2 deg to 15 deg.

Accuracy: 1 deg.
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c. Turn (Acceleration) Threshold: Operator entered value.

Magnitude: 0.2g to l.Og

Accuracy: O.ig

3.3 Prediction Mode Designation: From Block XXXI, status word on the type

of prediction modes to be used.

4. Constants:

4.1 Preset Values: Value to be used by the Prediction Module (Block III),

if (a) Operator enters PRESET or (b) automatic prediction is used.

Dive Angle Threshold: 10 deg absolute value.

Turn (Acceleration) Threshold: 0.3g absolute value.

4.2 Stored Value: Last threshold values entered by the Operator.

d Dive angle threshold, absolute magnitude.

Magnitude: 2 deg to 15 deg.

Accuracy: I deg.

a/g= Turn (acceleration) threshold, absolute magnitude.

Magniutde: 0.2g to 1.0g.

Accuracy: 0.1g.

5. Operations Performed:

Upon receipt of the Polling Trigger during Initialization I Mode,

the output buffer of the Operator's Panel(part of Peripheral Device D 1)

is polled for changes in the dive angle and turn thresholds.

a. If no change, processing ends.

b. If changed and PRESET has been entered, enter appropriate Preset Value,

Item 4.1, in Stored Value. Item 4.2, memory location.

c. If changed and value has been entered, enter this value in the appropriate

Stored Value memory location.

The values in the Stored Value memory locations are sent to the Predic-

tion Module, Block Ill, as instructed by the Prediction Mode Designations of

Block XXXI during the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode.

6. Outputs: To Block Ill during Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode, the

aj~propriatc- threshold values in Stored Value file (Item 4.2 above). Magni-

tudles and accuracies as niven in Item 4.2.

7. Comment: None
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Block XXXIII: Engagement 1.ide Determination (by OpErator)

1. Function: To provide the fire control computer with Operator instruc-

tions on the engagement mode to be used. These are: Semi-Automatic Fire

Control, Manual, Standby, and Test, anid Initialization.

2. Frequency: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in engagement mode

instructions' every 0.1 second. This interrogation continues in all operating

modes.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

is received every 0.1 second for polling the output buffer of the Operator's

Panel (Peripheral Devices D 2.a and D 8.a) for operating mode instruction

changes.

3.2 Operator's Panel: From peripheral devices D 2.a and D 8.2, the change

in the activation of one of the engagement mode switches is read. When

activated, they mean:

(a) SCAN: AFAADS enters the Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode.

(b) MANUAL: AFAADS is in the Manual Fire Control Mode. Computer

is not used in this mode.

(c) BEGIN NEW TARGET: Breakoff current engagement and search for a new

target. AFAADS remains in the Semi-Automatic Fire

Control Mode.

(d) BEGIN INIT I Computer enter the Initialization I Mode for the
(Begin Initializa-
tion I): purpose of operator entry of Initialization I and

II data.

(e) STANDBY II: Computer goes to the Standby Mode with initialization

data.

(f) BEGIN TEST: Computer goes to the Test Mode.

4. Constants: Engagebient mode status bits, indicating engagement mode

being used.

5. Operations Performed: Upon receipt of the Polling Trigger, the approp-

riate elements of the output buffer of the Operator's Panel (parts of

peripheral devices D 2.a and D 8.a) are polled for any changes. If any

change is detected, the computer and enti,e fire control system is switched

to the indicated new operating mode. Actions include:
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a. Initiate target acquisition for a Semi-Automatic Fire Control Mode.

b. Go to Manual Mode, with the computer in Standby II.

c. Go to Standby Mode II, clearing the tracking filter.

d. Go to test mode.

e. Enter the Initialization I mode.

6. Outputs:

6.1 Operating Mode Status: To Blocks II, III, IV, and VI, send the change

in the operating mode for AFAADS.

6.2 aerator's Panel: To the Operator's Panel send status signals to

light/extinguish the appropriate indicators.

7. Comments: None

Block XXXIV: Projectile Type Selection (by Operator)

I. Function: To provide the Ballistic Computation Module (Block IV), the

"Muzzle Velocity Store (Block IX), and the two bias correction stores (Blocks

XXII and XXXVII) with the type of projectile being fired.

2. Frequency: Operator's Panel is polled for a change in the type of pro-

jectile to be fired every 0.1 second during the Initialization Mode.

Inputs:-

3.i Polling Trigger: From Block XXIX, Real Time Clock, the polling trigger

"is received every O.1 second during the Initialization Mode for polling the

output buffer of the Operator's Panel (Peripheral Device D 7) for changes in

projectile type. -

3.2 Operator's Panel: From Peripheral Device D 7 (part of the Operator's

Panel), any changes in the activation of one of the five projectile type

switches.

4. Constants:

4.1 Projectile Type File: Chosen projectile type, one of five.

"5. Operations Performed:

"During the Initialization Mode, and upon receipt of the Polling Trigger,

the five projectile type switches are polled for any changes in activation.
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(a) If no change, end processing.

(b) If change, change value in projectile type file and change lighting

on Operator's Panel.

A change in the projectile type will cause:

(a) Recomputation of the ballistic coefficients in the ballistic

equation - see Block TV.

(b) Selection of different factors for azimuth, elevation, and

velocity bias correction - see Blocks XXII and XXXVII.

6. Outouts:

6.1 Projectile Type: To Blocks IV, IX, XXIl, XXIV, and XXXVII, send status

word indicating the projectile type being used.

6.2 Operator's Panel: To the Operator's Panel send appropriate signals

to light and extinguish the appropriate projectile type indicators.

7. Comments: None

Block XXXV: Coordinate Conversion (Earth to Vehicle)

I. Function: To convert the corrected gun angles from polar earth coord-

inates to vehicle coordinates.

2. Frequency: Whenever gun orders are generated, i. e., once every 0.1

second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Corrected Gun Angles in Earth Coordinates: From Block V.

A(goj) Ballibtically corrected gun azimuth angle in earth coordinates;

measured clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(goj) Ballistically corrected gun elevation angle in earth coordi-

nates; positive up.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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3.2 Vehicle Orientation: From Vehicle Orientation Sensors, peripheral

device D 7,

((v) = Pitch or lengthwise tilt of the vehicle relative to the surface of

the earth; positive for front up.

Magnitude: -35 deg to +35 deg.

Accuracy: 0.6 deg.

f(v) = Cant or crosswise tilt of the vehicle about its axis; positive

clockwise or right side down. (Note: Cant is executed after pitch).

Magnitude: -35 deg to +35 deg.

Accuracy: 0.6 deg.

4. Constants: None.

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Polar Earth Coordinates to Cartesian Earth Coordinates

Let X(goj), Y(goj), and Z(goj) be the eath oriented relative Cartesian

coordinates (i. e., the Cartesian coordinates divided by target range).

Then

X(goj) = cos E(goj) sin A(goj)

Y(goj) = cos E(goj) cos A(goj)

Z(goj) = sin E(goj)

5.2 Cartesian Earth Coordinates to Cartesian Vehicle Coordinates

Let X(gj), Y(gj), and Z(gj) be the vehicle oriented relative Cartesian

coordinates (i. e., Cartesian coordinates divided by target range). Then

X(gj) = X(goj) cos *(v) + Y¥goj) sin 0(v) sin O(v)

- Z(goj) cos O(v) sin O(v)

Y(gj) = Y(goj) cos 0(v) + Z(goj) sin 0(v)

Z(gj) = X(noj) sin 0(v) - Y(goj) sin 0(v) cos 4(v)

+ Z(goi) cos O(v) cos 0(v).

5.3 Cartesian Vehicle Coordinates to Polar Vehicle Coordinates:

Let E(gj) and A(gj) be the vehicle oriented gun elevation and azimuth

pointing angles.
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E(gj) = sin Z(gj)

i [X(gj)/cos E(gj)]

A(gj) = or

cos [Y(gj)/'cos 2(gj)]

6. OLtputs:

6.1 Corrected Gun Angles in Vehicle Coordinates: To Block XXXVI

A(gj) Ballistically corrected gun azimuth angle in vehicle coor-

dinates; measured clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(gj) Ballistically corrected gun elevation angle in vehicle

coordinates; positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: imils.

7. Comments: None.

Block XXXVI: Gun Lead Anales

I. Function: To compute the gun lead angles relative to the sensor target

angles. The gun and sensor are on the same mount with the gun traveling

relative to the sensor.

2. Frequency: Whenever gun orders are generated, i. e., every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Corrected Gun Angles: From Block XXXV.

A(gj) = Ballistically corrected gun azimuth angle in vehicle coor-

dinates; measured clockwise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: __ mils.

E(gj) = Ballistically corrected gun elevation angle in vehicle coor-

dinates; positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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3.2 Target Position: From Block XX.

A(mj) Current target azimuth at time t(j), measured clockwise from

front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

E(mj) = Current target elevation at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg to +85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Let 6(bcj) and a(bcj) be the azimuth andelevation

gun lead angles relative to the sensor.

6(bcj) = A(gj) - A(mj)

a(bcj) = E(gj) - E(mj)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Gun Lead Angles: To Block XXII

6(bcj) Ballistically corrected azimuth gun lead angle relative to

target; positive to right of target.

Magnitude: -90 deg to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

a(bcj) = Ballistically corrected elevation gun lead angle relative

to target; positive above target.

Magnitude: -30 deg to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

7. Comment: None

Rlock XXXVII: Azimuth and Elevation Bias Correction

1. Function: To apply the azimuth and elevation bias correction factors

to the gun's azimuth and ele'vation lead angles. These correction factors

are assumed to be a function of the ammunition type and the azimuth and

,lcvation of the gun and are updated by the projectile miss distance measure-

IT)( Ii t S-.
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2. Frequency: Every update of the gun train and elevation orders, i. e,

every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Angle Bias Correction Factors: From Block XVI.

A(bj) = Azimuth angle bias correction factor to be applied to the

gun azimuth lead angle, positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -2 deg. to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.1%.

E(bj) = Elevation angle bias correction factor to be applied to the

gun elevation lead angle, positive up.

Magnitude: -2 deg. to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.1%.

Nate: The algebraic sign of these bias correction factors will, when added

to the gun lead angles, remove the biases.

3.2 Ammunition Selection: From Block XXXIV, one of five selected ammunition

types.

3.3 Velocity Corrected Lead Angles: From Block XXII

6(vcj) = Muzzle velocity corrected gun lead angle in azimuth; positive

clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

a(vcj) = Muzzle velocity corrected gun lead angle in elevation;

positive up.

Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.4 Tarnet Direction: From Block XX

A(mj) Current target azimuth angle at time tIj), measured clock-

wise from front of vehicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg. to 360 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

Ir(ni) =Current target elevation angle at time t(j), positive up.

Magnitude: -5 deg. to +85 dog.

Accuracy: mi 1 s.
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4. Constants:

4.1 Lead Angle Corrections: Store the last used values of the gun lead

angle corrections in azimuth and elevation due to angle bias. Storage is

by ammunition type (5 types), by gun azimuth (every 300 in 3600 or 12

locations), and by gun elevation (-5 deg. to +10 deg., 10 deg. to 30 deg.,

above 30 deg. or 3 locations). (Total of 180 files).

5. Operations Performed:

Logic flow is illustrated in Figure 1I-11.

a) Gun Pointing Direction: On every update of the gun train and

elevation orders, determine the azimuth and elevation of the gun

relative to the AFAADS vehicle.

A(gj) = A(mj) + 6(vcj)

E(gj) = E(mj) + a(vcj)

Continue with Step b.

b) Memory Indexing: Using (1) the gun azimuth and elevation angles as

determined in Step a and (2) the selected ammunition types (Input

Item 3.2), determine the address of the appropriate gun lead angle

corrections stored in memory (Item 4.1). Continue with Step c.

c) Correction Logic Determination: Determine if angle bias correction

factors are available from Block XVI (Input Item 3.1). If no factors

are available, proceed to Step d; if the factors are avaialble,

proceed to Step e.

(1) Data Retrieval: If no new correction factor data are available,

retrieve from memory (Item 4.1) the last used gun lead angle

correction factors in azimuth and elevation for the ammunition type

and the azimuth and elevation bins determined in Step b. Then pro-

ceed to Step f.

e) Store: If new correction factor data are available and tor the

selected memory locations determined in Step b, replace in memory

(Item 4.1) the old gun lead angle correction factors in azimuth and

eI.w~dt ion by the angle bias correction factors available from

lol((ck XV I. Proceed to Stel) f.
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UPDATE OF GUN ORDERS

(a) DETERMINE AZ j Alm%), [(ml) FROM BLOCK XX
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SAlf) CORRECT GUN-

MEMORY LEAD ANGLES

GUN MOUNT

AND BLOCK XXX

Figure 1I-!1. Angular bias Correction Logic.
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f) Lead Angle Corrections: Apply the gun lead angle correction

factors (from memory in Step d or new input from Step c) to

the muzzle velocity corrected gun lead angles.

Azimuth 6(J) = 6(vcj) + A(bj)

Elevation (a(j) = a(vcj) + E(bj)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Corrected Gun Lead Angles: To Gun Mount (Peripheral Device D 5) and to

Block XXX.

6(j) Fully corrected gun lead angle in azimuth; positive clockwise.

Magnitude: -90 deg. to +90 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

a(j) Fully corrected gun lead angle in elevation; positive up.
Magnitude: -30 deg. to +70 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

7. Comments: None

Block XXXVIII: Residual Miss

I. Function: To determine the residual miss angles caused by the azimuth,

elevation, and muzzle velocity biases. This miss is the difference between

the measured closed loop miss distance and that caused by target maneuvers

and othei target track prediction errors.

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is made,

no more often than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Transverse Target Maneuver Correction: From Block XXIII.

AT(vj) = Transverse target maneuver correction at time t(j), or the

correction due to target maneuver in a plane perpendicular

to tl-; cl,-7-ý,on p'lav&.c an' throunh the 1' e-of-si~jht to tlh

target, positive for target to right of predicted position.

Magnitude: -45 deg to +45 deg.

Accuracy: mils.
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3.2 Elevation Target Maneuver Correction: From Block XXVIII

AE(vj) = Elevation miss .arngle due to target maneuver at time t(j),

positive for the target above the predicted position.

Magnitude: -30 deg to +30 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

3.3 Measured Projectile Miss Distance: From Block XXIV

AT(mj) Valid measure.ý transverse projectile miss angle at the equal

range time t(j). This is the measured miss distance through

the line-of-sight to the target and perpendicular to the

elevation miss distance. Positive if miss is to the right.

Magnitude: -4 deg to -0.008 deg (0.14 mi]) and

+0.008 deg (0.14 mil) to +4 deg.

Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

AE(mj) = Valid measured elevation projectile miss angle at the equal

range time t(j). Positive if the miss is up.

Magnitude: -2 deg to -0.008 deg (0.14 rmil) and

+0.008 deg (O.]4 mil) to +2 deg.

"Accuracy: 0.25 mil.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed: Using the geometric relationships for the first

defined angles as illustrated in Figure 11-12, the residual miss angles are:

AT(j) = AT(mj) +AT(vj)

AF(j) = AE(mj) +AE(v j)

6. Outputs:

6.1 Residual Miss Vector: To Block XVI

AT(j) = Transverse residual miss angle at time t(j), in a plane

throuLIh the line-of-sight and perpendicular to the elevation

plane. Positive for miss to right of predicted target position.

Magnitude: -2 deg to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.5 mi.
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TO
PREDICTED

TARGET
TO,' • ACTUAL"

TARGET

PROJECTILE

AT(vj)=TARGET
MANEUVER CORRECTION

MEASURED PROJ'.CTILE MISS ANGLE

AT(j)=RESIDUAL MISS ANGLE

AFAADS

Figure 11-12. Definition of Transverse Miss Angles
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AE(j) = Elevation residual miss angle at time t(j), positive for

miss above predicted target position.

Magnitude: -2 deg to +2 deg.

Accuracy: 0.5 mil.

7. Comment: The angle definitions are consistent in this and related

blocks.

Block XXXIX: Time of Projectile Fire

1. Function: To compute the time of day when the projectile would have

had to be fired in order to impact at current time t(j).

2. Frequency: Whenever a valid projectile miss distance measurement is

made, no more frequent than every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Projectile Time of Flight: From Block XII

t(poj) = Computed projectile time of flight required to impact a

target at its current position, i. e., at time t(j).

Magnitude: 0 to 10 seconds.

Accuracy: 0.005 second.

3.2 Time-of-Day: From Block XXIV

t(j) = Time of day when the valid miss angles were measured.

Maginitude: 0 to about 5 minutes.

Accuracy: 0.005 second.

4. Constant3: None

5. Operations Performed: Time when the projectile must have been fired to

impact at time t(j) is

t(j-p) = t(j)-t(pcj)

6. Outputs:

6.L Projectile Time of Fire: To Block XIV

t(j-p) = Time of day when projectile was fired.

Magnitude: 0 to about 5 minutes.

Accuracy: 0.005 sccond.
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7. Comments: In forming the time difference, a negative result must be

interpreted as lying in the previous time-of-day time slot, and hence the

result is both positive and slightly less than the maximum time-of-day

value.

Block XL: Coordinate Conversion (Vehicle to Earth)

1. Function: To convert the predicted target position in Cartesian vehicle

coordinates to Earth oriented polar coordinates. This provides the correct

coordinate data for the ballistic corrections of Block V.

2. Frequency: Whenever gun orders are generated, i. e., every 0.1 second.

3. Inputs:

3.1 Predicted Target Position: From Block IV the predicted target position

for a convergent ballistic solution.

X(pj) = Predicted cross position of target relative to AFAADS at time

of projectile impact; positive on right.

Magnitude: -10,000m to +10,000m.

Accuracy: m.

Y(pj) = Predicted lengthwise position of target relative to AFAADS

at time of projectile impact; positive forward.

Magnitude: -l0,O00m to +l0,OOOm.

Accuracy: m.

Z(pj) = Predicted target elevation relative to AFAADS at time of

projectile impact, positive up.

Magnitude: -900m to +8,O00m.

Accuracy: M.

D(pj) Predicted range to the target at time of projectile impact.

Magnitude: 100m to 10,000m.

Accuracy: M.

3.2 Vehicle orientation: From VehicLe Orientation Sensor Input, peripheral

device D 7.
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0(v) = Pitch or lengthwise tilt of the vehicle relative to the

surface of the earth; positive for front up.

Magnitude: -35 deg to +35 deg.

Accuracy: 0.6 deg.

O(v) = Cant or crosswise tilt of the vehicle about the vehicle axis;

positive for clockwise rotation or right side down. (In going

from a horizontal position, the vehicle first pitches up, and

then cants.)

Magnitude: -35 deg to +35 deg.

Accuracy: 0.6 deg.

4. Constants: None

5. Operations Performed:

5.1 Cartesian Vehicle Coordinates to Cartesian Earth Coordinates:

Let X(poj), Y(poj), and Z(poj) be the earth oriented Cartesian coor-

dinates.

X(poj) = X(pj) cos O(v) + Z(pj) sin 4(v)

Y(poj) = X(pj) sin Q(v) sin 4(v) + Y(pj) cos 9(v)

-Z(pj) sin O(v) cos O(v)

Z(poj) = X(pj) cos 0(v) sin 4(v) + Y(pj) sin O(v)

+ Z(pj) cos 0(v) cos O(v)

5.2 Cartesian Earth Coordinates to Polar Earth Coordinates

Let E(oj) and A(oj) be predicted target elevation and azimuth in earth

coordinates.

E(oj) = sin-I [Z(poj)/D(pj)]

(sin [ x(po~j)/D(p-j) cos E(oj)]

A(oj) :. or

COS_- [Y(poj)/D(pj) cos E(oj)]
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6. 0tus:

6.1 Pred.: ted Tar.cet Position in Polar Earth Coordinates: To Block V.

A(oj) = Predi.-ted tanjet azimuth relative to the surface of the

earth at the time of projec,• Ie impact, measured clock-

wise from the front of the vekicle.

Magnitude: 0 deg to 360 deg.

Accuracy: tiIF.

E(oj) = Predicted target elevation relatý."e to thý surf.*ct. of t;: J
earth at the time of projectile impact, pGsitivC up.

Mlagnitud&: 0 deg to 85 deg.

Accuracy: mils.

7. Comment: None

I
I

I
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SECTION 12

DEGRADED MODES

12.1 INTRODUCTION

In any system some malfunctions can be expected. These can be

due to equipment failures or partial battle damage. Thus, it is necessary

that the designers anticipate problems and plan emeygency operating plans,

so as to maintain at least a degraded mode capability.

Knowing this, the computer concepts task has included a prelim-

inary analysis of the effect of specific equipment failures upon system

operation. These have been divided into non-critical or generally

temporary failures and critical ones. The following two subsections

deal with these topics.

12.2 NON-CRITICAL FAILURE

A very basic requirement of any system is that it be able to

recognize and deal with the simpler failures. Assume a well engineered

AFAADS gun system. ,e can axpect to have equipment that malfunctions

rarely. However, we must address the problems and limitations in state-

of-the-art equipment. It is not unreasonable to expect an occasio:.al

misfire, or a noisy target signal. These "failures" are termed "non-

critical". Still, they could be major problems unless planned for.

Some are discussed.

12.2.1 Types of Non-Critical Failures

Four non-critical "failures" that will not cause interrupts in

system use are:

1) Angular rates of the sensor too high, the slant range (laser-

measured) lost for a few scans, or an occasional "very

noisy" signal received.

2) Target goes behind a terrain obstacle causing loss of angle

and range data, so no signal returns are obtained. This

causes the target tracking filter tG receive artificially -
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generated target position data.

3) FLIR and/or laser malfunctions for a period of up to two

seconds.

4) There is no target. (This is the case during a test, when

a target is simulated for a pi'riod of up to sixtee,, seconds.)

Note that gyros and gun servos are expected to always function.

Because these elements are external to the computer, they are assumed

to have their own separate alarms.

12.2.2 Planned Corrective Action

Since the above problems can be expocted to occur, at least

occasionally, under operational conditions; degraded mode AFAADS capa-

bilities have been designed to meet the problems associated with each.

The planned corrective actions discussed below correspond to the types

of malfunctions discussed in Subsection 12.2.1 above.

i) If the angular rate of the target becomes very high, the

angle tracking servo may only be able to follow with a

large lag angle. This large lag angle may become sufficient

that the target is no longer within the very narrow field

of view of the laser (an order of magnitude less than the

FLIR). The Operator would then receive notice of "Range

Data Lost". It is anticipated that this condition will

last for only a few scans, when the target angular rate

drops axid the angle servo can catch up.

For data that is noisy, nothing need be done. Tho smoothing

filter will largely eliminate ordinary noise. Very noisy

data may cause the sensor servos to "jump". This jump might

cause the laser to miss the target for a couple of scans.

Ordinarily, however, the laser and FLIR will follow the

target without problems. The "Range Data Lost" indicator

would light, notifying the gunner that range data has been

l.ost.
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2) Should the target go behind an obstacle, the sii. taneous

loss of both angle and range data would cause the computer to

indicate it is "Regenerating Position". According to the

AFAADS Simulation Model, computer generation of position

will work for a time, and that onrce the target is again in

view, the sensors will find the target, with no loss in

tracking.

However, should the sensors not redetect the target after

a sufficient time (set at two seconds), either because it is

still behind an oistacle or because of a drastic maneuver by

the aircraft while it is behind the obstacle, ERROR LOST

TARGET will be indicated, showing that two seconds (or

twenty-one consecutive target position points) have elapsed

with no laser or FLIR data over that period. If the target

is in acquisition sensor view, the gunner-operator knows

the sensors have lost the target and he must re-acquire the

target. He presses BEGIN NEW TARGET, "SCAN" lights, and he

must lock on the target again.

If the two seconds have elapsed and the target is still not

in view, he has two options. If the target seems to have

left the area, he can cause the system to stop and wait for

a new engagement by pressing STANDBY II. Otherwise, he may

allow the system to remain in the target regeneration mode,

hoping the sensors will reacquire target once it again comes

into sensor view.

3) If the laser and/or FLIR do not fire, the system will ,.-,sume

it has missed a point, regenerate that point, and maintain

operations. If only laser data is missed, it will indicate

RANGE DATA LOST. If only FLIR data is missed, it will

indicate ANGLE DATA LOST. If both are missed simultaneously

(unlikely), REGENFRATINC; POSITION will be indicated, and

operations will proceed as if target were behind an obstacle.
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4) Perhaps a test is not properly a degraded mode, but the logic

used if there is no target (i.e., a test is taking place) is

almost identical to the logic used for "fixing up" if no

target signals are obtained. The computer, once it begins

"Testing", will initiate proper logic, so the entire in-

struction sequence is tested via a dynamic system test.

Obviously there is no target, but the computer must order

the sensors to slew at the proper rates, so projectiles fired

during test will be sensed. Therefore, the "target position"

is continuously computed and indicated by the REGENERATING

POSITION indicator. Logic insures ERROR LOST TARGET

indicator will not light, even though a whole test is six-

teen seconds in duration.

12.3 CRITICAL FAILURES

Short-term (under two second) sensor malfunctions are anticipated.

More important failures might render the system useless. Still others

could force the Operator to revert to the Manual Mode, which is certainly

a degraded mode. These long-term failures all have the effect of

seriously degrading or even terminating use of AFAADS.

12.3.1 Types of Critical Failures

Among these serious failures, the most critical include:

i) Computer stops working. An "Alarm" indication would be given

in that case. The present sizing includes automatic self-

tests and an Operator ordered confidence test early in the

Test Mode to indicate this failure.

2) Laser stops working. With the FLIR still working, the system

simulates the targets position; but with one coordinate in

target position, missing fire would grow increasingly

inaccurate.

•) FLIR stops working. For a period, the laser might be able to

sense the target; eventually, however, since no angular

error signals were fed toU thi, st.l~S();r mournt, Ihe sensors would
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certainly lose the target.

4) FLIR and laser not correctly aligned. During a test, if

consistent laser misses were noted, possibility of this non-

alignment would be indicated. This could be an extension to

the indicated results of the Dynamic System Test. During an

engagement, the effect would be similar to 2) above, causing

a critical degradation of system performance. Any mis-

alignment of over a few mils would be indicated by "RANGE

DATA LOST" indication.

5) Sensor gyros or gun servo stops working. The present logic

is executed in such a way that the situation would cause the

system to not function. The gun servos are expected to

accept position data from the computer; should they fail to

do so, the hardware associated with the gun mount is expected

to have an alarm outside the computer system designating that

failure.. The gyro system is assumed to be designed with a

similar capability.

12.3.2 Alternatives

There are some alternatives to these and other critical failures.

Degraded mode solutions are now discussed. The first five correspond to the

above five types of critical failures. The last two deal with operational

rather than equipment degradations.

1) Should the computer cease to process, the Gunner may revert

to manual use of the system (the Manual Mode), taking the

computer, "out of the loop".

2) Laser failure causes the system to lose one of three coordi-

nates for tracking. The Gunner may use the system manually

if he desires to do so.

3) FLIR failure would prcbrbly require a manual use of the

system.

4) Alignment problems in the FLIR/laser sensor system could be

12-5
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detected by the computer, but not easily. Detection of these

errors is assumed to be a Gunner responsibility. Manual Mode

operation would be necessary until realignment is obtained.

5) Sensor gyros and gun servo alarms are assumed to be separate

components of the system.

6) System becomes "dangerous" to use. Among possible dangers

are:

a) Acquisition and firing on a "friendly" aircraft. All

IFF or plane identification is done external to the

computer system, either by separate IFF equipment or

visually by the gunner.

b) Gunfire into friendly area. The Oerlikon type amnunition

will self-destruct in eleven seconds from the time of

firing, but no safety routines are in the logic at this

time. Most would be non-standard, in any case.

c) Misfire by weapon. All weapon fire is assumed to be

outside of computer control; no monitoring of fire or

gun safety measures are included in this sizing task.

d) Overheating, overstressing, etc., of any component of

the system. The Computer Self-Test and the Operator

ordered Confidence Test will indirectly show electronic/

thermal failures by indicating "blown" components through

its alarm system; with quality components, this kind of

failure would be unlikely. Far more likely problems are

stress induced by the angular rates and accelerations

of the gun caused by closing, high-speed aircraft; these

loads are heavy.

7) System danger indications may be separated as follows:

a) Firing on an aircraft is done by the Gunner. Hence, he

is 'iven responsibility for aircraft identification.
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b) Not firing into a friendly area is the Gunner's responsi-

bility also.

c) Since firing is done outside computer, the Gunner or

"/ gun hardware should detect gun firing problems.

d) The computer does its own error checking. Separate

4 hardware, outside the computer, should detect other

system failures.

I.
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SECTION 13

TEST MODE

It is desirable that any system have a way of testing itself or

have the ability to be tested from an external source. The AFAADS gun-

fire system has no planned external links when in the field except for

voice radio communications. Thus, the system must have the capability

for self-testing.

13.1 Test Concepts Investigated

Under this computer concepts task, investigations on self-testing

of AFAADS in the field have been confined to:

i) The computer itself and its interfaces with the sensors,

gun, Operator's panel, etc.

2) System dynamic testing of the complete AFAADS gun weapon

system.

Thus, field testing concepts for the separate elements of sensors, gun,

servos, etc.,have been considered as outside the scope of thin work.

Obviously, they are important to thc overall AFAADS air defense capability;

but the detection of critical failures in these elements has not been

Lnvestigated. Section 12, Degraded Modes, does, howevrr, discuss how

failures in certain of these elements can be "fixed-up" to provide a

degraded air defense capability.

The self-test concepts that have been investigated are in two

portions or phases. Phase one is the "Confidence Test", a complete

computer seLf-test. It consists of the standard tests of computer memory

and, peVhaps, of the arithmetic and logic, Phase two is a system dynamic

test. It is in two parts, the initialization section and the System

Dynamic Test itself. In this test, the entire system is tested via the

simulation of a target and monitoriig of system reaction, by both the

computer and the operator. The system is "run through its paces", ifi

you will, and the interaction of the gun/computer/sensor combination is
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monitored. Any requirements for adjustments and/or repairs are indicated.

The following discussion is not meant to be a test manual for

AFAADS. Rather, the presentation provides some depth to this study con-

tract, detailing the operation of the system throughout a test. The

following pages provide an outline and example of what this effort has

produced. The implementation of an AFAADS test may have to be done some

other way; still, one can see what has been done, what has been planned,

and what credibility should be given to these AFAADS design concepts.

From this discussion, a planner can establish a meaningful tradeoff of

computer costs (monetary, complexity, etc.) of testing versus improved

operational capabilities. The Typical Fire Mission presented in Sub-

section 5.2 provided a cursory scenario of a typical semi-automatic

fire control mode engagement. Thu following paragraphs do the same for

the Test Mode.

13.2 Typical Self-Test Sequence

A logical time to perform a self-test is when AFAADS first

reaches an assigned defense position or in the morning after the system

has beeni warmed up. The operational sequence has numerous similarities

to that describing a typical semi-automatic fire mission (see Subsections

5.2, 7.2, and 7."3). To aid in an understanding of the specific operator

actions, reference should also be made to the operator's Panel, Figure'

5-6.

13.2.1 Initialization Procedurees-

After the AFAADS has been turned-on and warmed-up, STBY I (Stand-

by 1) indicator lights on the operator's Panel. This shows Initializa-

tion I and II Mode parameters can be entered. The procedure is identical

to that used before a fire mission except the projectile type selection

will probably be "Test". (Reference is made to Subsection 7.2 for a
/

detailed discussion.)

13.2.2 Computer Confidence Self-Test
/

fhe remainder of this discussion details the procedures unique

to the Test Mode." op level logic flow diagram is given in Figure 13-1;

"13.2
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STANDBY11

"BEGIN TEsT" INTERRUPT

CONFID. TEST

PHASE 1 TESTS:
COMPUTER CONFIDENCE

INDICATION OF TESTS
CONFID. TES-
RESULTS

"INIT SYSTEM
TEST" INTERRUPT

T NTIINITIALIZATION FOR
TEST INITIATION PHASE 2 TESTS: SYSTEM
Ito DYNAMIC TESTS

"BEGIN SYSTEM TEST" INTERRUPT

DYNAMIC SYSTEM CONDUCTDYAICODUTDYNAMIC
DY SS TM SYSTEM TESTS (LIVE
TESTS FIRINGS)

"END TEST" INTERRUPT

DISPLAY RESULTSSYSTEM TEST OF DYNAMIC
RESULT INDICATION SYSTEM TESTS

RETURN TO
STANDBY II

Figure 13-1. Top Level Test Logic Flow Diagram.
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greater detail in Figure 13-2. Reference should be made to these figures

for the software logic associated with the following operational descrip-

tion.

Phase one of the Test Mode is the computer confidence self-test

and it begins with activation of the BEGIN TEST button, Immediately,

the CONFID TEST (Confidence Test) indicator lights. For a time, exten-

sive tests by the computer are run. The ordinary self-testing procedures

discussed in Sections 9 and 10 will certainly be included. (These are

"Check-Sum" operations, where the computer memory is tested.) Other,

more exotic, tests may be added but further self-test procedures are not

included at present.

Finally, once the operator/gunner is satisfied that the computer

is working adequately, i.e., ALARM does not start to flash; he will

enter Phase II of the test procedure.

13.2.3 System Dynamic Test

Phase Lwo of the testing or the system dynamic test is basically

an input-output operation of the entire AFAADS gun system. The computer

generates d simulated target. The sensors are slaved to this target

through the regeneration algorithms. A ballistic solution is generated

and the gun slews to the indicated azimuth and elevation. The operator

optens fire. Projectile misý distance measurements arc mp-de, i.e., the

"miss" between the simulated target and the actual projectiles. Bias

corrections are generated and applied to the gun orders. The results

are also recorded for later display.

Let us consider a specific test situation. Figure 13-3 shows an

AFAADS vehicle on o low knot]. For test purposes it is assumed to be

dot'ending a point target 200 meters due north of it. However, the

doployment of c.ther friendly units in the area only permits test firings

ovr a portion ci the northeast quadrant, as measured from the fire unit

(.ee Figure 13-4). Thus, the dynamic sys(tm tests can be cond!cted

atoainst only a portion of the simulaled target track shown in Figure

1"1-4 Figure 13-5 amplifies the coordinate system used.
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STANDBY 11

NI

"BEG " INTERRUPT OPR ENTERS

CHECK SUM TEST
READ-WRITE CORE TEST CONFIDENCE
ETC. TESTS

RESULTS: GO/NO GO NO ALARM
OR BLINKING "ALARM"II

"INIT SYSTEM
TEST" INTERRUPT 44-- OPR ENTERS

READ: LEFT/RIGHT SYSTEM TEST|READ: INITIAL ELEVATION 4- INITIALIZATION 110
READ: INITIAL AZIMUTH OPR EN'ERS VALUES

"BEGIN SYSTEM
TEST" INTERRUPT 4 OPR ENTERS

READ: MUZZLE VELOCITV INITIALIZATION it
READ:VEHICLE ORIENTATION IN/READ: AMMO TYPE

COMPUTE: BALLISTIC EQ. INITIALIZATION It
COEFFICIENTS COMPUTATIONS

COMPUTE: INITIAL SIM
TGT POSITION AND VEL TEST INITIALIZATION

COMPUTE AND FILL :TGT TRACKING !COMPUTATIONS
FILTER

Figure 13-2. Medium Level Test Logic Flow Diagram (Sheet I of 2).
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PERFORMS: REAL TIME FIFE PERFORM DYNAMIC
CONTROL OPERATIONS SSE ETWTSYSTEM TEST WITH

COMPUTE: S!M TARGET TRACK( LIVE FIRINGS

S-,4-16 SECONDS ELAPSE
"END TEST" INTERRUPT OPR ENTERS

INDICATE: GOOD, FAIR OR
POOR

INDICATE: NO. OF PROJECTILES SYSTEM TEST RESULTS

SENSED AUTOMATIC DISPLAY

INDICATE: ELEVATION BIAS LoPR
INDICATE AZIMUTH BIAS 4,

RETURN TO STANDBY h

Figure 13-2. Medium Level Test Logic Flow Diagram (Shect 2 of 2).
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WEST

AFAADSPS
GUN , .

uutn • •... "-,"• "---.. . • ... I -- • NORTH

•• '""•"""•" '" ,I 20 m

• -'• '" " "' .. ,,,.DEFENDED

/ / ' ---- " OINT

EAST

AFAADS GUN

Location: On Hill

Vehicle Orientation: Fac-e North

Site: Level

DEFENLED PO0INT (SIMULATBI)

"Location: In Valley

Distance: 200 m from AFAADS
Elevation: 20 mn below AFAbM)5

Bearing: 0 Deg. (T) from AFAADS

Figure 13-3. System Tpst Situation
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AFAADS
GUN..DEFENDEL POINT

"NO FIRE ZONE (SIMUL-iTED)

NO FIRE SAFE FIRING" .
ZONE, . -, F

* .\ \
SIMULATjE TARGET PATH

I

TARGET TRAJECTORY TEST FIRING

DIRECTION: From right (East) LOCATION: In safe firing zone

ALTITUD): 200 m constant DURATION: 10 sec.

SPEED: 300 m/ser constant INITIAL: Az 87.8°, El 1.70

PT OF CLOSEST APPROACH: 200 m FINAL: Az 83.2 , El 5.40
(over Defended Point)

Figure 13-4. System Test Firing Area
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Figure, 1"3-5. Coordinats for Syst',m Test Situation
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A closer examination of these two figures is necessary to gain

a fuller appreciation of the applicability of the dynamic system test.

Neglecting for a moment the safety features of the illustrated

example, the simulated target trajectory of Figure 13-4 can provide a

test of both simple and extreme conditions. High angular accelerations

occur during the two second area about the point of closest approach.

(Explained in more detail in the Typical Fire Mission discussion of

Subsection 5.2, which uses the same geometry.) If an operator cares to

stress severely the system for a short time (and safety considerations

permit it), he may set the initial gun/sensor azimuth and elevation so

the sinulated target is relatively close to the gun. Thus the high

angular velocities and accelerations (around 1600 mils/sec and 1600 mils/
2

sec ) develop to strain the AFAADS gun and sensor servos.

In the particular case chosen, however, the target is relatively

distant. allowing the maximum length of projectile-seeing time. The

particular test case described allows almost eight seconds of miss

sensing. (Given an initial elevation of about 1.7 degrees and azimuth

of 87.8 degrees, the "target" flies from a range of 6600m to 1800m in a

sixteen second test.) Almost half of this particular test is spent in

projectile sensing. However, the azimuth rate of the gun is never

greater than a degree per second.

The test is designed to run for sixteen seconds, which may or

may not be long evough to test fully the AFAADS gun. In the "Safe

Firing Area" of Figure 13-4 a sixteen second test will have the azimuth

change by about four degrees, with the elevation angle also changed by

about the same amount. But, the total "Safe Firing Area" is about

seventy degrees wide. This would allow a total test time of almost 22

:,(,conds. The gun and sensor rates would become quite high by the time

the end of this region is reached.

We shall now re~tUrn to the general di scussion, ol the dynamic

syý.tem test, proc(dtures and logic IrIow. A\ter I. he ppss.l. or pre.sse INIT

sYSTi -M (Imi. tijat,.-System Tes t) ,n lhe, (.Jperatm-' ,s l'a 'I , the (')N'ID

"a il,' ((,,lAidence T"'e1t.) imldi _t t ]l,,)( ,S(I . Th,' oJ•erator amay then enter



"where" the computer should place the simulated target at the beginning

of the test run and "how" the target should fly. The test procedure is

such that he first enters TARGET FROM LEFT or TARGET FROM RIGHT to

indicate the direction which the target will take in passing the AFAADS

gun. Then he enters the initial angular position of the gun and sensor

by using ENTER E and ENTER A pushbuttons and the desire numeric enters

on the keyboard. The initialization for system test is now complete.

The next phase of the test is an actual use of the complete

AFAADS system. Once BEGIN SYSTEM (dynamic) TEST is depressed, a half-

second of calculation takes place. The results of the computations are

simulated target position and velocity at the beginning of the test, at

the azimuth and elevation values just entered. Then the sensors and gun

begin to move, following the "canned" target the computer generates.

For sixteen seconds the sensors and gun slew, following this "target".

The operator waits for FIRE BEGIN to be indicated, then fires the

weapon. He will probably do his own monitoring of the test ammunition

if he uses tracer ammunition. Otherwise, he will use the computer

results.

Should he choose to interrupt the test after less than sixteen

seconds, he may press END TEST which stops the testing. The results

would then be displayed. Otherwise, he may complete the entire 16

seconds of testing and wait for the display of the results.

13.2.4 System Dynamic Test Results

The indication of system dynamic test results can be a four part

operation. An automatic display is presented immediately following the

end of the test. This will show whether the mean projectile miss dis-

tance was "good", "fair", or "poor", by lighting the corresponding

indicator. A "good" result is defined when the root-mean-square of the

mean transverse and elevation angular projectilc miss distances is less

than one standard deviation of the dispersion (See Section 11.3, Block

XV[, Item, 4.3). Thus a "good" test shows that the average obset-ved

projectile passed within 3 mils of the simulated target. A "fair" test

has the average projectile passin11(j Lh target within the ring of 3 mils

'3-/ I



and 6 mils. A "poor" test has a miss of greater than 6 mils.

Several distribution patterns are shown in Figure 13-6 ranging

from "good" through "poor". Example 7 in the figure illustrates the

situation where an inadequate number of projectiles are sensed to obtain

meaningful results. In this case "poor" test results would also be

displayed.

To determine the cause of "fair" or "poor" test results, the

operator is provided with three display buttons. The number of pro-

jectiles sensed can be observed by first pressing NO OF PROJECT (Number

of Projectiles) and reading the value in the LED display on the keyboard.

The mean azimuth and elevation bias errors can be displayed through use

of the ELEV BIAS (Elevation Bias) and AZM BIAS (Azimuth Bias) pushbuttons

and the LED display. These values which are signed, designate the

direction of skew or bias of the average projectile observed, and hence

show the angular error of the average projectile during the test.

Having finished reviewing the test results, the operator will

normally switch the system into Standby II by pressing STBY II.

13.3 Growth in Self-Test Capabilities

Better tests may be added at a later date. The present tests

are minimal, but more comprehensive tests may place a great strain on

the system. For instance, one test requiring the calculation of the

standard deviation of the shots sensed, would require a large amount of

computer storage, but would certainly ue desirable. Addition of

comprehensive testing might well place a greater load on the AFAADS

than an actual engagement - an ironic and in some ways an undesirable

result.

More study with a real system could show that the testing ought

to be extensive. Cost-effectiveness of the concept might prove that a

Larger computer with excellent test capabilities might well insure that

the vntire AFAADS gun system could almost maintain itself, lucrative to

the man in the field in both kill capabilities and "down time" re-

(uc t1ifonf,. Presently, one can Olily conjecture. The present test
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-t• - . D' -4.

TEST RESULTS SHOT PATTERN

1. Results: "GOOD" 1. "GOOD"

Azimuth Error: 0-3 mils AA: 0.1

Elevation Error:43 mils AE: 0.0

No. of Shots Seen:> 15 N: 20

2. Results: "FAIRl" 2. "FAIR"

Azimuth Error:43 mils AA: -. J

Elevation Error: a3 mils, AE: 4.0
M, mI s

No. of Shots Seen:> 15 N: 17

"3. losul is: "FAIll" 3. "FAIP"

Azimutlh E rror: •3 mils, AA: 5.1
• " < < :,( •'- m ils . , : .. . ' <

ci v .t ion Fr r r r: in i AF: -0.2

"No. of Shotý Soen:. 15 N: 2-3

4. Restil tS: "P(X )R"y 4. "P(X)R"

Azimuth EIrror: < 3 mils AA: I.5

Lilovatioi F rror: ( mi s E: -A .,.

No. of Shots Su.ezn:> 15 N: 31 ;, ,.: ...;,,,

Figure 1 3-0. Syslem Test Results (She'ot I of 2)
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TEST RESULTS SHOT PATTERN

5. Results: "POOR" 5. "POOR"

Azimuth Error: .6 mils AA: -7.2

Elevation Error: ý.3 mils, AE: 3.3
-() mils

No. of Shots Soen:> 15 N: 28 * 8 .- 4

,. Results: "POOR" 6o. "1P(X)R"

Azimuth Error:> I mils, AA: 4.1
•b mils

E.l1evition f-rror: > ti) 1 I.., AE: .4.

4cor Plil.

Total Error: ?o mils Total: 6.4

No. of Shots Svvn: 1 5 N: 27

7. R,'ults: "ip(x)p'q 7. "I'1( )R"I

AXliruth Fhrror: ? \: -I .0

ElvC ttioln Frror: ?E: -0, -

No. of Shots Sv'vn: Ic1 I N: 8

("II()1O " 1 , .. a tliS c to o f e w )r o i( i , I i l ,s s ,,n - 0+ 4 -4

I-or vll lo'St r'sttlts)

Ficturi, 1 3-0. Systenm T('st R'sults (Shoct ,3 of 2)
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procedure provides simply-calculated but highly important data to the
Operator - giving the Gunner a "good ideal' as to what is right or wrong
with his gun.

13 1
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APPENDIX A

EXCERPTS FROM STATEMENT OF WORK

The conceptual design for the digital computer for AFAADS was

performed in fulfillment of Task ID and IE of the Statement of

Work. These task statements are repeated below.

SUBTASK 1.D Software Requirements Definition

The software package for the miss distance correction system as

well as the basic fire control data processing functions wil.l be defined

to a level which will allow detailed evaluation of software requirements

and estimation of the required computer characteristics, including

architecture, size, and approximate cost. The required data rate for

successful system operation will be determined as a part of this effort.

Emphasis will be placed on modular software design for maximum system

flexibility and growth potential.

A preliminary designation of the principal data processing functions

is shown in Figure A-1. Since not al.l of these functions may be finally

employed in a design development, the computer program -structure should

be modular to allow each function to be performed by a separate routine.

The object is to provide a baseline system configuration to which modules

providing additional or different capability may be added when desired.

This modu].ir concept is considered particularly valuable in the

case of the prediction mode option-, where, for example, it would be

highly desirable to field test an vxperimental system with a variety
of prediction modes simply by emp•Iuying different program modules. Like-

wise, in the case of the ballitti-c module, the same computer might be

used with several weapon types by changing the ballistic program module.

This approach would also facilitate system algorithmic change as new

enemy tactics are encountered. The projectile miss distance correction

alaorlthms would likewise be designed as an add-on module, which could be

chanapd as different or improved mist, distance: sensors became available.I
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The data flow for the projectile miss data processing and cor-

rection algorithms is detailed in Figure A-2 for a "brute force"

solution, and in Figure A-3 for a solution employing a reference

computed trajectory. A preliminary analysis of both of these concepts

was provided in the previous final report.

Software definition will include a definition of all computer

program functions, overall organization and structure of the software,

formulas, computational procedures, and flow charts of computations, and

estimates of program and data storage requirements.

SUBTASK I.E Computer Requirements Definition

The methodology of computer requirements definition is illustrated

in Figure A-4. Computer requirements will be developed as follows:

a. Software requirements along with system operational require-

ments and equipment physical requirements provide the basis

for analyzing and defining computer implementation. Since

the AFAADS gun system has not yet been specified in detail,

the computer requirements in many respects will be tentative

and may cover a range of required functions and system inter-

faces. Typical requirements must be defined as a part of this

task. Software requirements will be defined in Subtask 1.D

in the form required to evaluate the effectiveness of various

computer architectures and operating characteristics. System

operational requiremen-ts -includ~o equirements for interfacing

with the weapon and sensor systems and with operator ,lisplay

and control devices. Other possible interfaces such as those

with target identification equipment and data transmission

equipment for coordination and control of forward area weapons

are also to be considered. A host of additional. requirements

relating to tho modes of employment and operation of the system

mut also be defined. in addition, physical requirements must

be r)ostulated consistent with the intended application of the

co',;,utvr. These would inc IuCIc environmental, EMI/TEMPEST,

A-3-. . . .
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reliability, maintainability and logistic support requirements

as well as size, weight and power requirements. Operational

and physical requirements will be delineated as the first step

in defining computer hardware requirements.

b. Various computer implementation concepts will be evaluated

against the system requirements to determine the most suitable

general form of computer implementation. Candidate concepts

will be based on state-of-the-azt digital computer technology.

Because of the nature of the fire control problem it may be

appropriate to consider a special-purpose computer implemen-

tation to provide a highly efficient solution. However, the

availability and flexibility of general purpose computers

may make this approach more desirable. The study will consider

the relative advantages of different computer techniques and

organizations. These considerations include conventional

arithmetic versus special purpose logic, a single central

processing unit versus distributed functions, conventional

versus microprogram control, input/output system organization

and operation, and memory type and organization. Evaluation

of these basic concepts will provide the basis for defining

one or more approaches to computer implementation using avail-

able technology.

c. Hardware implementation of one or more computer concepts will

be defined based on known available computer components. Since

the fire control problem represents a small computer require-

ment, the study is expected to benefit from the current con-

centration in the computer industry on mini- and micromini-

computers. The study will give preference to existing or

developmental computer% as opposed to entirely new designs.

Hardware implementations will be further evaluated in accord-

ance with system requirements and one or more implementations

selected.
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d. Based on the selected implementation(s), a definition of

hardware and its application to the AFAADS fire .zontrol problem

will be produced. The hardware definition will include de-

scription of the computer hardware required for computation

of the problem and for interfacing with other components of

the system. Computer requirements definition produced in this

subtask will permit evaluation of the operational effectiveness

and cost effectiveness of digital fire control computer im-

plementation for AFAADS and will provide the basis for defining

an experimental prototype computer if desired.
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APPENDIX B

AFAADS FINITE LENGTH TRACKING FILTERS

B.1 Introduction

This appendix presents the target tracking algorithms that were

chosen for use in the AFAADS computer sizing task. The chosen zlqo-

rithms are of finite or fixed length, rather than of infinite length

based on recursive formula algorithms.* In addition this appendix also

presents the error variance, reduction ratios between the filter outputs

of target position, velocity, etc. relative to raw target position input

data.

The formulas are quite general. They provide polynomial smoothing

of the input data to any desired degree (linear or velocity smoothing,

quadratic or acceleration smoothing, etc.). Also the filter output

provides the best estima te, in a least squares sen~e, of the target's

position, velocity, etc. relative to any desired time interval. Thus

th,, best estimate of position can be chosen relative to (a) the midpoint

o, i-he rmoothing interval, (b) the last or current positior, (c) any

iuturc or predic ted time, or 1d) .ny other time de-;ired. The krror

variai:c reduction ratios can similarly be computed for any time point.

Following the presentation of the general fermdJas, they are first

applied to the specific example of linear or vel.ocity smoothing. These

are then turther simplified to uivc, the best estimate of last measured

poslti(,n of the target. The last measured position rather than the

midpoint in the smoothing interval was chosen since the AFAADS gun system

wil l be tracking a target flying an unpredictable and maneuvering course.

Last measured position f:.Iterinn weighs the la r points more heavi Ly

than the earLy one- and hence should more truly reflect the aircraft's

true mot ion at the end of the -;ampli ng interval. It is only the last

*Comipari ,ý, with adoptive Kal man fil Iter s a-nid other tracking techn.iques
hotild(t hi,' .• !tud'd in the next phasIe of AFAADS.
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measured position and future or predicted positions that are required

by the other real time fire control algorithms. (Sec. 11). This choice

of using the last measured position instead of the midpoint was made at

the expense of slightly increasing the error reduction ratio. (Note

that if the target were flying on a defined trajectory, such as an orbit-

ing space vehicle, use of the midpoint would provide more accurate data

on which the specific trajectory could be defined.)

Finally the specific tracking formulas are presented for linear

(velocity) smoothing over a one second time interval using data every

0.1 sec. This is the specific tracking situation used in the AFAADS

computer concepts analysis, 3pecifically Block II of Sec. 11.3.

In the implementation of AFAADS, it is proposed that the sensor

(FLIR/laser or tracking radar) be mounted on a rate-gyro stabilized

head. Such a sensor head will piovide both position data (range,

azimuth, and elevation) and angular rate data (azimuth and elevation

rates).

Assuming that either doppler data or accurate difference range

data are available, the inputs to the tracking filters %ill then be

three dimensional position data and three dimensional rate data. Under

these conditions the target tracking algorithms should be used twice:

(L) To reduce the raw position data to smoothed position data.

(2} To reduce the raw rate data to both smoothed rate data and

smoothed acceleration data.

This is the assumed situation in the analysis of this volume of AFAADS.

B.2 Reference Material

The tracking algorithms proposed for AFAADS are those developed

by Norman Morrison in "Introduction to Sequential Smoothing and Prediction,

Chap. 7 (Ref. 4). The nomenclature of Morrison has been modified to

conform to that used in this AFAADS report. However, specific references

art? made to Morrison'- analysis through the use of his equation numbers

on the right margin.
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B.3 Processing Situation

Assume that the AFAADS sensor head (FLIR/laser or radar) provides

range, azimuth, and elevation position data (no rate data) to the com-

puter once every At seconds. The last data received are at clock time

t(n), the previous data at t(n-l). These data are converted to Cartesian

Coordinates x, y, and z every sampling period and become the inputs to

the target tracking filter. Since the filter will process the data in

each coordinate in exactly the same manner, only the x-component will

be treated below.

The tracking algorithm makes the following additional assumptions:

(1) Filter smooths with a polynomial of degree m (m equals I

for velocity smoothing, 2 for acceleration smoothing, etc.)

(2) Filter is of finite length covering data over the last

L At seconds.

(3) L+l data points are processed each time.

(4) Last data received and processed is x(n) at time t(n).

Oldest data point processed in filter is x(n-L) received

at time t(n-L).

(5) Filter output position x(n+p) gives the best estimate of

position pAt seconds after the last measured position.

Note p can be positive (prediction), zero (current position)

or negative (back in time).

(6) Filter output velocity is ý(n+p) or Dx(n+p).

Higher order derivatives are also used.

B.3.1 General Filter Equ.itions

Matrix notation (capital letters) is used extensively in order

to simplify the presentation. Let the total observation vector or the

vector describing all the raw data points used by the tracking filter

be designated by:
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x (n)

X(n) x(n-1) (7.3.25)

x(n-L)

Similarly the best estimate vector or the vector describing the filter

output is

X(n+p) (7.4.7)

where m is the order of the polynomial used by the filter and also

equals the highest order derivative of x that can be computed.

Morrison's analysis shows that:

X(n+p) = W(p, At)X(n) (7.4.11)

where W(p, At) is the unscaled weighting function matrix.

The remainder of the general analytic results describe this

weighting matrix in terms of other matrices and thence in terms of

defined quantities.

W(p, At) = D(At)W(p) (7.4.11 and 7.4.12)

where: D(At) is the diagonal scaling matrix with elements:

D(At) (4.2.19)

ij
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where: Oi, j <m

. is the Kronecker deltaiJ

m is the order of the polynomial used.

W(p) is the scaled weighting function matrix.

The scaled weighting function matrix is the product of five

matrices:

W(p) = P(p) SGCB (7.4.16)

where: (1) P(p) is the transition matrix (time prediction matrix) with

el ements:

Vv] ~=(~' pJ~ (4.2.15)

wherFe: I •i, N 3m

p is the number of prediction time intervals At
relative to current time t(n). It need not be an
integer, and can be positive, zero, ornnegative.

12) S is the link matrix or astociate St,'rling matrix of the

first kind. The elements of this maliix must be computed

by recur vye formulas (See (MNorrison P. 20-Ref. c4). The

first few terms arc listvd in the following tble:

jo

i 0 1 2 3 4

/0 o 0 0 0 0

21 ( 1 I 2 0
- (Table 4.1)

-)2 C) () 1 3 11

/3 o ( ) 0 1 6

0 0 0

4 0



(3) G is a matrix dealing with the length of the filter and

has terms:

[G} (-I (j (j' i)1 (7. 4.14)

L

where: O 5i,j _m

L( = L(L-1)(L-2) .. (L-i+l) (2.4.1)

This function L(i) is called the backward factorial function. This

function also occurs in other matrices bclow.

(4) C is the matrix of normalizing factors for the discrete

Legendre polynomials. It is diagonal with terms:

[ j ij ~(7.4.5)

where: O ij :m

2 ' {(1+j+l (j+l)

c = C(-j,L) (-) (7.3.'4)-a (2j+~lJ)L .

This function c is the normalizing factor for the j'th order polynomial.

(5) B is the only non-square matrix. It has termb

[B] ij =[piYr)jr = L-j (7.4.6)

- - R-6
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where: 0<i <m

Pi (r) = p(r;j,L) = (-1)V (j (j+v)(r) (3.2.20)

The function pj(r) is the discrete Legendre polynomial.

B.3.2 General Variance Reduction Formula

"Morrison's analysis also considers error variance reduction

ratios between the filter outputs and inputs. These ratios are based

upon the following a-,sumptions with regard to the errors in the input

data x(n):

1. Errors have zero mean, i.e. no bias errors.

2. Errors on each data point are uncorrelated with those on

any other data point.

Al. 11 errors have the same standard deviation a (x)

This means that the covariance vector of the input data errors can be

expressed by

Rtn) or= (X)I 7 . )

where I is the identity matrix.

Under these conditions the best estimate vector on the output of

the filter will have an error variance matrix S(n+p) whose terms are

given by:

m

(n+p) i +j i j 1 (7.5.28)
IS I Lit k0o dr dr r =L+p

where: 0 d i, j & m

k pPk(r)/ck (7.3.6)

and both Pk(r) and ck have already been defined.
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B.4 Example of Linear or Velocity Smoothing (m equals I)

The above general equations are now applied to the example of linear

or velocity smoothing. Hence m equals I. Only the first two discrete

Legendre polynomials and their normalization factors are required; namely,

P (r) = 1 p 1 (r) = 1- (2r/L-) (3.2.21)

2
o = L+l c= (L+2) (L+I)/3L (3.2.31)

For linear smoothing the output of the tracking filter gives the best

estimate of the position of the target at a prediction interval p, which

occurs at a time t(n+p)

x(n+p) = "I + 3 (L+2))x(n) [ + 3(L + -P)(L -_2)1 x(n - I)

L +1I L + 2J L(L + 2) J

+ +I (1 + 2p) -L . 2) +1, L + 2). . .

+ 3 + 21] x(n - .
I-+ + 2

The velocity output of the filter is:

_(n+p) , Dx (n+p) : {,/L+ L(.+,)(,.+2)} ,Lx(n)+(L.-2) x'(n-2)

+ (L-4) xtn-2) + ... -. x(n-I)

1.nder these circumstances, the error variance reduction ratio mati.rx

becomeb:

"(_x (n+p)) (x(n+p), x_ n+p )

S(n+p) =
2 x(n+{jx J~)) " txln+l)))

(L.+2) (t+l)(. 3 (I.+2p.)/ .at o/(At )'
2 a 2 (X) 1,(.'1+ 1) + 01 ( .+,)) 3(1 +21,)/ A~t/

B-8
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This matrix equation gives the error variance reduction ratio for position

(upper left hand terms) and for velocity (lower right hand terms). The

other two terms are cross correlation reduction ratios.

B.4.1 Linear Smoothing for Last Measured Position (p=o)

To consider the best estimate of the last measured position of the

target, set p equal to zero in the above equations. This gives the smoothed

position, smoothed velocity, variance reduction in position, and variance

reduction for velocity as follows:

Output position:

x(n) = 2[(21,+l) x(n) + (2L+1-3) x(n-l) + (2L+1-6) x(n-2)

+ ... +(2L+1-3g) x(n-g) + ... +(l-L) x(n-L)]/(L42)(L+1)

Output velocity:

x(n) = O[E. x (n) + (1-2) x(n-l) + ( N-4) x(n-2) +

- L x(n-L)J/_%t(l.+2)(L+l)

OutPut ,osition error reduction:

2 (21.+) 2)a !•(xn ))-- 0 W2{)
\(1.+2)(1,+]

O, it ct velocity eirior reduction:

S(At (1+ 2 ) ([.+1 (1.)

B.4 One Second Filter

Finally we will consider the specific algorithm for a one second

filter using data recepived every 0.1 second. For this case:

PB-')



At 0.1 second

L 10

L At = 1.0 second

(This is the s,)ecific case used in the AFAADS compnuter concept analysis

of this Volume of the AFAADS Final Report).

Output position:

x(n) = L7 x(n) + 6 x(n-1) + 5 x(n-2) + 4 x(n-3) + 3 x(n-4) + 2 x(n-5)

+ x(n-6) + 0 x(n-7) - x(n-8) - 2x(n-9) -3x(n-10)]/22

Output velocity:

x(n) = D x(n) = [5 x(n) + 4 x(n-l) + 3 x(n-2) + 2 x(n-3) + x(n-4)

+ 0 x(n-5) - x(n-6) - 2 x(n-7) - 3 x(n-8) - 4 x(n-9) - 5 x(n-1O)]/ll

Output position error reduction:

(x_(n)) = V -8 (x) = ).;(4 n(x)

Outut velocity error reduction:

o(x(n) = VVOOx) .L5O(x)

If mid,)oint .,moolhing had btwcn cho toi, th|1 ,os ition error reduc-tion

ratio would be 0..3O2 and the velocity error reduction ratio the same, or
0. k)73 5.

B- I
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APPENDIX C

BALLISTIC CORRECTION FOR DOWN WIND

One of the ballistic corrections to be applied in the AFAADS fire

control system is the effect of a down (or up) wind on the projectile.

Such a wind will cause the projectile to pass beyond (or in front of) the

target.

The geometric situation is shown in Figure C-I. In the absence of

wind, the AFAADS gun will be fired to the predicted target range D(p) at an

elevation angle E(p). Becauseof a down wind the projectile will travel

farther down range than predicted and will miss the target by a distance

AD(w) as measured at the target's altitude. This is equivalent to a small

angular elevation error 0(w). If the gun elevation were increased by O(w),

the wind would curve the projectile'- path so as to interce .t the target.

Analytically by the law of .sines

sin 0(w) =

AD(w) D(p)

From the figure

= E(p)- 0(w)

Substituting and assuming that the wind correction factor is small, i. e.,

a first order corr.ec-tion

O(w) = AD(w) sin E(p)/D(p)

For the AFAADS computer sizing task it is assumed that:

a) The form of thv down-wind and cross-wind correction factors are

the same (Reference 1, Volume 1, paragraph 5.5.4 on page 5-53).

b) The ratio of the two correction factors-, is that given in Reference I,

Volume 1, paragraph 5.5.4; namely, the down-wind linear miss is 1.5

t imes the crost-wind linear miss; and

c) The explicit cross-wind correction factor, developed in Appendix G, can

be used directly for the down-wind correction.
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Combining these assumption

AD(w) = 1.5 AL D(p)

where: AL = KW(d) t(p) sec E(p)[1-k t(p) sin E(p)]

= cross wind angular correction factor from Volume I

except the down wind W(d) is used rather than the

cross wind W(c).

The two constants have the approximate values from Appendix G, Figure G-4

K = 0.115 milliradian/m.

k = 0.0293/sec.

Thus the super-elevation angle ballistic correction factor to be

used in the AFAADS computer sizing task is: _4

v (w) = 1.5 K W(d) t(p) tan E(p)[l-kt(p) sin E(p)]

In using this equation, down wind is defined as the wind velocity from the

gun toward the target. A positive down wind means the gun's elevation angle

must be increased O(w) to compensate for the wind's effect. kSimilarly an

up wind will cause a gun depression correction.)

C-3
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APPENDIX D

VALIDITY CRITERIA FOR FLIR/LASER PROJECTILE MISS DISTANCE DATA

D.1 Introduction

In the assumed AFAADS gun fire control system using a FLIR/laser

target tracking head, not all of the proj-ctile miss distance data readings

should be employed in the gun bias error correction algorithms. 7T- limit-

ations result from the technical characteristics of the assumed FLIR/laser

sensor system. Thebe limitations and characteristics are first discussed

followed by a presentation of three data validity criteria. Satisfaction

of these criteria means the measured data can be used for gun bias error

corrections. (Atddition discussion on this subject can be found in Volume

I, Section 3).

D.2 Limitations of FLIR/Laser Sensor System

For the projectile miss distance measurement problem, the assumed

FLIR/laser sensor system differs from a radar sensor system in two important

aspects. These differi:..c' -esu]t in the above-mentioned validity criteria.

I. Viewing Rate: The assumed FLIR/laser sensor system for AFAADS will obtain

about 30 looks at the target each second This compares with the several

hundred looks per second for a radar. Thus a projectile angular miss

distance measurement with : radar can be obtained at much closer to the

equal range point of target and projectile than is possible with a FLIR/

laser sensor. To apply the equal range crileria used with radar to a

FLIR/laser sensor system would mean that mo!! potential miss distance

measurements would be misbed.

2. Data Characteristics: A radar obtai-.. both range and angle

data on a target (or projectile) simusLaneousiy and from the same received

signal. Thr. assumed-F|-IR/laser sensor differs significantly. The laser

range data is based upon a reflected signal. The FLIR signal is nor-

mally from radation generated by the target itself - temperature differ-

ences, augmented in the caee of projectiles by tracers. Or, the project-

ile sensing may rely on laser echo signals. Thus the signals processed

by the two sensors are usually independent of one another.

: D- 1.



Coupling can be obtained through the use of high pulse rate CO 2

lasers, such that the FLIR signals are essentialty range-gated. Such

a system is visualized in the fol ' -_ir.g detection criteria. If such a

system does not prove to be practical, ý two dimensional bias correction

algorithm could be used (see Volume I, Section 3). The computational

requirements of the latter are less than for three dimensional and oood

azimuth and elevation bias corrections are obtained; but not velocity bias.

D.3 Dat\ Validity Criteria

Three proposed projectile miss distance data validity criteria are

developed.

D.3.1 First Criteria: Consider the situation in Figure D-1. The target

is assumed to be crossing in front of the AFAADS gun. A projectile is

fired on a perfect course to the target, i.e., no biases exist. Due to

the finite scan rate of the FLIR, assume that angular projectile miss dis-

tance measurements are made at t before the projectile reaches the equal

range point, and again at t 2 , after the projectile passes the equal range

point. If these data were used for bias error corrections, the first measure-

ment would indicate a bias miss to the rioht and the second a miss to the

left; when in actual fact no bias exists.

Let us see how this situation can be used to develop the first measure-

ment validity criterion. Between times tI and t,, the target moves through

an angle AO as measured by the AFAADS sensor tracking servo. If this angle

is less than the errorA0o involved in,,measuring the projectile angular miss

distance, the measured value will give a true or valid indication of the

bias correction that must be applied to the AFAADS gun. These angles can be

expressed in terms of angular rates since the angleA Ois executed in the

time At betweon t1 and t 2 . Thus the first validity criierion is

where: L= Target angular crossing rate

0 =/(l/2) At = Projectile angular miss distance error

divided by half the scan period of the

FLIR (the factor of one-half results

from the third criterion)
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D.3.2 Second Validity Criterion: Figure D-1 assumes that the projectile is

close to the target at the time that the miss distance measurements are

made. However, for a directly approaching (or departing) target the pro-

jectile will always be in the field of view of the sensor from the moment

of fire (neglecting any out of field-of-view effects due to the gravity

correction factor). Thus, if the projectile-target distance is not within

some limit, a bias correction could be made based upon data for the target

and projectile being several kilometers apart. The gravity and wind correc-

tions could then cause erroneous bias corrections. Also there would then

be no way to sort out the several projectiles in flioht.

It is thus proposed as a second validity criterion Kiat the projec-

tile-target range difference (range miss measurement) be tess I .v the sum

of (a) the range that can be traversed by the combinatioi, Cojectile

and target during one scan interval and (b) the range increment due to

muzzle velocity dispersion

!11(m) - D ) At + AVm t
6p - t m p

where: AD(m) = Magnitude of measured projectile range miss

D = Projectile velocity at target's rangeP

Dt Target opening velocity

At = Scan period of laser

AV = Muzzle velocity dis1 ~ersionm

t = Projectile Flight timep

Thus a range-gated FLIR systfcm , required.

D.3.3 Third Validity Criterion: if range measurements are made on successive

scans it is assumed that the same projectile is being tracked. Thus one

measurement is made prior to the equal range point and the second one after

this point. This third criterion is to select the smaller val!id range

measurement, and as a result, a factor of 2 can be used in the formula for

the firsl. criterion. (For Figure D-l, the selcond measurement would be

selected.)
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D.4 AFAADS Example: These c::iteria will now be applied to the AFAADS

system firing a standard• c.kliber round as used in the computer sizing task.

For this task it is assumed that:

a) FLIR/laser sampling period: At = 0. 1 second

b) Angle miss distance measurement accuracy: 90= 0.25 il.

c) Target closing velocity: Dt = - 300 rn/sec.

d) Projectile velocity (Dp):

Muzzle 1175 m/sec

4000) m rAnge: 400 m/sec

e) Muzzle velocity dispersion: Y, = 0.5% muzzle velocity (6 m/sec)

f) Projectile flight time: t = 6 sec.

For these parameters,

1) Target angular velocity must be less than 5 mils/sec or 0.28

deg/sec.

2) Projectile range miss must be less than 106 m. at maximum range.

The implication of this first criterion on a specific tactical situ-

ation can be determined by considering a 300 m/sec target making a straight

and level pass by the AFAADS gun.

The target is flying at 200 m and its point of closest approach is

also 200 m. Against such a target, the AFAADS opens fire approximately 22

seconds before the point of closest approach. First projectile impact is

at 4500 m and 15 seconds out. Projectile miss distance measurements can be

made from this point in to a range of about 330 m (1]1 seconds out) when

the angular rate exceeds the limits for the first criterion.

Similar situations exist for other tactical situations. In general

valid or useful projectile miss measurements can be made at long range,

in time to provide effective accurate fire when the target ha-, ctosed.
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE BIAS CORRECTION ALGORITHM

A sample calculation is presented for the miss distance bias correction

algorithm presented in Block XVI of Subsection 11.3. Reference should

be made to this block for the definition of the several parameters

evaluated.

E.1 Target Trajectory

A constant speed (300 m/sec) target is making a 45 deg. diving

attack on a point clase to the AFAADS gun. The target executes a 4-g

pull-out maneuver such that the bottom of the pull-out occurs at the point-

of-closest approach, namiely at 200 m altitude and 200 m displacement from

the gun (minimum slant range of 283 in).

During the time interval of 5.0 to 4.5 seconds before the point-of-

closest approach, the target fl ight trajectories will have the values

given in Table E-1.1

E.2 AF.ADS Gun FirJ Parameters

During this swa1C time period of 5.0 to 4.5 seconds before the point-

of-closest approach, th, AFAADS qun will b, fi rino on the target and pro-

jectile miss distance measurements will be made. Table E-1I lists the

applicable gun paruncmters of:

a) cProjectile flioht time

b) Gun pointing angles

c) Gun lead angles (difference between the target position (i.e.,

sensor pointing direction) and gun pointing angles)

d) Projectile miss measurements. T
/

Note that the projectile miss mneaire•".vnt vdlues are an assumed random

distribution, and do not necessari Ih Yepresent the performance of an actual

gun. /

E- I-
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Table E-I Target Flight Parameters

Time Target Parameters

To
Closest Interval Range Azimuth Elevation
Point

t j D AA B

(sec) (numeric) (m) (m/sec) (deg) (de9/sec) (deg)

5.0 1 1580 295 B0. 8 4 21.0

4.9 2 1550 295 80.7 4 20.8

4.8 3 1520 295 80.7 5 20.7

4.7 4 1490 295 80.6 3 20.5

4.6 5 1430 295 80.5 6 20.4

4. 6 6 1430 295 8O.4 7 20.3

Table E-I1 AFAADS Gun Fire Parameters

Time Gun Parameters Projectile

To Project ile i
Closest Interval Flight Gun Angles Gun Lead Angles

Point Time

t j t(f) A E Azth) El(o) ToU1(L) 6 T LE

(se') (numeric)l (s,'c) dveg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)oI
3.0 1 I.6131 77.8 20.0 3.j 1 .0 3.15 0.6 -O.13

4., 2 I.ol 3 77.b '1.0. I 0.8 3.11) 1.2 0.0

4.8 3 1.*6o 77.3 20.(0 3.4 o.7 3.47 -0.60 -0.1

4.7 4 1,31 77.0 20..0 3.b 0.5 3.03 0.,0 -I.3

4.6 5 1.483 76.3 20.0 4.0 0.4 4.02 -4).7 0.4

4.5 6 1.459 7f).O 20.0 4.4 0.3 4.4 1.0 0.3

E-2
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APPENDIX E (Continued)

E.3 Bias Correction Constants

The several constants used in the bias correction algorithm, as de-

fined in Items 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of Block XVI of Subsection 11.3, are

listed in Table E-Ill.

TABLE E-III. BIAS CORRECTION CONSTANTS

Parameter Value

Bias Variance: Az 0 (A) 10 mils

El 0 (E) 10 mils

Vel 0 (V) 8 mils

Projectile Vel: V (a) 800 m/sec

Dispersion Variance: Az 0 (TW) 3 mils

El 0 (EW) 3 mils

Vel " (VW) 4 mils

E.4 Defined Matrices

From Table E-I, Target Flight Parameters; Table E-II, Gun Fire Para-

meters, and Table E-Il, Bias Correction Constants, three of the matrices

defined in Block XVI of Subsection 11.3 can be evaluated. The results

are presented in Table E-IV for the six data points between 5.0 and 4.5

seconds from the point-of-closest-approach.

E.5 Sample Bias Corrections

The groundwork has now been laid for computing the actual bias cor-

rection values in azimuth, elevation, and muzzle velocity. Table E-V

presents the results of going through three cycles of the algorithms. For

the particular values used, the vector X(j) shows that the azimuth bias

correction is slightly larger than the elevation correction. Both are

about an order of magnitude greater than the muzzle velocity bias correction.

These calculations should be considered as illustrative, and not

necessarily typical.

E-3



Table IV Defined Matricies

Time
Interval Matricies (Defined in Subsection 11.3 Block XVI)

-

n,

j Z(j) = LT(j) H(j) (cosE 0 cosEsinS R(j) "!

11E(j) 0 1 sino a _________

(deg) (mnumeric) (ril s)2

/ ))
1 0.6 0.934 0 0.0488 9.038 0.0136

0 C) 1 0.0174 0.0136 9.005

2 (1.2 (0. 1)35 0 0.015051 9.041 0.01131
0.0 J o 0.0140 o.0113 9.003

-0.0 0.93" ) 0.0;53 9.049 0.0108

-0.3 0 1 0.0122 0.0108 9.002 )

S 4 (. 0.917 0 0.0588 9.055 8.16xi0-

-1.3 /0\o 1 0.()087 0.00816 9.(ol

( -0.7 (0. 937 0 0.0655 119.069) 7.34xl0

0.4 ) 1l 0.0070 7.34x10" 13  9. M0I

6 1.0 (0.938 0 0.071() 9.083 5.75x0"

0.3 0 I 0.0050 5.75xl0'3 9.000
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APPENDIX F

BALLISTIC CORRECTION FOR GRAVITY DROP

F.1 Summary

This appendix examines simple algorithms for computing the super-

elevation angle required in the ballistic computation to compensate for

gravity drop.

It appears that one may compute superelevation angle 0S as

o(s) : [g/2V(O)] [t(p) + cl t 2(p) + ... ] cos E(p) (F-I)

where: E(p) = Predicted target elevation m;,'e at the aim point

V(o) = Muzzle velocity

t(p) Predicted time of flight

c(j) = Constants for a given weapon under "standard conditions"

but may be a function of muzzle velocity under non-

standard conditions. (For the Oerlikon gun c(l) equals

0.0465 per second).

The predicted tima of flight, t(p), iN computed separately from the

ballistic equations (for instance, a fifth order polynomial is used in

Section 1.1.3 Block IV) as a function of the predicted slant range, D(p).

The reason for computing 0(s) : a beries in t(p) rather than D(p)

is the empirical observation that the simple cosine dependence on E(p)

applies only for constant t(p), not for constant D(p). This observation is

based upon the Oerlikon-gun ballistic tables.

F.2 Introduction

SUperelevation is the added elevation angle applied to a gun to

account for graxils. drop of the projectile. For vacuum and flat earth

trajectories, gravity drop is just (1/2) g 1-(p) where t(p) is the projec-

tile's timeof flight. Now let 0 be the gun quadrant elevation angle

including the gravity correction and 0(s) be the superelevation angle.

Then by the law of sines (see Figure F-I),

sin 0(s) = (1/2) g t_(p)/Dl)(p cot,, (F-2)

F- A
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For antiaircraft firing, O(s) will always be small. Then, Owill be

approximately equal to E(p), the sight or elevation angle to the aim point.

We can then save one iterative operation by approximating'o (s) in terms

of E(F-) rather thano. Since

= E(p) + 0 (s) (F-3)

the;i YoA± values

= E(p) (F-4)

The basic computation in the ballistic unit is the computation of

the time of flight t(p) for specified D(p) and E(p). It may be possible

to use some of the terms of the tip) computation in the O(s) computation,

and this should be kept in mind when the time comes to reduce the set of

ballistic algorithms down to a minimum number of operations.

Howover, at this point we assume that we have as inputs to the O(s)

computation: E(p), Dip),, and t(p), the last from the ballistic algorithm.

Using the Oerlikon ballistics, FiJjure F-2 shows O(s) plotted both against

D(p) and against t(p) for C%(p) = , deg. The O(s) versus t(p) curve has

less curvature, and we shall show later that t(p) is a preferred parameter

for another reason.

F.3 Suggest Algorithms

For short times of flight,

D(p) = V(o) t(p) (F-5)

where V(o) is the muzzle velocity. Substituting this equation and
equation F-4 into equation (F-2), we have

¢(s) : [g/2V(o)] t(p) cos E(p) (F-6)

This is the asymptotic value of the superelevation angle for short times

of flight. Using this as the leading term in a polynomial approximation,

the superelevation angle can be expressed as,

2
[(s) =g/2V(o)] t(p) cos E(p)[l + c(M) t(p) + c(2) t (p) + ... ] (F-7)

F- 3
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The objective is to ob:ain arn expression for 0(s) accurate to 0.3 mil out

to a 1t.ige of 3km relative to the Oerlikon ballistic firing table data.

Thus we expect the superelevation angle to vary as cos E(p) at a

given range D(p). To test this the Oerlikon data is plotted in Figure

F-3 at 3km range in the form of 0(s) versus cos E(p). From the figure,

we see the relationship is approximately a straight line, as expected;

but the line does not go through the origin, contrary to the predicted

relationship given in equation F-7. To see how close to a straight line j

this relationship actually is., we plot in Figure F-4 0(s)/cos E(p) versus

E(p). Although there is considerable scatter, there is also a trend of

the form 4
0(s) = 0(s,o) cos E(p) [ + + a cos E(p)] (F-8)

where: 0(s,o) is the superelevation angle for cos E(p) equal to zero

(i. e., a target directly overhead)

a is a constant.

However, on referring to the Oerlikon ballistic tables, we note that

at 3km range, the time of flight is less for high trajectories than for low I
trajectories Also 0(s)/cos E(p) is lower for high trajectories than for

low trajectories to the same point.

This suggests that we may get a better simple relation if we compute
0s = cos., p f~t p)] (F-9

From the firing tables we interpolate 0(s) to a constant time of flight

of 3.780 seconds by the formula.

0(s,3.78()) = 1(st) - [t(p) - 3.780] [AO(s)/At(p)] (F-1O)

This time of 3.780 seconds corresponds to the time of flioht at 3km range I
and zero elevation angle. Figure F-5 shows the comparative results of

plotting 0(s)/ cos E(p) for constant time of flight t(,) of 3.780 seconds

and for constant range of 3km. (The latter is a repeat of the data in

Figure F-4). From the figure, we can see that curve for constant time of

flight is essentially a constant, to the accuracy of the firing table j
1ýoint-to-polnt scatter. In fact if we choobe an average value of 18.8 for

6(j,)/cos l(p) and a 3.780 time of flight, we obtain 6(s) for all E(p) to

an a(CLIracy of better than 0.3 mil.

F-5
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F.4 Selected Algorithm

Thus we see that O(s) should be expanded in terms of t(p) rather

than D(p); as was indicated by equations F-6 and F-7, for a given target

elevation angle E(p). Figure F-6 is a plot of 0(s)/t(p) versus t(p) at

zero target elevation angle. This graph indicates:

I(s)/t(p) = [g/2V(o)] [I + c(l) t(p) + .... J (F-Il)

should provide a satisfactory solution out to about 6 seconds of flight.

This is the equation given in the Introduction to this Appendix (equation

F-1).

From the graph the ordinate intercept gives 4.22 mils/sec for

@(s)/t(p), i. e., the value of g/2V(o). The slope gives a value of c(l)

equal to 0.0465 per second.

This siiple approach seems better than an alternate of the form

t(p)g/[2V(o)]

(s) = 2 (F-12)
[1 - d(l)t(p) + d(2) t 2(p) + .

for if we write the preceding expression as

Y =[2V(o)/g -, t(p)/0 (s)]/t(p) b(1) - b(2)t(p) + .. (F-13)

where b(j) is 2V(o)/g tires Uj)

we obtain Y vs t(p) as shown in Figure F-7.

However, both forms should be investigated in finer detail before

making a choice.
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APPENDIX G

BALLISTIC CORRECTION COMPUTATION FOR CROSS WIND

The "drift" correction for a 10 m/s cross wind from the Oerlikon

firing tables is shown in Figure G-1.

To develop a computational algorithm, the first obvious step is to

correct for the secant of the elevation angle E(p), by multiplying by

cos E(p). It is shown in Part B of Figure G-2 that AL cos E(p) varies with

E(p) where AL is the drift. The reason is the effect of changing air density

on the trajectory.

Density varies about as

-~~kh (G-l)P= P e-k G1

where H is the altitude. In terms of slant range, we have

P =.p e-Dk sin E(p) (G-2)

Taking this factor into account, Part A of Figure G-2 shows that:

AL cos E(p) plots (at 3km) as a linear function of sin E(p).

At the maximum range of 6km for which data is given the fit is not as good

(Figure G-3), and the slope is steeper. The slope, in fact varies very

roughly with time of flight, rather than slant range.

Returning to the variation of AL itself with range, we see (Figure

G-4) that it is well represented as proportional to time of flight out to

6 seconds time of flight (or 4km). Hence we propose the following algorithm

AL = K W(c)t(p) sec E(p) [I - k t(p) sin E(p)]

where: AL is the drift correction in mils

W(c) is the cross wind

t(p) is the time of flight

E(p) is the target elevation angle

From Figure G-4 the two constants can be evaluated:

K = 0.1153 mils/meter

k = 0.0293/sec

These are the values used in the fire control algorithms of Section 11.3.
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Considering the uncertainty in cross wind W, this should be adequate.
Before building a system, of course, more detailed analysis should be done.

Best Available Copy

Best Available
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APPENDIX H

TABLE OF ACRONYMS

AA Antiaircraft

ADA Air Defense Artillery

AFAADS Advanced Forward Area Air Defense System

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit

EMI Electromagnetic Interference

FCP Fire Control Program

FLIR Forward Looking Infrared

FOV Field of View

i/0 Input/Output

IOCP Input-Output Control Program

IO. Input-Output Unit

LED Light Emitting Diode

LOS Line of Sight

LSB Least Significant Bit

1S1I Medium Scale Integration

PROM! Programmable Read Only Memory

pSC lProgramming Support Center

RANI Random Access Memory

R(IOM Read Only Memory

TO , E Table of Organization and Equipment

Best Available Corp
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